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ABSTRACT 

This study explored what cognitive resources (i.e., units of knowledge necessary 

to learn) first-semester organic chemistry students used to make decisions about acid 

strength and how those resources guided the prediction, explanation and justification of 

trends in acid strength. We were specifically interested in the identifying and 

characterizing the mental models, assumptions and heuristics that students relied upon to 

make their decisions, in most cases under time constraints. The views about acids and 

acid strength were investigated for twenty undergraduate students. Data sources for this 

study included written responses and individual interviews.  

 The data was analyzed using a qualitative methodology to answer five research 

questions. Data analysis regarding these research questions was based on existing 

theoretical frameworks: problem representation (Chi, Feltovich & Glaser, 1981), mental 

models (Johnson-Laird, 1983); intuitive assumptions (Talanquer, 2006), and heuristics 

(Evans, 2008). These frameworks were combined to develop the framework from which 

our data were analyzed.     

 Results indicated that first-semester organic chemistry students‘ use of cognitive 

resources was complex and dependent on their understanding of the behavior of acids. 

Expressed mental models were generated using prior knowledge and assumptions about 

acids and acid strength; these models were then employed to make decisions. Explicit and 

implicit features of the compounds in each task mediated participants‘ attention, which 

triggered the use of a very limited number of heuristics, or shortcut reasoning strategies. 
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Many students, however, were able to apply more effortful analytic reasoning, though 

correct trends were predicted infrequently. Most students continued to use their mental 

models, assumptions and heuristics to explain a given trend in acid strength and to justify 

their predicted trends, but the tasks influenced a few students to shift from one model to 

another model. An emergent finding from this project was that the problem 

representation greatly influenced students‘ ability to make correct predictions in acid 

strength. 
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 CHAPTER 1: THE RATIONALE 

Purpose of the Study 

Organic chemistry is a rigorous course, and some educators consider it a 

―gatekeeper‖ course for students who desire to pursue careers in allied health fields and 

basic research fields. For most students in health- and science-related fields, entry into 

their future career paths depends on successfully completing the two-semester organic 

chemistry course, preferably earning an A or a B. At the University of Arizona, more 

than 1000 students are typically enrolled in one of the three first-semester organic 

chemistry lecture courses we offer in the department. Difficulty understanding individual 

concepts and their integration in organic chemistry contribute to the high attrition rates 

from first semester organic chemistry to the second semester of the course. This 

dissertation research uses qualitative methods to investigate the cognitive resources, 

which are pieces of knowledge that guide and constrain reasoning, that first-semester 

organic chemistry students express about acids and acid strength, which are foundational 

concepts in organic chemistry. The findings from the research are expected to improve 

student learning and instructional strategies not only in organic chemistry but also in 

chemistry courses that are pre-requisites to organic chemistry. 

The Importance of Acidity in Organic Chemistry 

As a practicing organic chemist performing reactions everyday in the 

laboratory, it is not often that one needs to perform acid-base 

calculations, measure pKa in an organic solvent or determine exact 

[acidity function] values. Instead, we are most commonly confronted with 
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comparisons between acids or bases, forcing us to make judgments about 

what base to use for a base initiated reaction, or possibly what acid to use 

to remove a protecting group. Further, we commonly need to choose 

experimental conditions to generate a reactive carbanion intermediate, 

such as an enolate or alkyl anion. In all these analyses, it is particularly 

useful to have a small handful of pKa values of common structures set to 

memory, and when necessary, to have the ability to predict relative acid or 

base strengths. (Anslyn and Dougherty, p. 276) 

 

Acidity is a central concept in organic chemistry because it helps experts make 

predictions about reaction mechanisms and the products that are likely to result from a 

chemical reaction; the knowledge of acid-base chemistry is particularly useful when 

designing synthetic routes for novel compounds. In first-semester organic chemistry 

courses, students learn basic reactions and simple reaction mechanisms as they begin to 

propose synthetic routes towards various known compounds. With a deeper conceptual 

understanding of acidity, organic chemistry students can identify likely reaction sites in 

acid-base reactions and make decisions about the most reactive sites thereby predicting 

reasonable reaction mechanisms (Bhattacharyya & Bodner, 2005; Anderson & Bodner, 

2008; Ferguson & Bodner, 2008). Unfortunately, faced with the large amount of 

information they are expected to learn, many organic chemistry students cope by relying 

on rote memorization to survive the course (Grove, 2008; Ferguson & Bodner, 2008).  

The single concept in organic chemistry that is most studied using qualitative 

methods is reaction mechanisms (Pribyl & Bodner, 1987; Bowen & Bodner, 1991; 

Bhattacharyya & Bodner, 2005; Anderson & Bodner, 2008; Ferguson & Bodner, 2008; 

Anderson, 2009). These studies consistently show that both undergraduate students and 
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pre-doctoral graduate student (i.e., candidacy had not yet been attained) had a poor 

understanding of concepts and principles necessary to push electrons in reaction 

mechanisms. For example, Ferguson and Bodner (2008) identified four barriers to 

making sense of the arrow-pushing formalism (a concept that describes the flow of 

electrons during reaction mechanisms) in a study of second-semester organic chemistry 

students: inability to recall [pertinent information from memory], inability to apply or 

understand, poorly understood content, and non-content-specific barriers. One such 

concept that was poorly understood was acidity, specifically as it related to acid strength 

and the acid dissociation constant (pKa). Ferguson and Bodner (2008) highlight a possible 

reason for the lack of conceptual understanding about acid-base reactions when he 

discusses study participants‘ difficulty with pushing electrons in a meaningful way to 

solve reaction mechanism problems: 

The concept of pKa is introduced in the typical organic chemistry course, 

but it needs to be reinforced until it becomes a theme that connects 

reactions that appear to the student to be unrelated. Students often believe 

that only important information or ideas are written on the chalkboard. 

Conversely, information that does not appear on the blackboard can be 

viewed as unimportant. When reaction mechanisms are written in terms of 

symbols that identify the nuclei of the atoms in a reaction, students are 

likely to ignore the location of the nonbonding electrons that play a role in 

the reaction when they try to write mechanisms on their own. When pKa of 

acidic protons is left off the blackboard, students walk away with the 

impression that pKa‘s do not play an integral part in determining the 

mechanism of the reactions they encounter.  (p. 112) 

 

Qualitative studies of organic chemistry reported in the literature are important if 

we are to understand not only what students know but also how they come to understand 
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the material taught in many traditional college courses. Studies about reaction 

mechanisms are critical for future educational research about organic chemistry students‘ 

conceptual understanding because mechanisms are opportunities for students to apply a 

range of concepts to solve complex problems. However, the current studies on reaction 

mechanisms may be perceived as limited since they all come from the same research 

group who studies students within the same department at the same university. Our study 

extends research in the field by exploring a different population of undergraduate organic 

chemistry students as well as by focusing specifically on one of the problematic concepts 

cited in reaction mechanisms studies. 

Relevance of this Dissertation Research 

Despite anecdotal evidence that organic chemistry is challenging for students to 

learn, surprisingly few qualitative investigations of this student population have been 

published in the literature (Anderson, 2009; Web of Science July 2010). Several studies 

have been published that describe experiences that students have while taking organic 

chemistry or supplemental instruction (Tien, Roth & Kampmeier, 2002; Anderson & 

Bodner, 2008; Grove, Hershberger & Bretz, 2008; Micari & Light, 2009). Research 

shows that undergraduates have difficulty coping with the breadth and complexity of 

material, even students who had a good understanding of relevant general chemistry 

concepts and principles. For example, Anderson and Bodner (2008) describe Parker (a 

pseudonym), who struggled with first-semester organic course material despite his efforts 

to learn the material. Parker was interviewed after he received graded exams from the 
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lecture course; the problems on the exams were used to probe his understanding of the 

concepts necessary to be successful on the assessments. Results from the qualitative 

analysis illustrated how the symbols (e.g., molecular structures, curved arrows) we rely 

on in organic chemistry did not convey physical reality for Parker; consequently, organic 

chemistry never made sense to him and he did not complete the second semester of the 

course.  

High attrition from the first semester of undergraduate organic chemistry to the 

second semester of organic chemistry (Grove et al., 2008) and a lack of deep conceptual 

understanding of first-year graduate organic chemistry students about some factors that 

affect acid strength (Bhattacharyya, 2006) suggest that undergraduate organic chemistry 

students‘ may not be as prepared for their future careers as expected. To better train 

students for their post-baccalaureate careers, it is necessary to understand not only the 

cognitive resources students employ but also the interactions between them.  

Significance of this Dissertation Research 

Findings from this dissertation project about undergraduate organic chemistry 

students‘ conceptual understanding of acids and acid strength are expected to have a 

number of implications for chemical education researchers and organic chemistry 

practitioners. Knowing how students think and reason about acids and acid strength can 

also inform how general chemistry instructors focus on this important concept as they 

prepare students for organic chemistry, which is mostly acid-base reactions (Anslyn and 

Dougherty, 2006). This dissertation study addresses gaps in the literature by describing 
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cognitive resources organic chemistry students use to make decisions about acid strength. 

Specifically, our goal with this project is to understand the following cognitive resources: 

the mental models of acids held by our participants; the prior knowledge and assumptions 

students have about acids and acid strength; and the shortcut reasoning strategies  

(heuristics) students employ to make decisions about acid strength. To our knowledge, 

there have been no studies of the mental models of acids and acid strength undergraduate 

chemistry students generate and employ; furthermore, our student population of interest 

is organic chemistry students for which there are only a few studies related to mental 

models (Treagust, Chittleborough & Mamiala, 2004; Barrows & Jones, 2005; 

Bhattacharyya, 2006) at any level of education. 

We are also interested in understanding the interaction of mental models, 

assumptions and heuristics during students‘ decision-making. Documenting the origins of 

these cognitive resources will improve chemistry curriculum at all levels. Addressing the 

underlying thinking and reasoning associated with alternative conceptions is expected to 

lead to improved learning, instructional and assessment strategies that can facilitate 

students attaining deeper conceptual understanding of science phenomena, particularly in 

chemistry.  

Of Mental Models, Assumptions, and Heuristics: The Case for Acids and Acid Strength 

In recent years, our group has focused on developing a framework to understand 

students‘ thinking and reasoning in chemistry. Using qualitative tasks (i.e., building 

explanations, forming decisions, and making predictions) related to chemistry 
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phenomena, our group has studied how chemistry students classify substances (Stains & 

Talanquer, 2007) and reactions (Stains & Talanquer, 2008); how they build explanations 

of colligative properties (Talanquer, 2009); and how they rank sets of compounds based 

on various chemical principles (Maeyer & Talanquer, 2010). This dissertation research 

extends our research program to understand how chemistry students construct mental 

models of acids and acid strength while making predictions and building explanations.  

The work presented in this dissertation, which is exploratory in nature, was 

guided by the following research questions: 

1) What mental models of acids do first-semester organic chemistry students express 

when ranking compounds based on acid strength? 

2) How do the expressed mental models of acids change as a result of the 

explanation task or justification task? 

3) What heuristics do students use when ranking compounds based on acid strength? 

4) How do organic chemistry students use the heuristics to generate answers? 

5) When first-semester organic chemistry students are asked to rank sets of three 

compounds based on acid strength, how does the representation of the chemical 

structures on our research instruments influence their decisions?   

To answer the research questions, we completed a project using a qualitative 

approach. Our studies investigated the role of cognitive resources, such as prior 

knowledge and heuristics, on organic chemistry students‘ thinking and reasoning 

processes as they performed ranking tasks. With limited understanding of how college 
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organic chemistry students learn concepts central to the discipline, science educators and 

chemistry practitioners have an incomplete tool set necessary to systematically improve 

assessments and curricula. Findings from our research are expected to have implications 

for chemical education research and for college chemistry curriculum development. 

This dissertation has been organized in the following way: a description of our 

theoretical framework that guided this project will be presented in Chapter 2. Chapter 3 

will describe the setting, the participants, the instruments, the data analysis and the 

limitations associated with the project. In Chapter 4, we describe scientific models of 

acids that are relevant for this project; we also illustrate expected ways for undergraduate 

students to correctly predict and explain trends in acid strength for some of the tasks 

included in the project. The research questions, methodology and findings will be 

presented in three different chapters: Chapter 5 will present the study on mental models 

and implicit assumptions our participants held about acids and acid strength; Chapter 6 

will present the study on heuristics used to make decisions about acid strength; and 

Chapter 7 will present the study of the representation of the prediction tasks that students 

were asked to complete. Overall conclusions and implications as well as future work will 

be presented in Chapter 8. 
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CHAPTER 2: THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

According to Maxwell (2005, p. 33), a theoretical framework is ―the system of 

concepts, assumptions, expectations, beliefs, and theories that supports and informs [the] 

research.‖ Theoretical frameworks are often used in educational research to develop 

research questions, to guide experimental design, and to analyze data (Abraham, 2008; 

Corbin & Strauss, 2008). Merriam (2009, p. 66) argues that all research is based on a 

theoretical framework, even if implicitly. In this chapter, we present theoretical 

frameworks that guided our research design and data analyses. First, we discuss 

frameworks associated with student thinking in science. Next, our discussion turns to 

students‘ use of cognitive resources, which are units of knowledge of various grain sizes, 

and their role in reasoning. Finally, we conclude with a framework we developed to 

explain and predict how science students think and reason during the completion of tasks. 

Our framework, which integrates aspects of several theoretical frameworks, was used to 

analyze much of our data.   

Student Thinking in Science  

It is accepted in the education research community that students enter science 

classrooms with preconceived ideas, beliefs and expectations of natural phenomena 

(Driver & Erikson, 1983; Hammer, 1996); this prior knowledge is organized in the mind 

and facilitates or constrains how students learn science. The organized knowledge, or 

conceptual framework, helps students make sense of new knowledge in a manner 

consistent with constructivism. Some researchers ascribe to the idea that the units of 
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knowledge are organized in domains. Domains are ―sensible, manageable chunks that can 

be manipulated, described, or explained in ways that are appropriate for each chunk‖ 

(Samarapungavan & Robinson, 2001). Knowledge contained in domains is therefore 

manifold, consisting of many unitary fragments in a complex arrangement. Supporters of 

this view claim that the domains resemble theories of knowledge rather than pieces of 

knowledge (Carey, 1985; Vosniadou & Brewer, 1987). Other researchers argue that 

people have ―knowledge-in-pieces‖, or phenomenological primitives, which suggests that 

conceptual frameworks are constructed from unitary knowledge at the time it is needed 

(diSessa, 1988; Smith, diSessa & Roschelle 1993/4; Hammer, 1996; Hammer & Elby, 

2003). We will discuss these two perspectives of the process of learning since they have 

shaped our framework. 

Many researchers have argued that children develop naïve theories about natural 

phenomena in order to organize their knowledge (McCloskey, 1983; Carey, 1985; 

Vosniadou & Brewer, 1987; Hatano & Inagaki, 1994). Seen as coherent and systematic, 

childrens‘ preconceived ideas are said to resemble theories, though not necessarily 

formed from empirical, scientific data as scientific theories are formed. In widely cited 

research, Vosniadou and Brewer investigated how childrens‘ preconceptions of the earth 

(1992) and the day/night cycle (1994) changed as a result of formal science education. 

Repeated with children from other cultures (Samarapungaven, Vosniadou & Brewer, 

1996; Diakidoy, Vosniadou & Hawks, 1997), researchers found that children created 

synthetic models to incorporate knowledge acquired in school into their existing 
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frameworks developed informally through observations and cultural interactions. As 

children progressed through school, their synthetic models were restructured to become 

consistent with scientific models of the earth and the day/night cycle. Restructuring 

conceptual frameworks allowed children in the studies to continually change their 

understanding of astronomy as they acquired new information in school that challenged 

their naïve theories; the measurable outcome was a radical conceptual change in how 

astronomy phenomena were understood over time. According to Vosniadou and Brewer 

(1992), proponents of theories of knowledge view learning as theory change (Carey, 

1985; Keil, 1992; Chi, Slotta & de Leeuw, 1994). So during restructuring of naïve 

theories, students‘ misconceptions, or alternative frameworks, are usually replaced by 

scientifically correct ideas (Chi, 2005).  

Contrary to the theories of knowledge framework, diSessa (1988) argued that 

students‘ ideas and beliefs of science—specifically physics—could not be organized as 

theories because inconsistencies were observed when students produced different 

answers when asked to perform similar tasks. He provided an alternative framework that 

claims students‘ knowledge is fragmented into phenomenological primitives, or p-prims. 

The pieces of knowledge are then constructed as needed to perform cognitive tasks. As 

students transition towards expertise, p-prims provide continuity and generativity of ideas 

and beliefs that eventually lead to cognitive frameworks consistent with scientific models 

(Smith et al., 1993). Adhering to the knowledge-in-pieces theory, misconceptions are 

viewed as misapplications of correct prior knowledge rather than ideas and beliefs that 
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need to be changed or replaced (Hammer, 1996). Misapplications occur as a result of the 

question asked; students‘ framing of the question accounts for inconsistencies on similar 

tasks rather than misconceptions. For example, Hammer (1996) describes how students 

might use the closer means stronger p-prim to explain why the weather is warmer in the 

summer than in the winter. The question comes from another study (Sadler, Schneps & 

Woll, 1989), and most of the participants explained the reason for the warmer weather 

was because the earth was closer to the sun in the summer. The answer would be cited as 

evidence of a misconception in the theories of knowledge framework; however, from the 

context of p-prims, the answer is viewed as an instantiation of closer is stronger. The p-

prim is correct, but its use to answer the question about the weather did not result in a 

scientifically correct response. As a p-prim, closer is stronger can be used to explain 

physical phenomena such as the music sounding louder the closer you are to it and the 

garlic smells stronger the closer you are it (Hammer, 1996). 

Both the knowledge-as-theories and knowledge-in-pieces camps argue that 

cognitive resources can constrain learning (Vosniadou, 1992; diSessa 1993). Cognitive 

resources are mental structures or elements that students draw upon when performing 

cognitive processes like thinking (Taber, 2008); they affect learning by making it difficult 

to restructure existing frameworks or to integrate new knowledge (Talanquer, 2009b). 

Over the last two decades, a considerable amount of science education research has 

focused on cognitive resources called alternative conceptions (Pfundt & Duit, 2009). Our 
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group is interested in how assumptions, mental models and heuristics acting as 

cognitive resources guide students‘ reasoning in chemistry. 

Student Reasoning in Science: The use of Cognitive Resources 

Whether organized as theories or isolated as fragments, students‘ science 

knowledge guides reasoning in the science domain. Having theories about science 

provides students with explanatory power necessary to make decisions and build 

explanations to explain physical phenomena like why the weather is hotter in the summer 

(diSessa 1985, Vosniadou, 1992). Some cognitive resources, like prior knowledge, are 

explicitly used by students during reasoning. In asking, ―What do I know about science to 

help me solve this problem?‖ students consciously tap into their knowledge; this 

knowledge does not have to be consistent with science models and principles to be 

accessed and applied in the reasoning process, however.  

Other cognitive resources are unconsciously accessed by students. Assumptions 

and heuristics constrain reasoning at preconscious or subconscious levels (Talanquer, 

2006, 2009b). Assumptions are cognitive resources that are usually associated with 

intuitive (naïve) knowledge (Talanquer, 2009b) and are referred to as presuppositions 

(Vosniadou & Brewer, 1994), p-prims (diSessa, 1993), and core intuitions (Brown, 

1993). Assumptions can be thought of as the generalization of prior knowledge in an 

implicit or unconscious way. For example, we say that the sun rises and sets. For the 

average person, this assumption explains everyday observations like the day/night cycle 
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and they do not interfere with our experience in the physical world. However, for a 

student learning astronomy, the idea of the sun rising and setting can impair learning 

within the domain (Vosniadou & Brewer, 1994). Implicitly assuming that Earth is like a 

ball or sphere rather than an astronomical object constrains students‘ reasoning about 

how natural phenomena occur on Earth (Vosniadou & Brewer, 1992, 1994). Vosniadou 

and Brewer (1994) cite two specific presuppositions to explain why a number of young 

children develop synthetic mental models, which integrates intuitive knowledge with 

scientific knowledge, as they transition toward a scientific model to explain the day/night 

cycle: the ground is flat and unsupported things fall. To explain the dual earth synthetic 

model, Vosniadou and Brewer (1994) write 

[T]he synthetic model of the dual earth does not require changes in any of 

the presuppositions that give rise to the initial model of a flat earth. 

Children who form this mental model still believe that the ground is flat 

and that unsupported things fall. These children simply add to their 

existing beliefs the information that there is another earth which is 

spherical and up in the sky, like a planet (p. 126). 

Children adhering to synthetic models of the earth, like the dual earth model, think of 

Earth as stationary. As a result, one explanation children provide for the day/night cycle 

is that the sun rotates around the Earth or that some object, like a cloud or mountain, 

obstructs the sun from view at night (Vosniadou & Brewer, 1994). 

As described by Vosniadou and Brewer (1994), synthetic models of the earth are 

cognitive resources that students use to explain astronomy phenomena. Such mental 

models are useful to help science students learn, make predictions and build explanations 
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about phenomena that occur in the natural world. Mental models are internal, private 

representations that an individual constructs of the world (Johnson-Laird, 1983). 

Experiences, beliefs, prior knowledge, and assumptions facilitate how mental models are 

formed. Mental models are functional; they are generated at the time they are needed so 

they are generally considered unstable and incomplete (Norman, 1983), though 

Vosniadou and Brewer (1992, 1994) assert that mental models are stable, coherent and 

well-defined. Johnson-Laird (1983) claimed that mental models are dynamic; as new 

information is acquired, models are continually modified. Mental models are not only 

unique to the situation, but they are unique to the individual (Greca & Moreira, 2000). In 

learning, individuals organize their knowledge in ways that are meaningful to them. The 

ideas do not have to be factual or consistent with each other; mental model need simply 

to facilitate learning, build explanations and predict phenomena (Greca & Moreira, 2000; 

Talanquer, 2009a). Because mental models are dynamic, internal representations, it is not 

possible to access them in their entirety; even an individual is unlikely to be able to 

access her entire mental model generated for a specific purpose. Therefore, to gain 

insight into individuals‘ mental models, researchers use action, speech or writing to elicit 

the mental models. Elicited mental models are called expressed mental models (Gilbert, 

Boulter, & Rutherford, 1998); both internal mental models and elicited mental models 

iteratively influence how students frame qualitative research tasks.  

In addition to assumptions and mental models, the third cognitive resource our 

group is interested in understanding is heuristics. The term ―heuristics‖ has been used in 
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different ways in the research literature, from describing specific algorithms for 

completing a task to rules of thumb for solving problems. We are interested in heuristics 

that people use to make decisions and judgments. Simon (1990) defined heuristics as 

―methods for arriving at satisfactory solutions with modest amounts of computation‖. 

These shortcut reasoning strategies simplify tasks and reduce cognitive effort (Todd & 

Gigerenzer, 2000; Shah & Oppenheimer, 2008). While individuals may be able to 

articulate their reasoning behind the decision, the heuristic process is not explicit to them 

(Evans, 2006; Osman & Stavy, 2006). For example, rather than spending several minutes 

choosing a cereal brand at the grocery store by examining nutritional content, an 

individual may first search only the top shelves or find a section containing the most 

items on sale. Having eliminated hundred of choices, attention to nutritional content of 

four or five cereals simplifies the task of making a decision. If we interviewed the person 

about the reason for their selection, it is likely the reason would be because that cereal 

had the best nutritional content. While the veracity of the statement can be questioned, 

the fact is that the individual reduced the amount of information processed by considering 

first only brands on the top shelf then only the nutritional content of those brands. Cost-

per-ounce or a specific brand (e.g., Total®) could have been the criterion on which a 

decision was based.  

In our imaginary scenario, prior knowledge about marketing techniques in 

grocery stores or the intuitive knowledge that ―healthier‖ cereals tend to be on the top 

shelf likely facilitated the use of heuristics to make a decision. Being implicit, heuristics 
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tend to bias decisions; consequently, the optimal decision may not be made (Kahneman 

& Tversky, 1973; Gigerenzer & Goldstein, 1996; Evans, 2006; Keil, 2008). To ensure 

making the best choice of cereal on the aisle, using nutritional content as the criterion, a 

person would have to systematically analyze the nutritional content of each cereal brand 

and determine an algorithm that weights the different components of nutrition (e.g., 

vitamins, calories, fat, fiber, etc.) to determine the best choice. While quite possible to do, 

such analytical reasoning is timely, mentally effortful, and complicates the task of buying 

a box of cereal. 

Heuristic reasoning and analytical reasoning are two ways individuals process 

information according to dual-process theories. Dual-process theories (Sloman, 1996; 

Osman, 2004; Evans, 2008) are useful ways to explain how people are able to reason and 

make decisions. These theories propose the existence of two different reasoning systems 

in the human mind that help people to process information. Researchers have proposed 

that the two reasoning systems, System 1 (i.e., heuristics) and System 2 (i.e., analytical), 

run concurrently while others claim that the systems run sequentially (Evans, 2008). 

While there are disagreements about the mechanisms by which these systems are brought 

to action during reasoning, the theories are consistent in the identification of a system for 

quick, intuitive, and impulsive information processing and a system for slow, systematic 

and reflective information processing (Evans, 2008). The latter system, System 2, 

processes information analytically; we are interested in the former system, System 1, 

which describes heuristic reasoning. The study of heuristics in science, and particularly in 
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chemistry, is important because it informs us about how students reason and learn. 

Unfortunately, there are few research studies on heuristic reasoning in science education 

(Stavy & Tirosh, 2000; Osman & Stavy, 2006; Taber, 2009; Maeyer & Talanquer, 2010). 

Our Framework: A Model for How College Students Think and Reason  

Based on theory and empirical evidence, we developed our framework to model 

how college students think and reason about chemical phenomena (Figure 2.1). In our 

group, we use qualitative tasks, such as classifying chemical reactions (Stains & 

Talanquer, 2008) and ranking substances based on chemical principles (Maeyer & 

Talanquer, 2010). Unlike quantitative tasks that can be solved by applying chemical 

equations, qualitative tasks provide opportunities for students to generate responses.  

The task also provides context and facilitates how students frame the task. 

Framing is an often subconscious cognitive process in which a person contextualizes then 

interprets incoming information. In framing a situation—or a task in our case—

individuals reduce the amount of information to which they are attentive. In this way, 

certain features of a situation, or task, are essentially ignored (Bing & Redish, 2008). As 

Bing and Redish argue (2008), framing should be seen ―as the cuing of fuzzy, adaptable 

networks of cognitive resources‖ rather than as ―the recall and activation or organized, 

rigid data structures‖. 
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Figure 2.1. Static representation of our dynamic theoretical framework. Mental models are generated as a 

result of stimuli, such as making a decision. The stimuli can be implicit or explicit cues that facilitate the 

framing of the task and trigger cognitive resources (e.g., prior knowledge and assumptions) necessary to 

construct a mental model. The cognitive resources can constrain or facilitate analytical and heuristic 

reasoning processes. Analytical reasoning requires more cognitive effort, and heuristic reasoning is faster 

and more cognitively efficient than analytical reasoning. 

Instructions and features within problems guide framing. For example, Stains and 

Talanquer (2007) asked students to classify nine chemical reactions. To classify objects, 

one assumes that there are features that can be used to group similar objects together. 

Consequently, it was shown that novices use significantly more explicit features than 

experts, who predominately use implicit features (Stains & Talanquer, 2007). The authors 

define explicit features as ―fully visible elements of a given chemical representation‖, 

such as particle charge and states of matter. Implicit features are ―underlying 

characteristics of the chemical substances or processes not directly expressed or revealed 

in a representation‖, such as electron transfer.  
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The representation of a problem can also facilitate or constrain the use of 

cognitive resources in framing the task (Chi, Feltovich & Glaser, 1981). When asking 

physics students and physics faculty to classify problems that were selected from a 

physics textbook, Chi et al. (1981) found that students used surface features rather than 

deep features while faculty relied on the deep features for their classifications. Surface 

features were defined as those objects, physics terms, and physical configurations 

described in the problem. In contrast, deep surface features pertained to the underlying 

physics laws that were implicit in the problems.  Together, the instructions and features 

of the task constrained how participants classified the chemical reactions. 

Another resource for how students frame qualitative tasks is the mental model that 

students generate. Mental models guide students toward certain explicit or implicit 

features because prior knowledge and assumptions, which are constituents of mental 

models,  make the features more salient (i.e., more significant or more relevant) to 

individuals than other features. We can examine the role of saliency by considering some 

responses from college general chemistry students when ranking MgO, BaO, NaCl, and 

NaBr in increasing order based on their solubility in water (Maeyer & Talanquer, 2010). 

The most commonly predicted trend was BaO < MgO < NaBr < NaCl. About 65% of all 

participants in the study ranked sodium chloride as the most soluble because intuitive 

knowledge about this substance constrained their reasoning. While less familiar to most 

students, sodium bromide was the second most soluble substance since it shared a similar 

property. Some students explained their choice citing that NaBr also has a sodium atom. 
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This is an example of students using an explicit feature (presence of a sodium atom) to 

rank the substances in the questions; though none were reported to do so, students could 

have also considered the intermolecular forces, which is an implicit feature, between the 

atoms of the ionic compounds to make their decisions. 

A consequence of saliency is that it enables heuristics, or shortcut reasoning 

strategies, to reduce cognitive effort and simplify the task (Osman & Stavy, 2006). In the 

example with the ionic salts, considering intermolecular forces was more effortful than 

using explicit, surface features to make a decision about solubility. As a result, heuristic 

reasoning and mental models of solubility interact iteratively to help students make 

decisions. Maeyer and Talanquer (2010) identified recognition heuristic (i.e., if one of 

the objects is recognized and the others are not, then infer that the recognized object has 

the highest value; Todd & Gigerenzer, 2000) to explain the prevalence of NaCl as the 

most soluble chemical substance. On the other hand, since NaBr was seen as most similar 

to NaCl, representativeness heuristic (i.e., judge things as being similar based on how 

closely they resemble each other on first appearance; Gilovich, Griffin & Kahneman, 

2002) helped students make this decision and place NaBr as the second most soluble 

substance in the set.  

Our framework provides a useful model for college chemistry students‘ thinking 

and reasoning about chemical phenomena. The present study intends to continue our 

research program of investigating the assumptions and heuristics that college chemistry 

students rely on to perform qualitative tasks. Specifically, the central goal of this 
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dissertation research was to identify mental models, assumptions and heuristics that first-

semester organic chemistry employ as cognitive resources to make decisions about acid 

strength. To our knowledge, no research has been published in chemistry that relates all 

three cognitive resources to student learning. In addition to contributing to science 

education literature, modeling how students use these cognitive resources can help us 

better understand how expertise evolves and how to best design instructional strategies to 

promote conceptual understanding of physical and chemical phenomena (Smith et al. 

1993, Talanquer 2009a).  
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CHAPTER 3: PROJECT DESIGN 

The project presented here examined cognitive resources that students used when 

predicting, explaining and justifying trends in acid strength. We were specifically 

interested in characterizing: 

 the basic features that students considered to affect acid strength, 

 the cognitive resources that students relied upon to make decisions about acid 

strength, and 

 how students used their cognitive resources to make those decisions. 

The project consisted of three studies: the first study focused on the mental models, prior 

knowledge and chemistry-specific assumptions that first-semester organic chemistry 

students held about acids and acid strength; the second study focused on the heuristics, or 

shortcut reasoning strategies, that students employed when ranking sets of compounds 

based on acid strength; and the third study investigated how the representation of the 

problem influenced the mental models and heuristics participants employed to make 

decisions. The specific research questions associated with each study will be presented in 

the following three chapters where we will discuss separately the results of each study 

and their implications. 

This chapter gives the general aspects of the research design that we used to 

collect data. We will describe the context of the project, the participants involved, the 

research instruments, the data analysis methodology and the limitations of the research 
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design. Detailed data analysis specific to each study is included in the following three 

chapters.  

Context of the Studies 

This dissertation research was conducted in the Department of Chemistry and 

Biochemistry at the University of Arizona during the fall semesters of 2008 and 2009. 

The interviews took place approximately two to three weeks following formal assessment 

of acids and acid strength, so students had been taught about factors that affect acid 

strength, tested on the concept, and received feedback on their comprehension of the 

concept.  

The Department at the university offers four organic chemistry courses to over 

1400 students each semester, of whom about 50% are female and 35% are ethnically 

diverse. Three first-semester courses offered during the fall semesters include an honors 

section designed for students in the Honor‘s College, a majors section targeted towards 

chemistry and biochemistry majors and regular sections for other science and engineering 

majors. The fourth course is the second semester of the regular section of organic 

chemistry. The vast majority of students enrolled in organic chemistry in the department 

are enrolled in one of the regular sections; the honors and majors sections have limited 

enrollment.  
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Participants 

Twenty students enrolled in the first semester of the honors section (n1 = 7), the 

majors section (n2 = 6) and the regular section (n3 = 7) volunteered for this project; they 

were unaware of the precise concept of investigation until they arrived for the interview. 

Eleven females and nine males consented to being audio-recorded during a semi-

structured interview; they were asked to think out loud as they predicted trends in acid 

strength for seven sets of three compounds and explained a given trend in acid strength 

for an eighth task. The only condition of the study was that students were enrolled in 

organic chemistry I for the first time.  

Research Instruments 

We designed two similar instruments that required students to rank-order organic 

compounds based on acid strength as a way to infer their ideas and assumptions about 

acids and acid strength, as well as the heuristics that were triggered while completing the 

tasks. Ranking tasks were chosen because such tasks are commonly used in organic 

chemistry textbooks and on lecture exams for a variety of concepts like acidity, 

nucleophilicity, and stability of carbocations. Therefore, it was expected that students 

were familiar with the process of predicting trends.  

The first seven tasks contained three compounds each, and students were asked to 

predict the trends in acid strength for those compounds (Figure 3.1). For the eighth task, 

participants were asked to explain the trend in acid strength that was provided. The tasks 

were designed to assess how well students understood factors that contribute to acid 
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strength. Factors that affect acid strength can be categorized as structure (e.g., 

electronegativity of the atom to which the acidic proton is attached), inductive effect, and 

resonance (Hornback, 2006; McMurry, 2008). A fourth factor, solvent effects, was not 

included in the instrument design because its influence on acid strength is not discussed 

in depth at this level of organic chemistry.  

The seven tasks required students to pay attention to either one factor (tasks 1 – 

3), two factors (tasks 4 – 6) or three factors (task 7), and the instruments were created 

using compounds found in undergraduate organic textbooks. While the students did not 

have to use the factors intended in the design of the instruments, considering at least one 

of the factors of acid strength was necessary to make an accurate prediction for a 

scientifically correct reason.  

To address validity and reliability, measures that demonstrate the findings of 

scientific research are credible, we asked experts in organic chemistry to review the 

research instruments and offer feedback. One concern was that many of the prediction 

tasks may be too challenging for first-semester organic chemistry students because of the 

complexity involved in making predictions about acid strength (i.e., there are usually 

multiple factors involved in determining acid strength). Our instruments were not 

intended as a means to ―test‖ participants. Students who participated in this research did 

have access to the requisite knowledge, through formal instruction in their chemistry 

lecture courses, to make predictions about acid strength and to build explanations for 

their decisions. The purpose of our research instruments was to explore students‘ thinking 
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and reasoning in ways that were not familiar to them; we were not interested in 

regurgitated knowledge but rather how participants were able to apply their knowledge in 

unexpected ways. 

Prior to data collection, we completed a pilot study to determine if our instrument 

would be able to capture students‘ thinking and reasoning strategies about acids and acid 

strength. Based on interviews with undergraduate and graduate students, modifications to 

both the instrument and the interview protocol were made. For example, rather than 

asking students to rank the three compounds in increasing acid strength based on pKa, we 

simplified the process to ask for trends from the least acidic compound to the most acidic 

compound. Failing to remember that pKa and acid strength were inversely related may 

have confounded our data, so we opted to remove this potential barrier from the 

prediction tasks.  

Data Collection 

Completion of the task and semi-structured interview lasted approximately thirty 

minutes. Students were informed of their rights as human subjects, and all twenty agreed 

to be audio-recorded as part of their participation in the study. Tasks were shown one at a 

time on a laptop screen, and students were asked to write their responses, from least 

acidic to most acidic, on a worksheet as their verbal explanations were digitally recorded. 

Based on previous research investigating heuristic reasoning of general chemistry 

students (Maeyer & Talanquer, 2010), we decided to allow students two minutes to make 
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their predictions. Once students advanced to the next task, they were not allowed to go 

back to previous tasks.  

The interview had three distinct parts: a prediction task where students were 

asked to rank seven sets of three compounds from least acidic to most acidic; an 

explanation task where interviewees were given a known trend in acid strength and asked 

to explain that trend; and a justification task where participants were asked to justify the 

trends predicted for tasks three, six and seven. These three tasks were judged to be the 

most complex of the prediction tasks involving one factor, two factors and three factors, 

respectively. Only the prediction task was under time constraints because we wanted to 

elicit heuristic reasoning (Rosset, 2008; Shah & Oppenheimer, 2008; Gillard, Van 

Dooren, Schaeken & Verschaffel, 2009; Kelemen & Rosset, 2009). We chose to only ask 

students to justify their predicted trends for three of the seven tasks since pilot studies 

indicated that asking participants to justify trends for all seven tasks required excessive 

time and resulted in cognitive overload. 

Data Analysis 

All of the interviews were transcribed and carefully analyzed using an iterative, 

non-linear constant comparison method in which common ideas and reasoning strategies 

were identified within each task (Charmaz, 2006). Descriptive and interpretive codes 

were developed from the data set as a means to help answer each of the research 

questions. Because the data were analyzed differently for the three studies, detailed data 

analyses are provided within chapters four, five and six. 
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In reporting the data throughout the dissertation, students have been assigned 

labels to protect their identities. The labels represent the order in which they were 

interviews using a particular form. For example, S3 and S13 were the third students 

interviewed using form A and form B, respectively.  Following excerpts, the trend that 

students predicted will be provided in order of increasing acid strength.  

Limitations 

The primary source for our data analysis was interview transcripts. Students were 

asked to think-aloud as they completed the tasks. It was from these transcripts that we 

characterized the expressed mental models and the heuristics employed to rank 

compounds in increasing acid strength. While this method of eliciting students‘ mental 

processes is valid, there are limitations that must be considered. First, thinking out loud 

while completing a task was unusual or uncomfortable for many students. Students often 

paused to think prior to verbally expressing what were likely more composed and 

coherent responses; the self-censorship can be attributed to a number of factors including 

power imbalance (i.e., the interviewer was a graduate student), lack of confidence in the 

concept, concern about being judged, and difficulty processing information and 

verbalizing thoughts simultaneously while under a time constraint. Second, students were 

often prompted to clarify their explanations to ensure that their thoughts and reasoning 

strategies were re-presented during data analysis. In asking these questions, which were 

intended to improve clarity, students‘ cognitive processes were likely biased and the 
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outcome changed as a result of probing. The extent of that change cannot be fully known, 

however.  

To mitigate some of the limitations inherent with think-aloud interview 

techniques, we included the justification task at the end of the interview, which was not 

constrained by time. Students had the opportunity to engage in a dialogue about their 

approach to making predictions; they were allowed to change their answers to the three 

tasks if they wished. However, it should be noted that students‘ original answers from the 

prediction task were used for data analysis throughout this dissertation.  

Another limitation of this study is that of generalizability. The sample size of 

participants and the fact that it was not a representative sample from within the 

Department limits our ability to make claims that the findings of our research are 

representative of students enrolled in organic chemistry in our department. The goal of 

this research was not to generalize findings to the broader population but rather to 

elucidate and characterize cognitive resources that may guide learning organic chemistry 

for the interviewees. This research serves as a stepping stone for studies that can be 

generalizable. The parameters of the research have been described in this project design 

chapter, so that the methods may be reproduced or adapted for other populations 

(Marshall & Rossman, 2006).  
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Figure 3.1. The sets of chemical substances that were used on the research instruments designed to explore 

the cognitive resources first-semester organic chemistry students employed as part of this dissertation 

project. Appearing individually on a laptop screen, each task included the prompt: ―Order the items from 

least acidic to most acidic,‖ which appeared at the top of each slide and on the answer sheet.   
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CHAPTER 4: INTRODUCTION TO ACIDS AND ACID STRENGTH 

 Before discussing findings from this dissertation research, some pertinent 

background information is provided. Relevant scientific models of acids are discussed 

first. Students employ the models to classify substances as acids or bases, though they 

sometimes struggle to know which model to apply or how to apply it. Students are 

expected to know not only scientific models of acids, but they also are assessed on their 

ability to qualitatively compare acid strengths. We explain several factors that affect acid 

strength, which are commonly introduced to general chemistry students in the 

Department. Most of the factors are reviewed during the first several weeks in Organic 

Chemistry I, but the expectation is that students mastered the content in general 

chemistry. Finally, responses that we expect an expert first-semester organic chemistry 

student to provide are detailed.  

Scientific Models of Acids 

Historically, there have been a number of models of acidity, and by definition, 

models of basicity (de Vos & Pilot, 2001).  Of relevance to this dissertation research are 

two historical models of acids: the Priestley model (Oversby, 2000) and the Lavoisier 

model, which represented a shift from the reactivity of acids to their compositional 

properties (Crosland, 1973). Specifically, the Priestley model stated that acids contain 

hydrogen (Oversby, 2000) and the Lavoisier model stated that acids contain oxygen 

(Crosland, 1973; Oversby, 2000).  
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The three contemporary scientific models of acidity that are taught in organic 

chemistry are the Arrhenius model, the Brønsted-Lowry model and the Lewis model 

(McMurry, 2008). Each scientific model becomes less specific, thereby describing many 

more compounds as acids. The Arrhenius model was first introduced in 1884, and it 

posits that acids increase the concentration of protons (H
+
) when dissolved in water (e.g., 

HCl) and bases increase the concentration of hydroxide ions (
–
OH) when dissolved in 

water (e.g., KOH). The Arrhenius model is limited to aqueous solutions, however.  

The Brønsted-Lowry model is useful to explain reactions in any solvent, not just 

water. A Brønsted-Lowry acid is a proton (H
+
) donor; Brønsted-Lowry bases, on the 

other hand, are proton acceptors. The term ―conjugate pair‖ is associated with this model, 

and it refers to the fact that in an equilibrium reaction, when an acid donates its proton to 

the base, a conjugate base and a conjugate acid are formed (Figure 4.1). Hence the two 

conjugate pairs are acid-conjugate base and base-conjugate acid. The stability of the 

conjugates is a factor in the strength of the acid and the base: the more stable the 

conjugate base/conjugate acid then the stronger the acid/base. Both intrinsic and extrinsic 

properties can influence conjugate base stability, which are discussed in the next section. 

A consequence of the Brønsted-Lowry model of acidity is that observations related to 

acidity can be explained using thermodynamic principles: the greater the ionization of the 

acid (i.e., the greater the ratio of products to reactants) then the stronger the acid. 

Equilibrium, therefore, lies further to the right (toward the products) for stronger acids 

compared to weaker acids. The Brønsted-Lowry model of acids was used to design the 
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research instruments since it receives more explicit emphasis than the other two 

contemporary models in undergraduate organic chemistry.  

 

Figure 4.1. Chemical reaction of a Brønsted-Lowry acid and Brønsted-Lowry base forming their conjugate 

pair. 

The most general of the scientific models of acidity is the Lewis model, which 

defines acids as electron acceptors and bases as electron donors. Just as an Arrhenius acid 

is also a Brønsted-Lowry acid, so too is a Brønsted-Lowry acid a Lewis acid. The 

corollary is not true, however: Lewis acids are not necessarily Brønsted-Lowry acids 

(e.g., BF3). Organic chemistry students are expected to be comfortable with all three 

models so that they can identify types of chemical reactions and probable mechanisms by 

which the chemical reactions are predicted to occur.  

Factors that Affect Acid Strength  

Atomic Radius of the Acidic Element 

Hydrogen fluoride (HF), hydrogen chloride (HCl), and hydrogen bromide (HBr) 

are all binary acids, meaning hydrogen atoms are bonded to a non-metal (Tro, 2008, p. 

99). As binary acids whose acidic elements appear in the same column (Group VI) of the 

periodic table, students learn in general chemistry that the factor expected to affect acid 

strength is the size of the atomic radius for the acidic element. The reason for the 
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observance can be thought of in two ways: (1) the bond strength of the X–H bond (X = 

O, S, Se) decreases down a period as the atomic radius increases because the Coulombic 

forces become weaker and (2) atoms with larger atomic radii have more area to disperse 

the lone pair of electrons in the conjugate base than atoms with smaller atomic radii. 

While the first reason is acceptable for a first-semester organic chemistry student to use 

to predict, explain or justify a trend in acid strength, understanding how the atomic radius 

of the acidic element is related to the stability of the conjugate base is more sophisticated.  

Electronegativity of the Acidic Element 

Just as atomic radius is a dominant factor within a period, electronegativity is a 

dominant factor within a row. Electronegativity is a ―measure of the ability of an atom to 

attract electrons‖ (Solomons & Fryhle, 2004, p. 7). For determining the acid strength of 

organic molecules, electronegativity is important; it helps one identify the acidic 

hydrogen. When two atoms form covalent bonds, which occur when electrons are shared 

between two atoms, a greater density of electrons surrounds the more electronegative 

atom than the less electronegative atom. For an X–H covalent bond, the shift in electron 

density polarizes the bond so that the acidic hydrogen has a partial positive charge. 

Greater electronegativity of the X atom increases the partial positive charge on the 

hydrogen; the greater partial positive charge means the proton is lost more readily than a 

proton covalently bound to a less electronegative atom, provided there are no other 

factors that may contribute to acid strength.  
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Hybridization of the Acidic Element 

Hybridization refers to the mixing of atomic orbitals. For example, a 2s orbital 

and three 2p orbitals can be added in such a way to create an sp
3
 orbital. Hybridized 

orbitals explain how atoms and molecules interact during chemical reactions to form new 

bonds; orbitals must overlap to form bonds, and greater overlap leads to stronger bonds.  

Hybridization of the carbon atom is an important factor of acid strength because 

carbon acids are generally the weakest acids organic chemistry students encounter. The 

weakness of carbon acids arises from the fact that carbon is relatively less electronegative 

than oxygen and nitrogen, two heteroatoms that commonly appear in acid-base reactions. 

Thus, if a carbon atom can better stabilize a lone pair when it donates a proton (H
+
), then 

it becomes more acidic. Increased stabilization arises from greater s-character within a 

hybridized orbital because s orbital within a given energy level are closest to the nucleus 

of an atom than p orbitals; therefore, lone pair electrons have a higher probability of 

being found in a lower energy orbital, better stabilizing the conjugate base. For example, 

the carbon atoms of ethane (Figure 4.2) are sp
3
 hybridized and have only 25% s-character 

unlike ethene, which has sp
2
 hybridized carbon atoms and 33% s-character; consequently, 

ethene is a stronger acid than ethane.  

 

Figure 4.2. Structural representations of ethane and ethane, along with reported pKa values.  
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Inductive Effects 

 Inductive effect is the transmission of electron density through σ–bonds; the 

effect is either negative (–I) or positive (+I). A negative inductive effect increases acid 

strength in a similar manner as bond polarity, i.e., the acidic hydrogen becomes more 

positive because of an unequal distribution of electron density. However, rather than 

being localized on the electronegative acidic element of an X–H, as in bond polarity, 

electron density is distributed along more of the molecule through single bonds (or σ–

bonds) toward an electronegative atom. The stability of the conjugate base, and therefore 

the strength of the acid, increases the greater the negative inductive effect. Similarly, a 

positive inductive effect decreases acid strength because electron density is transmitted 

toward the acidic hydrogen, making it less positive. 

Inductive effect can be influenced in one of three ways: (1) the number of 

electronegative (or electropositive) atoms, (2) the proximity of the electronegative (or 

electropositive) atoms to the acidic hydrogen, and (3) the electronegativity (or 

electropositivity) of the atoms. Figure 4.3 illustrates how a negative inductive effect can 

increase the acid strength of ethanol, a relatively weak acid.  

 

Figure 4.3. The influence of substitution patterns on negative induction effects of butanoic acid.   
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 4-Chlorobutanoic acid is a stronger acid than butanoic acid because the chlorine atom 

pulls electron density from the O–H bond while the hydrogen atom in ethanol does not. 

Comparing 4-butanoic acid with 2-butanoic acid, the acid which has the electronegative 

atom closest to the O–H bond experiences the greatest (–I). When the electronegative 

atom is different, as is the case with 2-bromobutanoic acid, the electronegativity of the 

atom helps determine acid strength; the less electronegative bromine atom has a weaker 

(–I) than the more electronegative chlorine atom.  

Resonance 

 Resonance is a delocalization of electrons through π–bonds, as in benzene. For 

resonance to be possible, p orbitals must overlap and have a σ–bond between them. When 

visualizing resonance structures, either mentally, pictorially or graphically, electrons can 

only be moved, not atoms. In other words, the molecular structure cannot be altered 

because of resonance (Figure 4.4). Resonance provides additional stabilization to 

molecules and ions; it allows electron density to become dispersed over a wider area. 

Stabilization of charge on the conjugate base makes deprotonation more favorable.  

 

Figure 4.4. 4-methylphenolate (left) represents a resonance structure of 4-methyphenol. The ketone (right) 

does not represent a resonance structure because a hydrogen atom has been lost to accommodate the 

negative charge on the methyl (–CH3) carbon atom. 
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It is generally accepted that the more resonance structures that can be drawn for a 

conjugate base, the more stable the conjugate base. Molecules and ions do not have 

discrete resonance structures; rather, they are a composite (or hybrid) of resonance 

structures. In terms of acid strength, it is the relative stability of a resonance hybrid, 

which is not dependent on the number of resonance structures, that is important. The 

stability of a resonance hybrid can occur because of other factors besides resonance, such 

as inductive effect or how well the ions are surrounded by solvent molecules (i.e., 

solvation). So while there is a tendency to reduce the role of resonance in predicting acid 

strength qualitatively to a number, the simplification provides a disservice for organic 

chemistry students; the students count resonance structures rather than consider the 

stability of resonance structures.  

Solvent Effects 

Acid strength is commonly determined in aqueous solutions, so pKa values are 

typically reported normalized to water at 25°C, even if the pKa value cannot be 

determined in water due to the leveling effect. A solvent affects acid strength because an 

acid stronger than the conjugate acid cannot exist to an appreciable extent in that solvent, 

neither can a base stronger than the conjugate base of the solvent exist to an appreciable 

extent in that solvent (Anslyn & Dougherty, 2008; Solomon & Fryhle, 2004). Anslyn & 

Dougherty describe the consequences of the leveling affect in determining acid strength:  

 The pKas of acids stronger than the conjugate acid of the solvent cannot be measured 

in that solvent, and 
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 The pKas of acids whose conjugate bases are stronger than the conjugate base of the 

solvent cannot be measured in that solvent. 

Thus, acids stronger than –1.74, which is the pKa of H3O
+
, and weaker than 15.7 (the pKa 

of H2O) cannot be measured in water. To quantify acid strength for acids (or bases) 

whose effects are leveled by water as a solvent, other solvents are employed such as 

dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO) or acetonitrile (CH3CN).  

 Another reason that the solvent is an important factor for determining acid 

strength is that solvent molecules surround all species involved in an acid-base reaction, 

though the solvent molecules are more attracted to ionic species (i.e., the conjugate acid 

and conjugate base) than to neutral reactants. The stronger intermolecular attraction of 

solvent molecules to the conjugate base is thermodynamically favored (Smith & March, 

2007), which means that an acid-base reaction is more likely to occur. Thus, acid strength 

increases when a solvent stabilizes the conjugate base.  

 Organic chemists typically synthesize molecules in solvents, but quantifying acid 

strength does not require a solvent; pKa values of acids are also determined in the gas 

phase. Gas-phase acidities provide information about structure-activity relationships and 

solvent effects (Brauman & Blair, 1970); simply, intrinsic properties of acids can be 

investigated in the gas phase (Chen, Walthall & Brauman, 2010). Gas-phase acidities are 

considerably weaker than solvent acidities (Eyet, Villano & Bierbaum, 2009; Solomon & 

Fryhle, 2004), and they can sometimes trend opposite to solvent acidities (Olmstead, 

Margolin & Bordwell, 1980; Kawata, Ten-no, Kato & Hirata, 1995).    
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Figure 4.5. Solvent-phase and gas-phase acidities for ethanol and tert-butanol to illustrate how solvent can 

affect acid strength. 

To illustrate the effect of the solvent, or lack thereof, on acid strength, consider 

tert-butanol and ethanol, which are both alcohols (Figure 4.5). In water, ethanol is ~100 

times more acidic than tert-butanol since more water molecules can surround ethoxide 

(CH3CH2O
–
) than tert-butoxide ((CH3)3CO

–
). In DMSO, the trend still holds (Olmstead 

et al., 1980). The pKa values are higher in DMSO than in water for two reasons: (1) 

DMSO is an aprotic solvent whereas water is a protic solvent and (2) DMSO has a lower 

dielectric constant, which is a measure of the polarity of a solvent. The fact that DMSO is 

aprotic, meaning it cannot form hydrogen bonds with the conjugate base, decreases acid 

strength overall since DMSO molecules are less attracted to the conjugate base than 

water molecules, which form strong hydrogen bonds to the conjugate base. Exact pKa 

values in the gas phase for tert-butanol and ethanol have been difficult to obtain. 

Nevertheless, Brauman and Blair (1970) experimentally determined the trend in acid 

strength for t-butanol and ethanol; the trend in gas-phase acid strength is opposite from 

acid strengths determined in water and in DMSO.  
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Table 4.1 pKa values of chemical compounds depicted on the research instruments 

Structure Chemical Name 
pKa value 

in H2O 
References 

 hydrogen sulfide 7.05 
CRC Handbook of Chemistry and 

Physics 

 hydrogen selenide 3.89 
CRC Handbook of Chemistry and 

Physics 

 water 15.74 ― 

 1-propyne 25 Dewick (2006)  

 n-propane 50 Dewick (2006) 

 1-propene 43 Dewick (2006) 

 chloroform 24 
Lin, Chiang, Dahlberg & Kresge 

(1983) 

 chloromethane 43* Yoder, Leber & Thomsen (2010)  

 dichloromethane 36* Yoder, Leber & Thomsen (2010) 

 
1-chloropropanol ― ― 

 
2-chloropropanol ― ― 

 3-chloropropanol 15.6 

Admiraal, Meyer, Schneider, 

Deville-Bonne, Janin & Herschlag 

(2001) 

 
2,4-pentadione 8.95 Eidinoff (1945) 

 

phenol 9.98 
Liptak, Gross, Seybold, Feldgus & 

Shields (2002) 

 
acetic acid 4.76 Streitwieser & Klein (1963) 

 
acetone 19 – 20 Pearson & Dillon (1953) 

 
acetaldehyde 13.57 

CRC Handbook of Chemistry and 

Physics 

 
trifluoroacetic acid 0.25 Merck Index 

 
trichloroacetic acid 0.65 Streitwieser & Klein  

 

benzamide 13 – 14 Albert & Sergeant, 1962 
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4-fluorobenzamide 

 

― ― 

 

benzoic acid 4.20 
CRC Handbook of Chemistry and 

Physics, 84
th
 edition 

 

methyl benzoate ― ― 

 

4-nitrophenol 7.15 Liptak et al. (2002) 

 

4-methylphenol 10.26 Liptak et al. (2002) 

* Note: Reported values are estimates  

Expert Student Responses  

In this section, we will describe the responses that an expert first-semester organic 

chemistry student can be expected to build based on their prior knowledge about 

chemistry; these responses are based on predicting the correct answer and are not the only 

ways to explain correct trends. The prior knowledge to which we refer comes from a two-

semester college general chemistry course as well as from chapters 1 – 5, and 20 (Section 

20.4) of Organic Chemistry, 7
th

 edition by John McMurry (2008), which was the required 

textbook during enrollment for the study; when appropriate, we will also detail design 

choices for the items that appeared on our research instruments. The design choices are 

directly related to explanations that we expected to see students build during their 
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interviews. While students typically qualitatively compared acids in each task, 

experimentally determined quantitative solution-phase acidities (pKas) are provided in 

Table 4.1 

Task 1A  

 

Task 1A was designed to investigate students‘ understanding of how structure  

specifically the atomic radii  affected acid strength. Therefore, an expert student 

response may be: I predict that B is the most acidic followed by A and C. Acid strength 

depends on the atomic radius of the central atom; these are binary acids and since the 

central atoms are in the same group, as opposed to the same row  which would then 

mean that electronegativity of the central atom would dominate  then the larger central 

atom will be able to stabilize the negative charge better once the proton is lost because 

there is more area to disperse the additional lone pair.  

Task 1B 

 

Task 1B was also designed to explore students‘ understanding of structure; in this case, 

we were interested in the hybridization of carbon. The three items in task 1B are carbon 

acids. Unlike task 1A, students typically first learn about hybridization in first-semester 

organic chemistry at the University of Arizona. An expert student response was expected 
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to describe how hybridization affected acid strength and may have been similar to the 

following: I predict that A is most acidic followed by C and B. Compound A is a terminal 

alkyne, so that hydrogen, which isn‘t shown, on the right is the acidic hydrogen. It‘s 

bonded to an sp-hybridized carbon. Having more s-character (the molecular orbital is 

50% s and 50% p), the terminal alkyne is able to stabilize the negative charge when the 

deprotonation occurs; more s-character means that the sp orbital is lower in energy than 

sp
2
 and sp

3
 orbitals. The lower energy of the sp orbital indicates that more energy is 

required for the conjugate base to deprotonate the conjugate acid and shift equilibrium 

back toward the reactants than the energy required to do the same for sp
2
 and sp

3
 

hybridized carbons.  

 The alkane (B) is least acidic because all the carbons are sp
3
 hybridized; the 

carbons have only 25% s-character, making equilibrium reactact-favored; the equilibrium 

of weak acids are reactant-favored. The alkene (C) is intermediately acidic since it has an 

sp
2
 hybridized carbon adjacent to the carbon with the acidic hydrogen. In the cake of C, 

the acidic hydrogen is also sp
3
 hybridized, but there is conjugation. So through resonance, 

the lone pair of the conjugate base can be stabilized. 

Task 2A 

 

Task 2A was designed to probe students‘ understanding of the role inductive 

effect has in determining acid strength. In this case, the number of electronegative atoms 
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is the critical factor. Thus, an expert student response could be: I predict that the trend is 

B < C < A because chloroform has more chlorine atoms. More chlorines, which are rather 

electronegative, means that those atoms will be pulling electron density away from the 

carbon atom to which they are attached. The greater pull of charge density means that the 

carbon (with more chlorine atoms) can better stabilize the lone pair.  

For students who do not refer to the conjugate base, an alternative explanation for 

the correct trend could also be the following: More chlorine atoms, which are 

electronegative, means that those atoms will be pulling electron density away from the 

carbon atom to which they are attached. The greater pull of charge density means that the 

acidic hydrogen is more positively charged and therefore more likely to be deprotonated 

than the less positively charged acidic hydrogen atoms in B and C.  

Task 2B 

 

The factor of acid strength involved in Task 2B is also inductive effect; however, 

with this task, the proximity of the chlorine, rather than the number of chlorine atoms, is 

important. Consequently, an expert student response follows: I predict that C is most 

acidic, B is intermediately acidic and A is least acidic. The difference here is where the 

electronegative chlorine atom is relative to the acidic hydrogen in that hydroxyl (–OH) 

group. The closer the chlorine atom, then the better it can stabilize the negative charge by 

pulling that electron density of the lone pair toward itself and dispersing the charge from 
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the oxygen atom. It would be kind of like resonance, how it delocalizes charge, but in this 

case there is no resonance.  

Again, students who do not refer to the conjugate base are expected to compare 

how the inductive effect makes the acidic hydrogen more positive the closer the chlorine 

atom is to the hydrogen atom. Expert students do not have to remember inductive effect 

by name, but they should be able to describe its influence on acid strength, as we 

illustrated with tasks 2A and 2B, in a way that an expert chemist can reasonably discern 

the depth of understanding.  

Task 3 

 

Because students are primed to consider the number of resonance structures, task 

3 was designed so that the correct trend in acid strength could not be determined by 

counting the number of resonance structures for each item. The design choice made it 

more difficult to choose three items where resonance was the only factor that affected 

acid strength. Thus, the choice to include phenol (B) as an item was made: Students have 

a strong association of benzene to resonance. Phenol is relatively unfamiliar as a 

molecule to first-semester organic chemistry students, so we included an item that had a 

more familiar functional group: acetic acid (C), with its carboxylic acid (–COOH) group. 

Even though one can draw more resonance structures for phenol (B) than acetic acid (C), 
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we expected students might choose C as more acidic than B simply because it was 

recognized. Such an expectation meant that the third item either had to be the most acidic 

in the task or intermediately acidic; 2,4-pentadione (A) was ideal for two main reasons: 

(1) one of the resonance structures has the lone pair on a carbon, which is also the case 

for the phenol and (2) students can draw more resonance structures for A than acetic acid 

(C), predicted to be the most familiar item, but fewer resonance structures than phenol 

(B). An unintended consequence of choosing 2,4-pentadione, however, was that it was a 

carbon acid while the other two items in task 3 were oxyacids (i.e., the acidic hydrogen is 

attached to an oxygen rather than a carbon).  

Admittedly, task 3 is a complex problem to explore students‘ understanding of 

resonance; however, students had the requisite knowledge to make an accurate 

prediction. A possible explanation for the correct trend, which was B < A < C follows: C 

is the most acidic because when I draw the resonance structures of the conjugate base, the 

lone pair can delocalize to either of the two oxygen atoms. That carbonyl group (C=O) 

next to this hydroxyl oxygen (–OH) means I can draw two different, and in this case 

equivalent, Lewis structures. I said A was more acidic than B because even though the 

acidic hydrogen is on this middle carbon, I can draw resonance structures that put the 

lone pair on either of those oxygens, which would rather have the charge since they are 

more electronegative than carbon. So, B is least acidic. Most of the resonance structures 

have that lone pair on carbons; plus, the benzene is no longer aromatic when I delocalize 

the negative charge through the ring.  
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Task 4 

 

Tasks 4 – 6 were designed for students to consider two factors that affect acid 

strength. Task 4 was intended to probe students‘ use of inductive effect and resonance. 

The carbonyl (C=O) molecules in this task were mostly unfamiliar to students; some may 

have memorized functional groups they learned the first week in the corresponding 

organic chemistry laboratory course. In general, though, chemical reactions involving 

ketones and aldehydes are not discussed until the second semester of the course. Since 

students would have no prior knowledge about enolate chemistry, 2,4-pentadione was 

included as an item in task 4 to cue them to fact that resonance is important to consider. 

Of course, this design choice assumed that students would recognize that resonance was 

important for task 3. Recognizing that resonance was important, students can determine 

which hydrogen atom was most acidic in 2,4-pentadione (A)  if they were not able to 

ascertain the fact in task 3  and benzaldehyde (C). The aldehyde hydrogen, which is 

shown in benzaldehyde (C), was deliberately drawn for aesthetic purposes even though it 

had the potential to be a distractor, where students thought that it was the acidic hydrogen 

rather than the α-hydrogen of the methyl group (–CH3). To distinguish the relative acidity 

of acetone (B) and benzaldehyde (C), inductive effect is important.  

A response that was expected of students for task 4 was: I predict that A is the 

most acidic because the lone pair of the conjugate base can be more stabilized than on B 
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and C; those two oxygens are more electronegative than the carbon  all of these are 

carbon acids  and help lower the energy of the anion through resonance. Between B 

and C, I would say that C is actually more acidic than B because it doesn‘t have that extra 

methyl group. I remember when we learned about carbocation stability, that more alkyl 

groups increased stability. A carbocation is a positively charged carbon; it‘s electron-

deficient. Here, we have a carbanion, a negatively charged carbon. So, by analogy, I 

would say that having a methyl group in B destabilizes the conjugate base more than in 

C, which only has a hydrogen. Right, methyl with its three hydrogens is less stable as a 

carbocation than tert-butyl with three methyl groups. Okay, so, yeah, C is more acidic 

than B.  

Task 5 

 

Structure and inductive effect were factors incorporated into task 5; the 

differences in the structures directly relate to the inductive effect. An expert student 

might explain the correct trend in acid strength in the following way: I predict that A is 

most acidic and B is least acidic, making C intermediately acidic. All three are carboxylic 

acids with two carbons; the only difference is the fluorine, hydrogen and chlorine. Since 

fluorine is more electronegative, it will pull electron density from the lone pair on the 

conjugate base more than chlorine, which is more electronegative than hydrogen; the 
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conjugate base will be more stable because of the more electronegative atom attached to 

the α–carbon.  

As with the other cases involving inductive effect, students could also cite that the 

greater inductive effect of the trifluoroacetic acid leads to a more positively charged 

acidic hydrogen. While resonance was not as important in this task, expert students are 

likely to notice that two resonance structures can be drawn, placing the lone pair 

electrons of the conjugate base on either of the two oxygen atoms of the carboxylic acid 

group. 

Task 6A 

 

Structure and resonance were the two factors that we wanted students to consider 

when ranking the items in this task. The acidic element is different in all three cases. For 

students, resonance can play a distinctly different role depending on which carbon of the 

methyl benzoate (C) they consider is the acidic element. If the methyl (–CH3) carbon is 

considered, then there is no resonance between it and the carbonyl (C=O) oxygen as with 

benzamide (A) and benzoic acid (B). In our study, students considered the methyl carbon 

the acidic element because it was structurally analogous to the other two items. Another 

reason that the methyl carbon was likely considered the acidic element by some 

participants was that their chemical knowledge about pKa values for alkanes was more 
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accessible than for benzene. Benzene actually has a lower pKa than methane (43 vs. 60). 

Replacing methyl benzoate (C) with acetophenone (Figure 4.6) would make the three 

items more structurally analogous. For task 6A, however, regardless of which carbon 

students selected, the correct trend could be predicted.  

 

Figure 4.6. Chemical structure of acetophenone. 

An expert student response for task 6A might be: I predict that B is the most 

acidic because the acidic hydrogen is attached to an oxygen atom, which is more 

electronegative than the other acidic elements, nitrogen and carbon. Since nitrogen is 

more electronegative than carbon, I will say that A is in the middle and C is least acidic. 

I‘m not sure if the hydrogens on the methyl are more acidic than the ones on the benzene, 

though. At least with the benzene there can be resonance. But, I don‘t think it matters in 

this case which hydrogens are more acidic in C. 

Task 6B 

 

Because students were not considering resonance to an appreciable extent in Task 

6A, we decided to include a fluorine atom at the para position of benzamide (A). Rather 
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than radically changing the items in task 6, we chose to look at structure and inductive 

effect in a way that might be more obvious to students than task 4. Thus, a response from 

an expert student may be: I predict the trend will be C < A < B. I am looking at the acidic 

elements in each of them, so nitrogen, oxygen and carbon. C is least acidic because the 

carbon, being the least electronegative of the acidic elements, would be most unstable 

with the negative charge that results from donating the acidic hydrogen. Even if I 

consider the one of the phenyl hydrogens as the acidic hydrogen ― because of resonance 

stabilization of the phenyl group ― that hydrogen wouldn‘t be as acidic as either A or B. 

The carboxylic acid will be more acidic than A, again because oxygen is more 

electronegative than nitrogen; oxygen better stabilizes in the conjugate base making the 

conjugate base of B weaker than the conjugate base of A. The conjugate bases of A and B 

can stabilize the lone pair through resonance, but only in the O=C=NH and O=C=O 

bond. The fluorine in A does help pull some of that electron density from the O=C=NH, 

but it‘s on the other side of the benzene ring. Being that far away, the effect is 

diminished.  

Task 7 
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Task 7 requires students to consider three factors: structure, inductive effect and 

resonance. Two of the items have an additional functional group, either a nitro (–NO2, 

item A) or a methyl (–CH3, item B). During the second semester of the course, students 

learn about resonance and inductive effect in more depth as they begin learning about 

reactions involving the benzene ring; these chemical transformations are known as 

electrophilic aromatic substitution (EAS) reactions. The terms ―electron-withdrawing‖ 

and ―electron-donating‖ are introduced during instruction of EAS reactions, so we did not 

expect for students to use them during our study. Students were expected to have similar 

lines of reasoning described in previous expert responses, however. For example, an 

expert student may have the following response to task 7: I predict that A will be most 

acidic. The nitro (–NO2) group provides additional resonance compared to the methyl 

group and the hydrogen atom on B and C, plus those additional resonance structures have 

the lone pair on the electronegative oxygen atoms ― way more stable resonance 

structures than the ones with the lone pair on the carbon atoms of the benzene ring. And 

applying similar reasoning from the earlier question with the acetone and aldehyde, 

having the methyl (–CH3) group on B will mean that the conjugate base is destabilized 

compared to C, which doesn‘t have another group besides that hydroxyl (–OH). The 

destabilization means that the methyl phenol is less likely to donate a proton than the 

phenol, because of that methyl group. 
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CHAPTER 5: ORGANIC CHEMISTRY STUDENTS‘ MENTAL MODELS OF ACIDS 

AND ACID STRENGTH 

The central goal of this study was to explore first-semester organic chemistry 

students‘ thinking about a foundational concept in the discipline. Specifically, we 

investigated the mental models that students generated and employed while ranking sets 

of chemical substances based on acid strength. If we know what and how students think 

about acids and acid strength, then we can improve how they learn and apply the 

concepts in organic chemistry curricula. Thus, the purpose of this study was to 

characterize the mental models that first-semester organic chemistry students generated 

and employed when ranking sets of three compounds based on acid strength. Guiding our 

analysis were the following research questions: (1) What mental models of acids do first-

semester organic chemistry students express when ranking compounds based on acid 

strength? and (2) How do the expressed mental models of acids change as a result of the 

explanation task or the justification tasks? 

Prior Work 

Lin and Chiu (2007) recently published a paper in which they describe the models 

of acids that 38 Taiwanese ninth-grade chemistry students held. Students were given a 

two-tier test instrument that covered six topics, including strength of acids and bases. 

Unfortunately, due to restrictions on article length the authors chose not to present 

evidence on this topic. Instead, they identified three mental models of acids that students 

relied on to answer questions about the acidity and basicity of a solution; neutralization; 
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and dilute weak acids and bases: the phenomenon model, the character-symbol model, 

and the inference model, all three of which aligned with historical models of acidity. The 

scientific model of acidity, which was the Arrhenius model at this level of chemistry 

education, was not reportedly employed by participants of the study even though the 

chemistry curriculum emphasized the Arrhenius model as a way to ―describe, interpret, 

and predict the acidity or basicity of an aqueous solution‖ (p. 780).  

When students expressed the phenomenon model, they used macroscopic 

properties, such as toxicity and corrosiveness, to determine acidity and basicity. The 

character-symbol model allowed students to use the presence or quantity of functional 

groups or other symbols of acids and bases (e.g., acid, hydride, hydroxide) to distinguish 

between acids, bases and neutral compounds. Lastly, the inference model was based on 

incorrect association of fragmentary concepts. The topic(s) on which students expressed 

the Arrhenius model were not discussed in the article; nevertheless, the participants in the 

study (Lin & Chiu, 2007) held multiple models of acids and bases, and the models 

expressed were dependent upon the types of questions that were asked. 

Bhattacharyya (2006) chose a specific task to elicit the mental models graduate 

organic chemistry students held about Brønsted-Lowry acids. He chose a series of 

alcohols for his experimental probe and asked participants to explain the trend in pKa 

values as though a graduate school colleague wanted to understand the reason for the 

trend. Ten graduate students expressed one similar model of acids to explain the trend in 

acid strength. The mental model consisted of three rules: the greater the difference in 
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electronegativity between the proton and the atom it‘s bonded to, the stronger the acid; 

the more resonance delocalization is present in the conjugate base, the stronger the acid; 

and the greater number and proximity of electronegative atoms, the stronger the acid (p. 

243). According to the author, the graduate students in the study simply rationalized the 

data provided on the research probe rather than articulating theoretical chemical 

principles like steric effects or solvent effects. The graduate students primarily relied on 

bond polarization of the H–A bond rather than resonance and inductive effects; even 

students who were able to identify resonance and inductive effects had difficulty 

explaining the mechanisms of the phenomena. An important implication of the research 

is that the task used seemed to influence the approach students used to build a model to 

explain the known trend in acid strength. 

Besides Lin and Chiu (2007) and Bhattacharyya (2006), other researchers have 

investigated the mental models expressed by students learning physiology (Modell, 

Michael, Adamson, Goldberg et al., 2000) and astronomy (Vosniadou & Brewer, 1992, 

1994; Nobes & Panagiotaki, 2007, 2009). Within chemistry, researchers have focused on 

learners‘ mental models about a variety of chemical phenomena including chemical 

bonding (Coll & Treagust, 2001, 2002a, 2002b, 2003), the particulate nature of matter 

(Adbo & Taber, 2009), atomic structure (Park & Light, 2009), chemical equilibrium 

(Chiu, Chou  & Liu, 2002), and metals (Taber, 2002). With the exception of research by 

Bhattacharyya (2006), we are unaware of any other investigations of mental models held 

by organic chemistry students. To the best of our knowledge, this dissertation research 
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represents the first investigation of mental models of acids held by undergraduate organic 

chemistry students.  

Methodology 

Research Study 

For this study, we were interested in answering the following research questions:  

 What mental models of acidity do first-semester organic chemistry students 

express when ranking compounds based on acid strength and  

 How do the expressed mental models of acidity change as a result of the 

explanation task or the justification tasks?  

Data Analysis 

Data from nineteen students enrolled in the first semester of the honors section (n1 

= 7), the majors section (n2 = 6) and the regular section (n3 = 6) was analyzed to answer 

our two research questions for this study. Transcripts from ten females and nine males 

were analyzed.  

In an effort to characterize the mental models that first-semester organic 

chemistry students used when predicting trends in acid strength, we determined the 

following: the student‘s definition(s) of an acid; which structural and electronic factors 

were considered to affect acid strength; the prior knowledge that the students expressed 

during the prediction task and the implicit, domain-specific assumptions held about acids 

and acid strength.  
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First, we determined each student‘s definition(s) of an acid. This piece of 

information essentially tells us how the student framed each question in the prediction 

task. Statements regarding the loss or donation of a hydrogen or proton (H
+
) were coded 

as proton donor. Similarly, references to a conjugate base were also interpreted as the 

participant understanding that a proton was no longer part of the acid. Questions not 

coded as proton donor were coded as structural, meaning that students seemed to 

consider only the structure of the acid as represented on the instrument. Just as each 

question could be coded as either proton donor or structural, the participants themselves 

were grouped as proton donor or structural. During the prediction task, students who 

identified an acid as a proton donor for at least one question were classified as proton 

donor. Since this characteristic of an acid was expressed, it can be reasonably assumed 

that the participant has this information in his/her mental model even though the 

characteristic may not always be functional. Separately, students who identified an acid 

as a proton donor during either the explanation task or the justification task were noted. 

Two individuals were also observed using a definition of an acid that resembled the 

Lewis definition, so the tasks on which this occurred were also coded as Lewis.    

Second, we considered which factors were prevalent in the student‘s reasoning 

process. To understand which factors students consider to affect acid strength, descriptive 

codes were developed. Recall that the instrument was designed so that students consider 

structure, inductive effect, and resonance when making their predictions. These three 

factors were used to begin the initial coding process. The descriptive codes were 
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iteratively created using the data set (N = 19). Once a stable list of codes was obtained, 

the transcripts were re-coded until they could be reliably applied. During the re-coding 

process, codes were collapsed or modified to best describe the factors that were identified 

(Charmaz, 2006). Twenty percent of the transcripts were then coded by another chemical 

education researcher using the codebook. Inter-rater reliability was greater than ninety 

percent.  

The list of 35 descriptive structure factor codes was then combined to form seven 

interpretive structure factor codes. The interpretive structure factor codes broadly defined 

the underlying descriptive structure factors (Figure 5.1). Combined with inductive effect 

and resonance, a total of nine interpretive codes were applied to the data set to facilitate 

re-presenting each participant‘s expressed mental model of acids.  

Lastly, we identified the chemical knowledge and assumptions that students 

expressed during the prediction task. We consider assumptions to be implicit and/or 

unconscious inferences drawn from prior knowledge (Figure 2.1); these assumptions are 

taken by the students to be true, if only for the purpose of completing the tasks involved 

in our research project. While we say prior knowledge and assumptions in the analysis of 

our data and the discussion of our findings, it is important to keep in mind that 

assumptions are prior knowledge. In general, prior knowledge was actually used by 

participants (as opposed to just being considered) to make decisions about relative acid 

strength. In many cases, students‘ assumptions constrained their ability to use correct 

chemistry knowledge to predict correct trends in acid strength. Once each participant‘s 
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mental model was re-presented, we categorized the models into groups based on 

participants‘ approach to the entire task. Students were then assigned to one of the groups 

based on their approach. 

Interpretive Code Description of Interpretive Code Descriptive Code(s)

Quantity of a particular implicit or 

explict feature 

Participants refer to the number of a particular implicit or 

explicit feature (e.g., hydrogens, lone pair electrons) when 

comparing two or more choices

Number of resonance strucutures; Number of chlorines; 

Number of carbons; Number of oxygens; Number of 

hydrogens; Number of (lone pair) electrons

Relative Stability and/or Reactivity

Participants refer to the stability and/or reactivity of either a 

portion of the molecule (e.g., conjugate base, substituent) 

or the entire molecule without any inference to resonance 

effect or inductive effect

Relative stability of the conjugate base; Stability/reactivity 

of benzene (or cyclohexane); Relative stability/reactivity of 

the molecule

Size/Complexity/Spatial 

Arrangement

Participants refer to the size/complexity/spatial 

arrangement of a(n) molecule/substituent/atom when 

comparing two or more choices without any inference to 

resonance effect or inductive effect

Size of the molecule; Weight/Size of the acidic element; 

Weight/Size/Atomic radius of the substituent; Molecular 

geometry; Atomic radius of the acidic element; Degree of 

carbon substitution

Presence of a particular structural 

component in a molecule

Participants refer to the presence of a particular structural 

component in a molecule (e.g., OH, benzene, 

electronegative atoms) without any inference to 

resonance effect or inductive effect

Presence of an aromatic/benzene ring; Presence of a non-

hydroxyl functional group or substituent; Presence of a 

substituent on a benzene ring versus the absence of of a 

substituent; Proximity of an electronegative atom to the 

acidic element; Presence of an OH

Hybridization/Bond Type

Participants refer to the hybridization of a feature in the 

molecule (e.g. acidic element, substituent) without 

inference to resonance effect or inductive effect

Hybridization of the substituent; Delocalization of 

electrons; Hybridization/bond type of the acidic element; 

Bond strength/bond length; Bond type

Electronegativity and Polarity

Participants refer to the relative electronegativity 

differences between molecules and/or relative 

differences in bond/molecular polarity without any 

inference to inductive effect

Electronegativity of non-acidic element(s) in the 

molecule; Electronegativity of a substituent; 

Electronegativity of the acidic element; Bond/molecular 

polarity

Other

Participants refer to features of the molecule that are 

generally neither structure, inductive effect nor resonance 

effect (e.g., pKa values)

Other, Other: pKa values; Other: functional group name; 

Other: periodic trend; Electron configuration of the acidic 

element

Inductive effect

Participants refer to the inductive effect either explicitly or 

implicitly. For explicit references, the use of inductive 

effect does not have to be correct. For implicit references, 

the use of inductive effect should be unambiguously 

identifiable by someone knowledgeable in chemistry Inductive effect

Resonance effect

Participants refer to the resonance effect either explicitly 

or implicitly. For explicit references, the use of resonance 

effect does not have to be correct. For implicit references, 

the use of resonance effect should be unambiguously 

identifiable by someone knowledgeable in chemistry. Resonance

Figure 5.1. Interpretive code list that was used to re-present the mental models our participants used to 

predict trends in acid strength. 
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Quantitative analysis was performed in addition to the qualitative analysis. Due to 

the small sample size, we did not analyze the data for statistically significant differences; 

rather, we relied on descriptive statistics, such as frequencies and percentages, to better 

understand our data set. Frequencies of our various codes were determined using Excel®, 

and this information was useful in categorizing and interpreting our mental models. 

Limitations 

The main limitation of this study is that we are using students‘ expressed mental 

models to categorize them into larger, representative groups. We can only use what 

participants actually said during the interview to make inferences about their mental 

models of acidity, which means that we cannot claim that the mental models we describe 

are complete mental models held by our participants. Furthermore, we do not imply that 

the models described are the only general mental models of acids.  

Findings 

Pieces of Prior Knowledge in Students‘ Mental Models of Acids 

 Students‘ definitions of an acid. Acids are generally described as either proton 

donors or electron acceptors. Eleven students (58%) were classified as proton donors 

during the prediction task because they either referred to a proton/hydrogen leaving 

and/or to the conjugate base (Table 5.1). Examples illustrating the different language 

participants used to refer to the process are below.  

 [A molecule] wants to donate a proton easier because [OH groups]‘re 

polar and can give [the proton] off better. (S2, task 3) 
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So the more electronegative, the more pull [the electronegative acidic 

element] has on the electrons [compared to the acidic proton], so the 

more easily the proton is removed.(S6, task 6A) 

 

I was thinking that maybe after losing the hydrogen it would be a negative 

on the oxygen. (S14, task 2B) 

To be classified as a proton donor, participants had only to define the acid as 

either a proton (H
+
) donor or a hydrogen (H) donor at least once during the ranking task. 

On average, each proton donor defined an acid 4.5 times for seven questions (range = 1 – 

7 times). Expressing that acids are proton donors indicates to us that this information is in 

their mental model, though not always functional for making decisions about acid 

strength. It must be noted that students were never explicitly asked to define an acid; their 

understanding of what an acid is was inferred from the transcript data. Because of explicit 

or implicit references to a conjugate base, eight students coded as proton donors were 

further categorized as specifically using the Brønsted-Lowry definition (Table 5.1).  

Table 5.1. Participants categorized by their definition of an acid during the prediction 

task 

Acid defined by its 

structural composition 

Acid defined only as a 

hydrogen (H) or proton 

(H
+
) donor 

Acid defined as a Brønsted-

Lowry acid (i.e., it has a 

conjugate base) 

S3, S4*, S9, S10, S11, S15, 

S16, S18 
S2, S6, S17 

S5, S7, S8, S12*, S13, S14, 

S19, S20 
Note: The asterisk represents students who also defined an acid as an electron acceptor, which were coded 

Lewis. 

The remaining eight students did not seem to think of acids as proton donors as 

they made predictions about acid strength. They seemed to rely on the structural 
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composition of the chemical substances, rather than the transfer of electrons, to determine 

relative acid strength.  

So, seeing how [compound] B has more carbons than [compound] C, 

[compound] B is most likely going to be more acidic. (S4, task 4A) 

 

So, oxygen, sulfur, hmmm. Okay, they‘re all in the same uh column. So, 

um, I‘m just gonna guess…that the order probably has to do with like their 

arrangement in the column. So, I‘m gonna guess that Se (compound B) is 

the most acidic and…oxygen, [compound] C, would probably be least. 

And then [compound] A [is in the middle]. (S9, task 1A) 

 

I will say [compound] A is more acidic because fluorine is [more 

electronegative] than the rest of them, versus hydrogen and [chlorine]. 

(S15, task 5) 

As will be discussed later in this chapter, the explanation task (task 8) affected 

participants‘ expressed mental models. As a result of having to explain the given trend in 

pKa values for three (task 8A) or four molecules (task 8B), three of the eight structural 

students began to consider acids as proton donors for the remainder of the study. 

 Factors that affect acid strength. Thirty-seven factors that students believed to 

affect acid strength emerged during data analysis; they were categorized into one of nine 

groups (Table 5.2) based on similar features. As expected, most groups correspond to one 

of the three factors that we expected to see used: structure, inductive effect, and 

resonance. We did observe students using other factors, such as pKa values and functional 

group names, and these factors could not be easily categorized into the other groups. 

Table 5.2. Factors that affect acid strength as identified by the students.  

The factors that affect acid 

strength students identified 

during the prediction task 

Percentage of students (N 

= 19) who considered the 

factor at least once during 

Percentage of students (N 

= 19) who used the factor 

to make at least one 
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the prediction task decision during the 

prediction task 

Quantity of a particular 

implicit or explicit feature 
79% 63% 

Relative stability and/or 

reactivity 
58% 32% 

Size/Complexity/Spatial 

arrangement 
53% 16% 

Presence of a particular 

structural component in a 

molecule 

74% 58% 

Hybridization/Bond Type 68% 37% 

Electronegativity and/or 

Polarity 
89% 74% 

Other 84% 47% 

Inductive Effect 42% 37% 

Resonance  42% 26% 

Each question (N = 133) was coded based on which factors students considered as 

they thought out loud during the prediction task. Often, we could identify which factor(s) 

students actually used to make a decision (Table 5.2). A significant number of questions 

(87.2%) were answered using only one or two factors. So, despite the fact that as many as 

five factors were considered—and used in one case—most students were able to choose 

one or two factors they believed most affected acid strength and to make their decisions 

based on that belief. The percentage of students who actually used a given factor to make 

their decisions could be higher, but, in some cases, we were unable to discern which 

factors the students used. The analysis of the factors also revealed that at least half of the 

students considered most factors at least once. In particular, quantity of a particular 

implicit or explicit feature, presence of a particular structural component in a molecule, 
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electronegativity and polarity, and other were factors considered most by the participants 

as they ranked chemical substances based on acid strength.  

Some factors were considered, and used, disproportionately based on the 

question.  For example, inductive effect was the factor that affects the acid strength for 

tasks 2A and 2B (Figure 5.2). Inductive effect is the distribution of electron density 

through σ–bonds (i.e., a single bond) due to the presence of an electron-withdrawing  

 

Figure 5.2. Chemical substances that students were asked to rank from least acidic to most acidic, as they 

appeared on Form A (left) and Form B (right). 

substituent, like chlorine, or an electron-donating substituent, like methyl (CH3). With 

respect to task two, the strength of the inductive effect is determined by the number of 

chlorines (Form A) and the proximity of the chlorine to the acidic proton (Form B). 

Seventy percent of the students who had Form A considered the number of chlorines, and 

four of them actually used the factor to make their decision. Similarly, on Form B, 

seventy percent of the students considered the proximity of the chlorine to the hydroxyl 

group.  

Only five students, one of whom completed the study using Form A, recognized 

the inductive effect, either explicitly or implicitly, and were in most cases able to 

reasonably articulate how inductive effect influenced proton dissociation and/or stability 
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of the conjugate base as in the following examples. Below are excerpts from the 

transcripts for task two: 

So, the only difference is the amount of chlorines attached to the acidic 

proton. I think it‘s the inductive effect, when there are more chlorine 

[atoms] there is more electrons drawn to the chlorine. So that means that 

when this [pointed to the acidic proton] leaves, the negative charge [will 

be] more stabilized. So, that the original atom is more acidic. (S5, B<C 

<A, task 2A) 

So, here it looks like it‘s asking for inductive effect. This chlorine‘s 

electronegativity is going to help delocalize the electrons. It‘s the same 

situation in all of them, but in [compound] C it‘s the closest. So, it‘s going 

to be able to help delocalize the electrons more from that acidic proton. 

Therefore, [compound] C would be the most acidic. The intermediate 

would be [compound] B, and then the least acidic would be [compound] 

A. (S14, A<B<C, task 2B) 

OK, so I know the chlorine‘s important here…because it‘s a highly 

electronegative atom, and so if I remember correctly, I‘m going to want it 

to be closer to this end with the H…that way it‘s, I don‘t have the words 

for it, it stabilizes the, I guess a negative charge here? Yea, better 

stabilizes the negative charge when the H leaves. So, I‘m going to make 

[compound] C the most acidic, and [compound] A the least acidic. So, 

[compound] B is in the middle. (S19, A<B<C, task 2B) 

The three excerpts of students‘ use of inductive effect illustrate some familiarity 

with the chemical principle that is first encountered in general chemistry. While S5 and 

S14 referred to the phenomenon by name, S19 described the process without identifying 

it as the inductive effect. In his explanation of inductive effect, S14 used a phrase that is 

associated with resonance rather than inductive effect: ―So it‘s going to be able to 

delocalize the electrons more from that acidic proton.‖ Delocalization of charge requires 

conjugation, which is characterized by the alternation of single bonds and double bonds 

as in benzene. The chloropropanols on task 2B do not have the necessary conjugation to 
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―delocalize the electrons‖, however. Instead, the lone pair of electrons that result from the 

deprotonation remains localized on the oxygen atom. Thus, we inferred that S14 was 

referring to the transmission of electron density away from the hydroxyl (–OH) group 

and toward the chlorine atoms located at various points along the carbon chain when he 

claimed that electrons were being delocalized.    

For other prediction tasks that involved inductive effect, i.e., tasks four, five and 

seven, some students claimed to be using the inductive effect but had difficulty 

articulating how the phenomenon affected acid strength. Other students, like S19, 

implicitly used the phenomenon to explain their predictions. Similar to the inductive 

effect, arguments can be made about the implicit and explicit use of resonance, which is 

the delocalization of electron density through π–bonds (i.e., double or triple bonds), and 

students‘ ability to articulate how the phenomenon affects acid strength.  

Students who considered inductive effect and resonance necessarily relied on at 

least one structural code, which are the first six groups listed in Table 5.2. To minimize 

the effect of inflating the quantitative data, we decided not to code both structure and 

inductive effect or resonance. Some common structural factors that students considered, 

and in most cases used, when claiming that inductive effect and resonance were factors of 

acid strength include proximity of an electronegative substituent to the acidic proton, 

delocalization of electrons, and relative stability of the conjugate base.  

 Chemistry knowledge. An important component necessary to generate a mental 

model is prior knowledge, which can come from previous experiences, beliefs, and 
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formal education. Most of the knowledge expressed by our participants in the study 

comes from formal chemistry education, hence we refer to it as chemistry knowledge. 

The students interviewed for our study demonstrated an array of chemistry knowledge 

that they relied upon to make decisions about acid strength (Table 5.3). We categorized 

the chemistry knowledge into one of three categories: nomenclature, which is a 

systematic naming protocol used in chemistry; periodic trends, which are physical 

properties that can be generally explained based on the location of the atom on the 

periodic table; and chemical models and principles, which help explain chemical 

phenomena. Every student expressed prior knowledge from each category at least once. 

Nomenclature and periodic trends were explicitly expressed by students; we had to infer, 

in some cases, chemical models and chemical principles that were being described but 

not expressly named by the students. For the most part, the chemistry knowledge was 

correct; misapplication or incorrect application of the knowledge, however, was more 

prevalent, particularly with chemical models and chemical principles.  

Table 5.3. Chemistry knowledge expressed by participants during the prediction task 

Category of Chemistry 

Knowledge Expressed 
Examples from the data 

Nomenclature 1. Functional group names (e.g., carboxylic acid) 

2. Molecular names (e.g., acetaldehyde) 

Periodic trends 1. Electronegativity 

2. Atomic radii 

3. Atomic weight 

Chemical models and 

principles 

1. Polarity 

2. Resonance 

3. Inductive effect 

4. Lewis dot structures 

5. Acidity 
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6. Molecular geometry 

7. Charge conservation 

We saw earlier how S14 misapplied a concept related to resonance when 

describing inductive effect. Two more examples of students misapplying correct 

chemical models and principles follow: 

So, I‘m gonna stick with that. So, [compound] C being the most acidic just 

because there‘s nothing else pulling down. And then you have a, in 

[compound] B, it‘s—but then I‘m gonna say is the middle just because I 

want to say like one of these oxygens [on the NO2] will cancel out one of 

those [referring to an atom, likely the oxygen, in the hydroxyl (–OH) 

group]. So it would leave you with N and O. (S10, task 7) 

S10, using polarity as a model to explain his prediction, demonstrates an understanding 

of bond polarity when he claims that the OH group has a vector pointing towards it and 

away from the benzene and that the NO2 group also has a vector pointing towards it and 

away from the benzene. Thus, each vector is pointing away from each other (Figure 5.3). 

According to S10, the fact that the NO2 has a larger dipole, as indicated by the longer 

arrow, means that when the opposing vectors are summed, a smaller vector than the one 

shown for compound C (the phenol) results.  

 

Figure 5.3. p-Nitrophenol (compound A) and phenol (compound C) from task 7 with vectors drawn as S10 

described in his interview.  
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Contrary to how the concept of dipoles is taught in chemistry, S10 began to refer 

to the summation of vectors as somehow negating atoms of the substituents. Rather than 

simply stating that the net dipole, or dipole moment, for p-nitrophenol (compound A) 

would be significantly less, S10 constructed a mental model in which atoms 

―disappeared‖. S10 used similar reasoning for most of the other problems during the 

interview, and in only one case did it lead him to predict a correct trend in acid strength. 

Despite his misapplication of molecular polarity in task 7, S10 has an implicit 

understanding of the nitro (NO2) substituent being an electron-withdrawing group, which 

is useful for learning about electrophilic aromatic substitution in the second semester of 

organic chemistry. We speculate that with proper scaffolding of his prior knowledge 

about polarity, S10, who did not define acids as proton donors during the prediction task 

(Table 5.1), may be able to learn to identify instances in which his understanding is 

applicable and can lead to the correct trends in acid strength.  

S13 also had difficulty knowing how and when to apply his prior knowledge.  

OK, so here we have two carbonyl functionalities but no hydrogens on 

them. The hydrogens are on carbons. Here [referring to another 

compound] the hydrogen, so on [compound] A, is going to be least acidic 

because all of the possible hydrogens are on carbons and the only help is 

these carbonyl interactions here. Um, between [compounds B and C], 

the—I know that an alcohol is more acidic than a carboxylic acid, but this 

phenyl group is only going to help the alcohol…‘cause there‘s 

delocalization of electrons here. There‘s a lot of resonance, and so I think 

[compound] B‘s gonna be the most acidic and [compound] C is going to 

be the intermediate. [Compound A] has pKa of around. Well, [pointing to 

compound B] this has a pKa of around 10, I think, and [pointing to 

compound C] has a pKa of around 5. If [compound B] had nitro groups on 
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it—I still think that it‘s gonna be a lot more resonance [with compound 

B]. (S13, task 3) 

Since carbon acids, like 2,4-pentadione (compound A) with the acidic proton on a carbon, 

were believed to be less acidic than oxyacids, like phenol (compound B) and acetic acid 

(compound C) with the acidic proton on an oxygen, S13 disregarded the ―help‖ that the 

carbonyl groups  (C=O) of the diketone actually provided to the molecule in terms of acid 

strength. Based on his explanation about resonance for the oxyacids, it is unlikely that the 

help from the carbonyl was in reference to resonance. In fact, the two carbonyl groups 

provide significant resonance stabilization because rather than existing as the 

representation shown on the research instrument, 2,4-pentadione exists as the more stable 

enol tautomer (Figure 5.4). Even without this knowledge, that is taught in second-

semester, had S13 taken the time to draw the conjugate bases for all three molecules in 

task 3, he may have seen that the carbonyls would help delocalize the lone pair from the 

carbon atom to both of the oxygen atoms. S13 did draw Lewis structures and resonance 

forms for other molecules during the interview, but most students did not take advantage 

of the pencil and paper provided to them. S13 goes on to name other functional groups  

 

Figure 5.4. Structure of the resonance stabilized keto-enol tautomer of 2,4-pentadione. Note that the 

hydrogen is covalently bound only to one oxygen atom; there is hydrogen-bonding to the other oxygen, as 

represented by the dashed line. 
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besides carbonyls (e.g., carboxylic acid, alcohol, phenyl); he even cites correct pKa values 

for both phenol and acetic acid. However, the assumption that ―an alcohol is more acidic 

than a carboxylic acid‖ prevented him from using the pKa values to challenge his 

assumption. The time constraints of the prediction task likely inhibited in depth 

processing of the information related to ranking the compounds in task 3.  

 Assumptions. The two previous excerpts of S10 and S13 not only illustrate prior 

knowledge held by those individuals, but they also provide insight into the chemistry-

specific, assumptions that are related to the prior knowledge. Many of the assumptions 

are implicit or intuitive. Implicit assumptions are ideas or beliefs that are implied and not 

necessarily stated. In some cases, implicit assumptions can be intuitive, and therefore an 

individual may be unaware of their influence on conscious thought. Examples of 

assumptions are when S10 says ―acids are kind of like pretty reactive‖ and he relates 

―polarity with reactivity‖. Recall that we consider assumptions to be implicit and/or 

unconscious inferences drawn from chemical knowledge, which includes nomenclature, 

periodic trends, and chemical models and principles. So, S10 inferred a relationship 

between acids and reactivity and between polarity and reactivity. He therefore used the 

two assumptions to infer that if acids are reactive and polarity increases reactivity, then 

polar molecules must be acidic. The following exchange illustrates his use of the 

inference and how he combined his two implicit assumptions about acids and polarity: 

S10 (working on task 4): [T]he electrons between the carbon and the 

hydrogen [on compound C]are gonna go more towards the carbon. And 

then the oxygen‘s gonna, you know, it just seems it‘s gonna get pulled that 
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way. And then uh, [compound] C would be most acidic and then, I don‘t 

know, you have [compounds] A and B. [Compound] A you have two 

heteroatoms, both oxygen, which are both electronegative. Pretty 

electronegative. And then you have [compound] B. Ao let‘s say you‘re 

gonna get more displacement in [compound] A because you heteroatoms 

so it‘s gonna be more polar than [compound] B. So, [compound] A will be 

the middle, and then [compound] B will be the least polar which I‘m 

thinking is least acidic. 

Interviewer: So, you think acids are really reactive, then? 

S10: I just remember, I tend to relate polarity with reactivity. And how, 

how if like the electron density isn‘t evenly distributed, and there‘s more 

negative charge on one [molecule], it‘s gonna want to like really attack 

another, another charged particle. 

Interviewer: So, you think acids are really reactive, then? 

S10: Yes, I would say. 

S13, as was alluded to during the discussion of chemistry knowledge, also had 

implicit assumptions related to (organic) chemistry: carbon acids are not acidic, acid 

strength can be associated with functional group names, acid strength can be quantified, 

and acid strength is dependent on stability. The assumptions illustrated in the two 

excerpts from S10 and S13 were common among the study participants (Table 5.4). The 

assumptions, including incorrect ones, all have plausible scientific explanations. 

Characterizing the assumptions held by first-semester organic chemistry students was an 

emergent goal for this research. Thus, the only evidence of the origins of these 

assumptions comes from the explanations provided by the study participants, though we 

can speculate about plausible sources of the assumptions. In any case, these assumptions 

allowed participants to fill gaps in their prior knowledge — or in some cases override 
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their prior knowledge — and helped them make decisions about the relative  acid strength 

for many unfamiliar molecules.  

Table 5.4. Some common assumptions expressed about acids and acid strength by our 

research participants 

 Acids are unstable; Acids are reactive 

 Acids are polar; Polar molecules are acidic 

 Electronegative elements are acidic; Carbon is not as acidic as electronegative 

elements; Carbon is basic 

 Inductive effect pertains only to electronegative atoms or molecules 

The four pieces of prior knowledge in students‘ mental models of acids and acid 

strength we have described were then employed to re-present the mental models that each 

of our participants expressed during their interviews. Mental models, or internal 

representations of real or imagined situations, serve as a cognitive resource (Figure 2.1) 

to help students predict and explain chemical phenomena. Each participant constructed 

his/her own mental model to complete the three types of tasks (i.e., prediction, 

explanation, and justification). Because nineteen different mental models have little 

practical application for chemical education researchers or chemistry practitioners, we 

identified commonalities among the mental models and used the commonalities to group 

individuals. The process of characterizing the mental models was iterative so that we 

could better describe the types of mental models we observed in our study of acids and 

acid strength. To characterize the types of mental models, the four pieces of prior 

knowledge described earlier were used in the following ways: (1) we separated 

participants into three groups based on their definition(s) of an acid (Table 5.1), and we 

noted which type of task resulted in a shift in definitions; (2) we determined whether 
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students considered mostly implicit or explicit factors when predicting, explaining or 

justifying relative acid strength, and we gauged how well developed was their sense of 

mechanism for acid behavior to further differentiate most of the students; and (3) we 

identified the common assumptions held by the smaller groups of students.  

Organic Chemistry Students‘ Mental Models of Acids  

Based on our analyses of four pieces of prior knowledge that first-semester 

organic chemistry students used, we identified four distinct mental models which are 

labeled A, B, C, and D in Table 5.5. Several students expressed different models 

depending on whether they were ranking, explaining or justifying trends in acid strength; 

we refer to them as ―shifters‖; the arrow indicates the direction of the shift. We also 

identified some ―transitional‖ students who mostly relied on one of the mental models to 

make decisions about acid strength but used criteria from a different model to make these 

types of judgments in a few of the ranking tasks. For our data, we only observed students 

transitioning between Model B and Model C. As shown in Table 5.5, there is no clear 

differentiation between the mental models expressed by students enrolled in course 

sections designed for regular (R), chemistry major (M), or honors (H) students. In the 

following subsections, we will use cases from each model to describe our findings and 

support our claims. 

Table 5.5. Mental Models of Acid and Acid Strength Expressed by Our Research 

Participants 

 Participants 
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Single Model 

 

 

Dual Model 

 

Model D 

Acids as substances 

that accept or donate 

electrons. 

Model A 

Acidity as an intrinsic property of 

substances. Acid strength determined by 

the presence of certain types of atoms or 

functional groups in the molecule 

(composition/structure features). Lack, or 

very underdeveloped, sense of mechanism 

for acid behavior. The stability of acids, 

rather than of the conjugate bases, was 

considered. 

 

S3  (R) 

S9 (R) 

S11 (H) 

S15 (H) 

S16 (M) 

 

Shifters 

Nature of task induces model revision or 

addition 

 

 

S10 (R) 

S18 (H) 

 

 

Model B 

Acids as substances that lose hydrogens or 

protons. Acid strength determined by 

intrinsic properties of the acid, some 

explicit (#of H) some implicit (polarity), 

some molecular (molecular polarity) some 

local (bond polarity). 

 

 

S2 (M) 

S17 (M) 

 

 

 

Shifters 

Nature of task induces model revision or 

addition 

 

S6 (M) 

 

S4 (R) 

 

Transitional(i.e., between Model B to 

Model C) 

Acids as substances that lose hydrogens or 

protons. Acid strength is mostly determined 

by intrinsic properties of the acid. 

Conjugate base stability is taken in to 

account in some tasks, but electronic 

properties are seldom considered. 

 

 

S7 (M) 

S8 (R) 

 

 

 

S12 (H) 

Model C 

Acids as substances that lose or donate 

S5 (M) 

S13 (H) 
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protons. Acid strength determined by 

intrinsic and implicit properties (mostly 

electronic; mostly local) of the acid and the 

conjugate base. 

S14 (H) 

S19 (H) 

S20 (R) 

Experts 

Acids as substances that donate protons. 

Acid strength determined by intrinsic and 

extrinsic, electronic and steric, properties of 

the acid, the conjugate base, and their 

environment. 

  

 

 

                    

 

Mental Model A. Approximately one-quarter of our participants expressed a 

mental model in which ―acidity‖ was an intrinsic property of the substance based mainly 

on the presence of particular atoms or functional groups; some these atoms and functional 

groups symbolized an acid or base (Lin & Chiu, 2007) as in the following examples: 

S9 (working on task 6A): Mmm. Okay, so they all have the ring and the 

double bond O and then OH. Okay, I believe OH is more basic. I‘m gonna 

say [compound] B is the least acidic...I don‘t really think of oxygen as 

being acidic, so maybe [compound] C would be the middle one and then A 

would be the most acidic. 

Interviewer: So, why don‘t you think of oxygen as being acidic? 

S9: Because it‘s so abundant, and we breathe it. So, maybe it would be 

hard for it to be acidic, I think. (B<C<A) 

and 

S3 (working on task 3): Um, well OH is typically what you learn in basic 

gen chem, but I‘m going to go with [compound] A as the most acidic. 

Interviewer: What about [compound] A is making you choose it as most 

acidic? 

S3: Because it doesn‘t have an OH. And its double bonds with oxygen. But 

I‘m not sure why. I feel like in the past examples that I have seen in our 

textbook, that that‘s being acidic. (C<B<A) 
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S9 and S3 considered substances with hydroxyl (OH) groups as ―basic‖, likely from a 

misapplication of the Arrhenius model of acids. Each student expressing Model A 

focuses on functional groups to help them make a decision. This strategy is certainly 

appropriate because many physical and chemical properties of molecules can be 

explained by the presence of functional groups. These students, however, do not 

articulate why they should associate the particular functional groups with acid strength, 

even when probed during the task. In general, participants who expressed Model A 

lacked or had an underdeveloped sense of the mechanism for acid behavior. In addition to 

considering the presence, or absence, of particular atoms or functional groups, students 

also considered the quantity of atoms or functional groups. However, they were usually 

unable to explain why acid strength was affected, as with the case of S15 working on task 

1B: 

 S15: I would say that the most acidic would be the ones that have more 

bonds versus the ones that have the least bonds. Like a triple bond versus 

an alkane. 

Interviewer: Is there any particular reason you‘re saying that? 

S15: I forgot. That‘s what I‘m going to guess. The least acidic would be 

[compound] B, and the intermediate would be [compound] C. 

Explicit features of the molecules were not the only cues to which participants 

expressing Model A paid attention; they were also attentive to implicit features such as 

electronegativity and polarity, which were frequently considered by many participants 

across all models expressed in our study. Consider the example where the chemical 

principle of electronegativity is employed to make a decision: 
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So nitrogen. I‘m trying to base this one off electronegativity also. 

[Compound] B has an OH. So. [Compound] C has O with an alk—CH3. 

I‘m trying to compare those two. I kind of think that [compound] C would 

be more acidic than compound B because the O is attached to the H and 

the other O is attached to the CH3. [Compound] A has a nitrogen and an 

F. So, I think [compound] A might be more acidic because it has a 

fluorine and a nitrogen. It would be the most acidic. (S16, task 6B, 

B<C<A) 

S16 implicitly identifies the acidic elements of the carboxylic acid derivatives in task 6B 

when she refers to the nitrogen, the oxygen and the carbon atoms connected to the 

carbonyl (C=O) groups; she began to make her decision by comparing the 

electronegativities of the oxygen in compound B with the carbon in compound C. Since 

she considered electronegativity as a factor that affects acid strength, the presence of a 

nitrogen atom and a fluorine atom led S16 to incorrectly rank the amide (compound A) as 

most acidic.  

 

Figure 5.5. Gibbs free energy diagram illustrating a hypothetical acid-base reaction of trifluoroacetic acid 

and a base. The energy values are arbitrary and not to scale. 
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An important implicit feature that four of the five participants expressing Model 

A considered was ―stability‖. Stability, which is a thermodynamic principle, refers to the 

potential energy of a product relative to the potential energy of the starting material 

(Figure 5.5). With respect to Brønsted-Lowry acidity, the more stable the conjugate base 

the more likely it is that the acidic hydrogen will be donated. For the four participants, 

however, the acids, rather than the conjugate bases, were considered to be stable. In the 

following exchange, S11 explains her reasoning for choosing 2,4-pentadione (compound 

B) as the most acidic for task four: 

S11: I‘m thinking of the pull or whatever 

Interviewer: The pull of what? 

S11: The dipole moment or something. Those [carbonyl groups of 

compound B] seem evenly balanced. They‘re all going up. So, I think 

[compound B] might be more than [compound C]. I still think it‘s more 

stable. 

Interviewer: So even though something has more than one dipole, stability 

matters to you? 

S11: Muh huh. 

Interviewer: Stability of what? 

S11: The compound. 

Interviewer: Of the compound itself? 

S11: Yea.  

S11, like many other students who considered stability of the acids, argued that more 

stable substances were more acidic. For many of these students, ―size‖ (either molecular 
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weight or molecular geometry) was used to determined relative stability of the acids. 

Thus, these students tended to rely upon an assumption that size and stability were 

directly related. Without considering thermodynamics, however, participants were unable 

to articulate the molecular cause of increased stability.  

In summary, five participants expressed a mental model in which acidity was 

considered an intrinsic property of the substance. Explicit cues such as the presence or 

absence of functional groups were frequently depended upon to rank the substances. 

Students considered implicit properties like electronegativity and stability to make 

decisions about acid strength; however, the mechanism for acid behavior was lacking or 

underdeveloped. Without a basic understanding of the mechanism, participants with this 

model were unable to articulate scientifically acceptable reasons for their predicted trends 

of acid strength. The explanation and justification tasks reinforced the mental models 

expressed by the individuals during the prediction task rather than challenging their ideas 

about acids and acid strength.   

Mental Model B. Ten percent of our students were observed to express a mental 

model that considered acids as hydrogen (H) donors or proton donors (H
+
) and acid 

strength as determined by a variety of intrinsic properties. That acids are 

hyrdrogen/proton donors is of no consequence to these students; they simply identify 

properties of the substances that make it ―easier‖ to donate protons as with the case of S2 

predicting a trend for task 3: 

S2: For this one, I think it has something to do with the OH groups. 
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Interviewer: What about the OH groups? 

 

S2: It wants to donate a proton easier because [the OH groups]‘re polar 

and can give [the hydrogen] off better. (final ranking: A<B<C). 

 

Unlike students with Model A, S2 recognized that hydroxyl (–OH) groups dissociated 

acidic hydrogen atoms and did not dissociate intact as the hydroxide (
–
OH) ion. 

According to his reasoning, S2 asserted that the polarity of the O–H bond facilitated 

deprotonation; using bond polarity and electronegativity to make decisions about acid 

strength were common among all participants. Students‘ prior knowledge about the 

relative electronegativities of atoms and the periodic trend in electronegativity were 

important to help make quick decisions about acid strength. Again, few students 

articulated a deep understanding of the mechanism by which electronegativity or polarity 

affected acid strength. A lack of mechanistic understanding was problematic for students 

who also relied on superficial explicit or implicit properties of the substances. For S2, an 

outcome of limited understanding of acidity led to a contradiction in responses to two 

different prediction tasks:   

OK, so all of them have equal number[s] of hydrogens. So, it probably has 

something to do with the other ones—sulfur, I don‘t remember what Se is, 

and the oxygen. So, it‘s either going up the period or down the period. I‘m 

pretty sure I‘ll get the middle one right. And I think it might have 

something to do with electronegativity, so say [undecipherable] not 

acidic. It‘s pretty neutral so, that‘s [compound] C and that‘s [compound] 

B. (B<A<C, task 1A) 

 

Like many other participants, S2 first searched for differences among the three 

choices within a given problem (i.e., hydrogen sulfide, hydrogen selenide, water). 
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Understanding that much of the behavior of chemicals can be explained by the 

periodicity of the elements, S2 intuitively chooses electronegativity as the basis for a 

prediction rather than an alternative, such as the appropriate trend in atomic radius of the 

central atom. For this question, his intuitive assumption that water is neutral overrode his 

prior knowledge that electronegativity decreases down a period. We see this association 

of electronegativity and acid strength again when S2 was asked to rank trifluoroacetic 

acid, acetic acid, and trichloroacetic acid from least acidic to most acidic 

So this one was to do with the carbon that has either the F3, H3, or Cl3. 

And, I would be say that it would probably have something to do with the 

electronegativity again, but, I don‘t know. ‘Cause I‘m not sure. I‘m trying 

to think. I would probably say yea, it would have to do with 

electronegativity, so I would say that the more electronegative one‘s more 

acidic. (B<C<A. task 5) 

 

In the case of the acetic acid analogues, there appears to be a contradiction in the 

trend of electronegativity from task 1A with the binary acids. In the earlier question, acid 

strength increases with decreasing electronegativity. However, with the acetic acids, S2 

indicates by his predicted trend that fluorine, which is the element immediately above 

chlorine in group seven of the periodic table, is more electronegative than chlorine. 

Whether students express mental models that seem to be fragmentary or theory-like, there 

can be contradictory statements that are made throughout the task (Vosniadou & Brewer, 

1992; diSessa, 1993). Insufficient analytical reasoning seems to inhibit students‘ 

awareness of these contradictory statements. 
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Besides electronegativity and polarity, students expressing Model B also relied on 

explicit cues such as the quantity of atoms or the presence of particular functional groups: 

This one I think has to do something with the number of hydrogens 

because each one is different. (S2, task 2A) 

 

This one I think may have something to do with the number of carbons….I 

think if there‘s more carbons, it‘s less acidic. But I‘m not sure. (S2, task 4) 

 

S17 was particularly keen about the number of hydrogen atoms as in the following cases: 

For problem four, I would believe that [compound] A would be the most 

acidic just because it‘s the smallest compared to [compound] B. It would 

be a toss up between [compounds] A and B as to which one is more acidic. 

But because A is a smaller carbon chain, and has more hydrogens 

surrounding it in a tighter group, I‘m gonna vote that it‘s going to be 

more willing to lose one. So, I‘m gonna vote that [compound] A is gonna 

be the most acidic, [compound] B is medium, and [compound C] since it 

only has one H on the side, it‘s gonna wanna keep it. I‘m gonna vote 

that‘s the least acidic. (C<B<A, task 4) 

 

[Compound] B doesn‘t have any extra hydrogens attached to the opposite 

side of the benzene so I‘m gonna vote that one least acidic. (B<C<A, task 

7).  

 

Like participants expressing Model A, S2 and S17 depended on explicit cues to 

provide insight into properties of the acids that resulted in different acid strengths. 

Throughout the interview, S2 did not verbalize that he considered stability. Acid strength 

was predominately caused by electronegativity and polarity, which made it easier for 

acids to donate protons. In contrast, S17 routinely asserted that more volatile substances 

were more reactive. For her, volatility increased reactivity. In other words, volatile, 

reactive substances were less stable and more acidic. Consider her explanation in task 3 

for why acetic acid (compound C) is more acidic than phenol (compound B): 
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S17: In between [compounds] B and C, I really don‘t know but I would 

assume that [compound] C is more acidic just because it‘s a little more 

volatile than [compound] B is.  

 

Interviewer: What does volatility have to do — What do you mean 

volatility? 

 

S17: Because benzene as a base is more stable than just a straight carbon 

chain. So, in my mind at least, I would assume that [compound] B would 

like to stay as stable as possible and [compound] C doesn‘t quite care as 

much. So, I would vote that [compound] C has more of a aptitude to go 

bond with other things and lose protons and gain electrons and such. So, I 

would vote that [compound] B is the most stable out of the two, which 

would make it intermediately acidic. (final ranking: A<B<C) 

 

As with S2 and his contradiction about electronegativity, the salient features of 

the different prediction tasks resulted in S17 employing her mental model in a way that 

also resulted in a contradiction. When she considers the number of hydrogen atoms in 

task 4, acetaldehyde (compound C) was ranked as least acidic because ―it only has one H 

on the side [and] it‘s gonna wanna keep it‖, one using her assumption about volatility 

might conclude that losing the only acidic hydrogen would result in a more unstable —

and therefore a more reactive, acidic — substance. Acetaldehyde would then be the most 

acidic molecule rather than acetone (compound A). Furthermore, that she considered the 

spatial arrangement of the hydrogen atoms rather than merely the number of hydrogen 

atoms in her decision to rank 2,4-pentadione (compound B) lower in acid strength than 

acetone, S17 illustrates the instability of her own mental model when making decisions 

about acid strength. 
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To summarize Model B, participants considered intrinsic properties of acids when 

making predictions about acid strength. Their decisions were guided mostly by implicit 

features such as polarity and volatility.  Acids were considered as proton donors; 

however, the characteristic was a consequence of polarity or volatility instead of as an 

intrinsic property of acids. While the mechanistic understanding of acidity was lacking 

within Model B, participants were generally able to use their knowledge about factors 

that affect strength to build explanations that supported their decisions. These 

explanations were not always consistent across tasks with similar underlying 

mechanisms; we observed contradictions as a result of the unstable nature of mental 

models (Vosniadou & Brewer, 1992). 

Mental Model C. A significant number of students were classified as expressing a 

mental model of acids that was closest to an expert mental model. Each of the students 

was classified as proton donors who used the Brønsted-Lowry definition of an acid; 

therefore, the five advanced students frequently considered the conjugate bases of the 

acids shown on the instrument. More importantly, they routinely considered the relative 

stability of these conjugate bases while ranking the acids from least acidic to most acidic. 

Like the other participants who expressed Model C, S20 was analytical when 

making decisions about relative acid strength, even when she could easily identify a trend 

in acid strength. Such consciousness of thought is illustrated below in task five, which 

asked participants to rank three carboxylic acids based on acid strength (Figure 5.6): 
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Figure 5.6. Task five as it appeared on both forms of the heuristic instrument. First-semester organic 

chemistry students were asked to rank trifluoroacetic acid (A), acetic acid (B), and trichloroacetic acid (C) 

from the least acidic to the most acidic. 

 S20: Ah, okay. So basically this looks like it‘s gonna be a questions of 

electronegativity. Um, let‘s see, this is, this the hydrogen that‘s gonna be. 

 

Interviewer: OK, so on the OH. 

 

S20: On the OH. So, let‘s see which. Yea, well fluorine is more 

electronegative than chlorine because it‘s got a smaller radius, looking at 

the periodic table. And it‘s higher up. So, as I said, you know, if you‘ve got 

an electronegative chunk over by the carbon, it‘s gonna tend to stabilize 

things by pulling the electrons from that center carbon. And then, the extra 

electrons on the oxygen can be sucked into that vacuum a little. So, I‘d say 

that the fluorine would be the most acidic followed by the chlorine. And 

this one, there‘s like a big difference in acidity, I think because quite 

frankly hydrogen is not actually electronegative. I mean, you could say it‘s 

electropositive; maybe it‘s electronegative. But it‘s not like one of the 

other halogens. (B<C<A) 

 

The reasoning strategy that S20 used to predict the correct trend for this question 

shows how she identified a chemical principle (electronegativity) associated with the 

problem. Her explanation evolved into a description of the inductive effect to support her 

claim that trifluoroacetic acid (compound A) was the most acidic because fluorine is the 

most electronegative of the atoms in the alkyl substituent. Another chemical principle 

expressed by S20 was that of thermodynamic stability, which refers to the potential 

energy of a product relative to the potential energy of the starting material (Figure 5.5). 

Inductive effect, as pointed out by S20, helps to stabilize the conjugate base and lower its 
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potential energy. An implicit assumption she makes is that the stabilization from the 

inductive effect, which is related to the electronegativity of the –CF3, –CCl3, and –CH3, 

makes the acidic hydrogen more reactive toward a base, which will accept the proton in 

an acid-base reaction. 

S20 also demonstrated knowledge of periodic trends by stating that fluorine is 

more electronegative than chlorine because ―it‘s higher up‖ on the periodic table. Other 

participants in the study simply stated that fluorine was more electronegative than 

chlorine and hydrogen, but S20 extended her argument and described a submicroscopic 

aspect of fluorine (i.e., it has a small radius). She also used the term ―electropositive‖ to 

describe the hydrogen atoms in the methyl (CH3) substituent. An implicit assumption 

related to electropositive atoms is that the dipole of the C–H bond points toward the 

carbon rather than away from the carbon, as it would with electronegative atoms such as 

chlorine and fluorine. While it is unlikely that S20 was consciously aware that the methyl 

group actually inductively donates electron density toward the OH bond, this 

transmission of electron density significantly reduces the acid strength of acetic acid 

relative to the halogenated acetic acid analogues. In terms of the conjugate base, the 

inductive effect from the methyl group destabilizes the extra lone pair that results from 

deprotonation. Consequently, the acidity of acetic acid (pKa = 4.75) is about 4.5 orders of 

magnitude higher than trifluoroacetic acid (pKa = 0.25). In other words, the inductive 

stabilization of the acids resulting from electronegative atoms in close proximity to the 

acidic hydrogen means that CF3COOH is about 100,000 times more acidic than acetic 
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acid, CH3COOH. Trichloroacetic acid, CCl3COOH, with a pKa of 0.64 is more than 

10,000 times more acid than acetic acid.  

Other students expressing Model C who predicted the correct trend in acid 

strength for task five also used factors related to electronegativity and polarity, but they 

generally did not offer as rich an explanation as S20 did in her argument for the trend in 

acid strength for the acetic acids as seen below: 

OK, so I think this is going to be B, C, A because fluorine is more 

electronegative, so it‘s going to help with delocalization and pull electrons 

away from this acidic proton [on the OH group]. Um, more than chlorine 

will and a lot more than hydrogens will. It is a little far away; the effect 

may not be as drastic, but if I had to rank them that would be the order. 

(S13, B<C<A) 

 

Everything is the same here except for the very left group. So we have a 

carbon with hydrogens, with fluorines and [with] chlorines. So, let‘s see 

here. I‘m gonna have to go ahead and say [compound] B would be the 

least acidic because they hydrogens are not as electronegative as the 

other ones. So, because, I should know this, fluorine is more 

electronegative than chlorine? I don‘t know. (S19, B<C<A) 

 

S13 and S19 did not actually refer to the proton leaving in this case; therefore, they also 

were not explicitly considering the conjugate base. As indicated earlier (Table 5.1), each 

student understands that both proton donation and stability of the conjugate base are 

important for acidity and acid strength; that knowledge did not seem to be functional in 

this case, however. S13 described polarity when he said that fluorine would ―pull 

electrons away from this acidic proton‖. Since he did not explicitly indicate that the 

acidic proton would be donated or lost, this excerpt was not coded as inductive effect. 

Similarly, S19 demonstrated thinking that was inconsistent with an advanced model for 
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this question. By only referring to the electronegativity of the atoms in the alkyl 

substituents, this reasoning appeared to be more intuitive than purposeful. S19 did not 

explain why the different electronegativities influenced the relative acid strengths of the 

acetic acids. Just as experts do not always demonstrate ―expert-like‖ reasoning, 

participants in this study who generally used an advance model did not always do so for 

each question. 

Unlike S13 and S19, for task five, S5 implicitly used the inductive effect to say 

that more electronegative atoms provide more stabilization to the conjugate base. Her 

explanation for the correct prediction of the acetic acid series follows: 

 The difference for all of these is [the acidic hydrogen]‘s attached to the 

same proton; I mean the same acidic element. The difference is the 

stabilization from the other carbon which has different atoms attached to 

it. So, the more electronegative atom is attached to the carbon stabilize the 

negative charge because they‘re electronegative, so they would prefer 

having a negative after the acidic proton leaves as opposed to a less 

electronegative atom. (S5, B<C<A, task 5) 

 

S5 considered the relative stability of the conjugate bases (and thus the acids were proton 

donors). She knew the periodic trend relating to electronegativity (H < Cl < F) and used 

some chemical principles in her explanation. Among the chemical principles was 

inductive effect, which was also an implicit, or unstated, assumption. While she was able 

to predict the correct trend, her understanding of inductive effect was lacking. The role of 

electronegative atoms in the inductive effect was described earlier, and S5 has drawn an 

incorrect inference relating electronegativity to acid strength. Certainly, more 

electronegative atoms would prefer to accept additional electrons; however, it is not 
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possible for the lone pair of the conjugate bases to delocalize to the fluorine, chlorine or 

hydrogen of the substituent. The resonance forms do not exist because there is no 

conjugation in the O(H)–C(=O)–C(R3) bond, and conjugation is necessary for resonance 

to occur. Given the context of the question, and the implicitness of her use of inductive 

effect, an alternative interpretation of the explanation S5 gave is that ―the negative 

charge‖ is in fact the result of inductive transmission of electron density from the acidic 

element, oxygen, to the –CF3, –CCl3 and –CH3 substituents.  

Returning to our Model C case, S20 demonstrates analytical reasoning as she 

combines her knowledge of inductive effect with resonance to predict the trend in acid 

strength for p-nitrophenol, p-methylphenol and phenol in question seven (Figure 5.7).  

 

Figure 5.7. Task seven from the heuristics instrument. First-semester organic chemistry students were 

asked to rank p-nitrophenol (A), p-methylphenol (B), and phenol (C) from least acidic to most acidic.  

S20: Okay, so here you‘ve got, they‘ve all got the OHs. So, and I mean 

even though there‘s other Hs on this whole molecule, they‘re not gonna be 

the ones that are pulled off, probably, ‘cause you‘ve got an OH versus all 

this other stuff versus all the carbons. And it‘s on a benzene ring, so 

nevermind. Not gonna happen [laughs]. Okay, so you‘ve got OH—yea, 

here I mean, the CH3 might make it a little more stable, maybe it pulls 

some charge. But it‘s not even electronegative. And I‘m not sure how 

much it‘s actually gonna add to stability because it doesn‘t even 

participate in any of these resonance structures at all. But sometimes 

bigger is just better with these things. 
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Interviewer: Why do you say bigger is better? 

 

S20: I don‘t even know if that‘s like true, but see if you don‘t have any 

difference in resonance forms, you don‘t have any difference in 

electronegativity, um, I‘m not sure how much there is to work with. But, 

NO2, I‘m tryna think that would tend to [draws]. The nitrogen on the NO2 

would tend to suck electrons, on the other hand. I‘m not sure how much it 

would matter because it‘s so far away. But, my guess is that‘s probably 

gonna be the most acidic but it‘s, I mean, it‘s really close since it‘s really 

far away. Um, [compound A], probably the next one. But like I said, I‘m 

not really sure about this one. I‘ll say that up front. And I‘m not sure 

where I get this thing where you‘ve got a bigger molecule might be more 

stable. So, I‘ll say out front that I don‘t exactly know who pointed that out 

or who said it. So, it might also be not true. But for this one, I‘m saying 

that [compound  B] is probably the most acidic followed by [compound 

A], followed by [compound] C. But, I gotta be careful about this but I‘d 

this if this was actually on the study sheet, I would, you know, look up and 

check. If it was on the actual test, that‘s too bad. So, [compound] B 

[writes answer]. 

 

Interviewer: So what kind of study sheet do you have, like pKa tables or? 

 

S20: Um, if I saw this on a like on a practice [exam] or like one of the 

problem sets that we get for homework, I‘d be like ‗okay let me actually go 

look up the chapter on acid chemistry‘. (C<B<A) 

 

Analytical reasoning is an important skill to have, especially to solve complex 

problems that require a lot of knowledge and correct inferences for that knowledge. S20 

analytically reasons her way toward an incorrect trend in acid strength for the phenol 

series. She correctly identifies the acidic hydrogen atoms as the ones connected to the 

oxygen of the alcohol functional group. Showing some depth of understanding, S20 goes 

on to explain that while other hydrogen atoms are present in the molecule, ―they‘re not 

gonna be the ones that are pulled off‖ since the hydrogen atoms are on benzene rings. We 

know from an earlier question that she believes benzene rings are ―ridiculously stable‖ 
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because two resonance forms can be drawn for them. On task seven, then, the resonance 

stability of benzene is implicit in her claim that the hydrogen atoms on the benzene rings 

are not as acidic as the hydrogen atoms on the hydroxyl (–OH) groups. What is not clear, 

however, is whether she believes that the phenyl hydrogen atoms can be acidic under any 

circumstance. 

Under time constraints, S20 no longer explicitly considered the methyl group 

(CH3) as having an electropositive hydrogen, as she did in task five. The assumption that 

the methyl ―[is] not even electronegative‖ coupled with the assumption that inductive 

effect occurs when an electronegative substituent is close to the acidic hydrogen, 

hindered S20 from considering more carefully the role of NO2 and CH3 on the acid 

strengths of the two molecules. While it is true that inductive effect is diminished the 

farther electronegative (or electropositive) groups are from the acidic hydrogen, the 

conjugation of the benzene ring slightly increases the effect. Conjugation improves 

inductive effect, which is transmission of electron density through σ–bonding, because 

the actual bond length of a molecule is decreased as a result of the alternating σ–bonds 

and π–bonds. Consequently, the pKa of p-methylphenol (or p-cresol) is 10.26 while the 

value for phenol, which only has hydrogen atoms on the benzene ring, is 9.9.  

S20‘s intuitive knowledge continues to deter her as she recalls that ―a bigger 

molecule might be more stable‖. She believes that she learned this information from 

someone, and S20 uses the information to implicitly assume that phenol, without a 

substituent, is the least acidic of the three substances. Because her implicit assumption 
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about the distance of the substituents dominates her reasoning, S20 is unable to shift her 

thinking and must rely on second-hand knowledge to predict her trend since she 

discarded resonance and electronegativity as viable reasons for the differences in acid 

strength. Though she stated that there is not ―any difference in electronegativity‖, 

implicitly she used this principle (and possibly resonance, though there is no evidence to 

support this claim) to decide that p-nitrophenol is more acidic than p-methylphenol when 

she asserted ―[t]he nitrogen on the NO2 would tend to suck electrons‖.  

The implicit assumption that inductive effect is associated only with 

electronegative atoms was common among all of the participants who used the chemical 

principle to support their decisions. As discussed earlier, electropositive substituents, 

such as methyl groups, can inductively transmit electron density toward the acidic 

hydrogen and decrease its acid strength. That our participants only considered one 

alternative, i.e., electronegative substituents, is something that should be investigated 

further. It would be interesting to learn if students‘ conceptual understanding of inductive 

effect and its applicability changes during the second-semester course when electrophilic 

aromatic substitution is taught.  

In summary, mental model C is characterized by an understanding that when 

acids donate protons, a conjugate base results. The stability of the conjugate base, which 

can depend on a number of factors, determines acid strength for Brønsted-Lowry acids. 

While participants employed intuitive reasoning, they were generally able to make 

decisions and build explanations based on correct prior knowledge. The use of analytical 
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reasoning mitigated the appearance of contradictory statements; however, the time 

constraint did prevent students from considering information that was used successfully 

in other prediction tasks. Unlike the other mental models of acids that we observed, 

participants expressing Model C consistently considered electronic factors like inductive 

effect and resonance. Structural factors were used to guide their attention toward these 

electronic factors rather than being the basis for decisions about acid strength. Based on 

the data, Model C was employed in a more coherent and stable way than either Model A 

or Model B. Perhaps the relative stability of this mental model contributed to the greater 

success of predicting correct trends (Mean = 57.14, SD = 9.03) compared to the other 

mental models (Mean = 36.91, SD = 16.61).    

 Shifter and Transitional Mental Models. Before continuing with the descriptions 

of the fourth mental model we observed, Model D, we will describe participants that we 

consider shifters and transitional (Table 5.5). Shifters completed the prediction task with 

a single mental model of acids and acid strength; however, the explanation task or the 

justification task caused a revision of their models such that the models were more 

consistent with a different mental model that we characterized. The process of having to 

explain a known trend in acid strength (i.e., the explanation task) or to justify their own 

predicted trend (i.e., the justification task) induced a model revision. For example, S10 

and S18 revised their models, which were based on polarity, to define acids as proton 

donors.  
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And then the hydrogen goes off and does its thing. So, that‘s how I‘m 

getting most acidic. I know acidic is a proton donor? Giver, right? Yea, so 

acids give away a hydrogen. (S10, justifying his trend for task 3) 

 

So, if it has more of a dipole moment then the electronegative atom would 

want more electrons more, so then it would want to keep its electrons. 

Wait, in the acid, it‘s gonna be deprotonated right? In an acid, so it would 

want to keep its electron more and so for this oxygen. (S18, explaining the 

given trend for task 8B) 

 

They continued to integrate the loss of a proton into the justifications of their 

predictions for tasks three, six and seven; however, they did not change any of their 

trends in acid strength. Both S10 and S18 predominately used either bond polarity or 

molecular polarity to make decisions about acid strength for most of the prediction tasks. 

An example from S18 predicting her trend in acid strength for task four is below.  

This one, [compound] A is a ketone, and then [compound] C is, it‘s an 

aldehyde. Um, I think that [compound B] is gonna be the most acidic just 

because, again, there are two oxygens on there but. And then I think I 

learned in [organic chemistry] lab that um…I think that an aldehyde is 

more electronegative, er is more acidic than a ketone because it‘s more 

polar. (S18, A<C<B, task 4).  

 

Like all students, S18 had prior knowledge about nomenclature; in this case, she 

correctly identified the substances based on functional groups (i.e., a ketone and an 

aldehyde). She recalled from her laboratory course that aldehydes were more polar than 

ketones then inferred acid strength based on polarity. Even though she considered 

electronegativity or polarity for six of the seven tasks, S18 did not articulate her 

reasoning for this association until task 8B when she was prompted to do so. While the 

principles of polarity and electronegativity will be discussed shortly, it is necessary to say 
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that S18‘s claim that a larger dipole moment induces a redistribution of electron density 

toward the electronegative atom is flawed; the dipole moment of a substance is the result 

of bond polarity and molecular geometry. 

Earlier, in the section discussing the components of the mental models, we 

described how S10 relied upon a causal inference relating polarity and acid strength to 

predict trends in acid strength. In fact, for every single question, S10 used 

electronegativity or polarity to make his decisions, though he did consider three other 

factors for three of the questions: relative stability and/or reactivity for task 2A, when he 

described acids as ―pretty reactive and you know like to attack things‖; other: functional 

group name, when he claimed in task three that alcohol groups (–OH) will not ―really 

help [him]…find acidity‖; and quantity of a particular implicit or explicit feature, when 

―the number of carbons [caught his] eye‖ in task four. S10 and S18 were not alone in 

building an association between polarity and acid strength; 95% of our participants 

considered electronegativity and polarity as factors that affected acid strength and 75% of 

the participants actually used the factors to make decisions (Table 5.2). 

S10 is unique, however, in why he concluded that polarity caused an increase in 

acid strength as repeated in the excerpt below from question four: 

Interviewer: OK, so why do you think that something that is more polar is 

more acidic?  

 

S10: I just remember, I tend to relate polarity with reactivity. And how, 

how if like the electron density isn‘t evenly distributed, and there‘s more 

negative charge on one, it‘s gonna want to like really attack another, 

another charged particle. 
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Interviewer: So, you think acids are really reactive, then? 

 

S10: Yes, I would say. 

 

Most other students who cited polarity as a factor affecting acid strength for task four 

offered a vague explanation; few students extended the argument to inductive effect. 

While we have some insight into why S10 infers that polar molecules are acidic, we can 

only speculate that other students who associate increased polarity with increased acid 

strength — only this direct relationship was observed — operated with similar implicit 

assumptions to S10. On the surface, such assumptions are understandable: Polarity is an 

uneven distribution of electron density. Chemical reactions occur, in part, because of 

uneven distribution of electron density. Electrons flow from reaction sites with higher 

electron density to areas of low electron density, thus forming chemical bonds. Despite 

these similarities, polarity and acid strength are not correlated in most cases.   

Based on evidence from other students‘ transcripts, we speculate that a possible 

explanation for the specific inference of polarity and acid strength is that students were 

just beginning to learn about the roles of nucleophilicity and electrophilicity in reaction 

mechanisms. Nucleophiles have at least one available lone pair for bonding, and they 

react with electrophiles that have an area of electron deficiency; the reaction creates, and 

usually breaks, bonds in the process. The relative strength of nucleophiles, which have an 

uneven distribution of charge, is inversely related to the electronegativity when moving 

from left to right across the periodic table. Nucleophilicity is also related to basicity in 
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lectures, and this discussion may be implicit in students‘ decision-making about relative 

acid strength. Students in our study, particularly those who try and make sense of new 

information more than memorizing material, tried to apply information that was more 

recently acquired than information about acidity to help them make decisions about acid 

strength for unfamiliar compounds.  

S6 was another individual who shifted mental models as a result of the 

explanation task. Like several other participants, he also relied on electronegativity and 

polarity to make his decisions about acid strength. S6 was unique in his application of 

these chemical principles when ranking acids: He explicitly considered the molecular 

geometry of the molecules. For S6, the explanation task, where he had to explain the 

given trend in acid strength for thiophenol, phenol, and cyclohexanol provided an 

opportunity to recall that benzene rings have resonance, which lowers their potential 

energy relative to other cyclic molecules. Consider his reasoning for the prediction of his 

trend for task 3 and his justification of the task following task 8A: 

…I don‘t really know how benzene affects acidity. I never really learned 

that….I‘m going to guess on this one. I‘m going with carboxylic acid 

being most acidic because I don‘t really know about the benzoic acid 

[referring to the phenol]. (A<B<C, prediction task 3) 

 

and his reasoning during the justification task 

The benzene offers lots of resonance stabilization. I know that. If I could 

redo this, I would actually think I would go with ACB. Because I think the 

resonance stabilization of the benzene would lend to the acidity compared 

to the carboxylic acid, which is somewhat acidic, but compared to that 

benzene, it‘s not because it has less resonance. (new trend: A<C<B, 

justification task 3) 
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Unlike other tasks that included benzene, task 8B was the first one in which benzene was 

contrasted with its alkyl analogue, cyclohexane. It was in comparing known values of 

acid strength that resonance stabilization, particularly of benzene, became a salient 

feature of the tasks for S6. However, without a clear understanding of resonance, S6 was 

still unable to predict a correct trend in acid strength. Instead of considering resonance for 

all three substances, his strong association of benzene with resonance coupled with his 

association of polarity and acid strength converged to inhibit his analytical reasoning. 

Possible resonance with 2,4-pentadione and acetic acid were likely not considered for 

three reasons: (1) The diketone was ―nonpolar‖ and ―there‘s really nothing to be 

deprotonated off there that could be depronated easily‖, (2) acetic acid was, well, an acid, 

and (3) phenol and acetic acids were implicitly recognized as oxyacids. Further 

illustrating that resonance was a functional component of his model temporarily, S6 did 

not express that resonance was also a factor of acid strength when he justified his trends 

for tasks six and seven. The justifications, like the predictions, were based solely on 

polarity.  

In addition to the shifter mental model, we characterized a transitional mental 

model. A transitional mental model differs from a shifter mental model because students 

who express a transitional model do so during the prediction task (and one or both of the 

other two types of tasks) while those who shift do so after the prediction task. The 

distinction does not mean that individuals must transition during the prediction task or 
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that individuals must revise their model and shift only after the prediction task; the 

characterization of our mental models was based on our sample of participants. Another 

distinction between a transitional mental model and a shifter mental model is that shifters 

in our study tended to apply their revised model for each task following the revision, as 

discussed previously with S6, S10, and S10, while the transitional model was applied 

through during all three types of tasks.  

Two participants transitioned between Model B and Model C: S7 and S8. Both 

students were observed using the Brønsted-Lowry model of acidity; however, the 

stabilities of the conjugate bases were not always employed to make decisions about acid 

strength. Furthermore, stability of the conjugate base was considered either implicitly or 

subconsciously rather than explicitly as with participants expressing Model C. There does 

not appear to be a pattern for why stability of the conjugate base was considered as a 

factor in some tasks but not in others. For example, S8 implicitly uses stability of the 

conjugate base to support her argument that hydroxyl (–OH) groups like to donate 

protons, but does not consider this factor again: 

S8: I just remember from class that oxygen is most likely to [donate 

hydrogen atoms]. Like, it carries a charge a lot, and it‘s I don‘t know. 

We‘re barely going over mechanisms and stuff and trying to learn 

how…things get shifted around and such. And oxygen, it‘s more happy 

like without a hydrogen than a carbon would be without a hydrogen. 

 

Interviewer: OK. Do you know why that might be? 

 

S8: Um, maybe it‘s ‘cause of the lone pairs, would stabilize it. But I‘m not 

sure. (task 6A) 
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Prior knowledge related to reaction mechanisms learned in class helped S8 to 

identify the acidic proton. From previous tasks, specifically ones containing OH groups, 

it does not appear that she ever considers electronegativity of oxygen. S8 mentions the 

term electronegativity twice, but when she cannot recall in task 2A whether chlorine is 

more electronegative than carbon, the concept no longer appears explicitly functional to 

her. It seems that her experiences with reaction mechanisms, rather than knowledge of 

trends in electronegativity or of the principle itself, are explicitly functional to S8; 

consequently, it seems as though she employs electronegativity of the acidic element as a 

factor in her mental model of acids when really it is simply pattern recognition without an 

understanding of electronegativity and acid strength. 

S7 implicitly considered the relative stabilities of the conjugate bases for some 

prediction tasks. Like S8, he also consistently tried to make sense of his prior knowledge 

about reaction mechanisms. In the following excerpt, S7 tries to use pKa values to make 

his decision about the relative acid strength of benzoic acid and two of its derivatives, 

benzamide and methyl benzoate (Figure 5.8).  

 

Figure 5.8. Task 6A as it appeared on both forms of the heuristic instrument. First-semester organic 

chemistry students were asked to rank benzamide (A), benzoic acid (B), and methyl benzoate (C) from the 

least acidic to the most acidic.  
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S7: NH2 has a pKa of 26. I don‘t know about the others though. Methyl is 

uh methyl is something low. No it‘s 33 and the methyl is, I don‘t know, I 

forget. We were talking about this in class today, so I‘m probably 

confused. 

 

Interviewer: So you learned about pKa? 

 

S7: We talked about pKas on alkynes today. And so I‘m confused now 

because I had to relearn it today, I guess. I would say that [compound] B 

is most acidic because of the OH and the O would be more stable with the 

three lone pairs than nitrogen would with two lone pair. So that would be 

[compound] B for most acidic, and then I don‘t know about the methyl at 

the end of that. But I would have to say it would be less acidic than the 

amine. I don‘t know. I should probably learn that.  So I would say 

[compound] C is less acidic. 

 

Interviewer: So what about oxygen makes it want to have three lone pair 

versus nitrogen‘s two?  

 

S7: It‘s got a smaller atomic radius maybe. 

 

Interviewer: Which one? 

 

S7: Oxygen, so it would hold the electrons closer which would make it 

more stable I guess than something that had really, and because it‘s more 

electronegative. I don‘t know how that. 

 

Interviewer: Oxygen is more electronegative than nitrogen? 

 

S7: Yea. But I don‘t know ‘cause nitrogen‘s got, I don‘t know. They both 

look pretty good right now and if you take a hydrogen away, I think the 

oxygen would be better off, ah, it‘s also resonance but I guess they both 

have resonance. 

 

Interviewer: Where does it have resonance? 

 

S7: Like on [compound] B, that one is going to have resonance between 

two oxygens because there‘s the extra lone pair. But I don‘t know; they 

both have resonance so I don‘t know if that would affect it that much. I 

want to say oxygen is the most acidic. 
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The pKa of benzamide is actually 13–14 (Albert & Serjeant, 1962); however, S7 seemed 

to be trying to recall the pKa value associated with the amino (–NH2) group rather than 

the amide (–NH2(C=O)) group when he decided that the pKa for amines was 33 rather 

than 26. Even knowing approximate pKa values for the benzoic acid series would have 

certainly assisted S7 in choosing the correct trend in acid strength, but his memory failed 

him. Other students in the study made efforts to use pKa values, and when the values 

were correct, most students were able to predict a correct trend.  

Unfortunately, without the pKa of methane, which is approximately 50, S7 had to 

find another approach to make his decision. Recalling a previous association that the 

hydroxyl group (–OH) is acidic, S7 chose benzoic acid (compound B) as the most acid. It 

is likely that he also implicitly assumed that since compound B was a carboxylic acid, 

that the functional group name supported his claim; S7 used the argument that ―the 

carboxylic [acid] would probably be the stronger [substance], [since it] has acid in its 

name‖ to choose acetic acid as more acidic than phenol in task three. As he had in 

previous tasks, S7 considered the electronegativity of the acidic element as the cue to 

make his decision between benzamide and benzoic acid because ―O[xygen] would be 

more stable with the three lone pairs than nitrogen would with two lone pair‖. Implicitly, 

this meant that carbon, being much less electronegative than the other two acidic 

elements (nitrogen and oxygen), would prefer to remain neutral rather than become a 

carbanion.   
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Other implicit assumptions that S7 made when explaining his trend in acid 

strength include the following: oxygen ions have a smaller radius than nitrogen ions; the 

smaller ―atomic‖ radius helps stabilize the lone pair on the benzoic acid conjugate base 

more than the nitrogen helps stabilize the lone pair on the benzamide conjugate base; 

resonance requires conjugation; and resonance stabilizes conjugate bases, though that 

factor does not seem relevant to him in this particular case. In fact, for these two 

transitional participants (S7 and S8), electronic factors like inductive effect and resonance 

were seldom used to predict, explain or justify trends in acid strength. 

Students whose models shifted from or transitioned between two distinct models 

accounted for 35% of our cases. These participants were greatly influenced by predicting, 

explaining or justifying trends in acid strength or by salient features within a prediction 

task. A better understanding of acids and acid strength was expressed as a result of 

students‘ exposure to different types of tasks. Many of these students tried to make sense 

of their knowledge to make decisions about acid strength. We observed that several of 

these participants wrestled with conflicting knowledge as they applied their models. The 

reasoning process did not always lead to the correct outcome in large part because of 

incorrect assumptions related to electronegativity or polarity.  

Mental Model D. The singular characteristic of mental model D is that students 

expressing this model considered acids both as proton donors and as electron acceptors, 

which are related to two different scientific models of acids. Specifically, the two models 

were functional in helping make decisions about acid strength and they were related to 
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the number of lone pair electrons. We refer to Mental Model D as a ―dual model‖ 

because two mental models were used in a complementary manner to make predictions 

about, build explanations for, or justify trends of acid strength. S12, also a transitional 

student, made use of the second model only during the prediction task. In the following 

exchange, he explains his reasoning for considering the number pair electrons while 

making predictions about acid strength for task 4: 

S12: Least acidic to most acidic. Um, I guess for this one I‘m gonna go 

also with the negative, although the lone pair of electrons here [on 

compound A] I have two lone pair of electrons and here [on compound B] 

I have four and here [on compound C] I have two. And I have here [on 

compound C], I have a well an H and I‘m just gonna decide based on the 

number of lone pair of electrons. 

 

Interviewer: So what do you think the number of lone pair of electrons has 

to do with acidity? Why are you making that association? 

 

S12: Well, the first thing that came well when I saw these two to my head 

was that bases only have negative charge whereas acids have a positive 

charge. So, I‘m thinking that the more electrons—the more lone pair of 

electrons present [in the molecule], then the harder it would be to get 

more electron groups.  

 

Interviewer: OK 

 

S12: But, yea. I was thinking here you may be able to build the resonance 

forms. But I don‘t know because you have that one over there, you will be 

changing the molecule. 

  

Interviewer: You can‘t change the molecule for resonance? 

 

S12: Well, you can do alkyl shifts and hydride shifts, I think. 

 

Interviewer: For resonance? 
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S12: For resonance. No, no, no, that‘s for building mechanisms. OK, I‘m 

just gonna go with the lone pair of electrons.  

 

Interviewer: So, how did you decide between [compounds] A and C since 

they both had two lone pairs? 

 

S12: I decided really because of the presence of the hydrogen. 

 

Interviewer: OK. On [compound] C, OK. (B<A<C) 

 

Task 4 was not a case in which S12 considered conjugate base stability, though he 

does in other prediction tasks. Acid strength was determined by intrinsic properties such 

as the number of lone pair electrons and resonance. Intuitively, S12 considered the 

number of lone pair electrons on acetone (compound A) and 2,4-pentadione (compound 

B) because of prior knowledge from learning about acids in his chemistry courses. It is 

not uncommon for students to associate negatively charged ions with bases and positively 

charged ions with acids. The substances in task 4 are neutral, yet S12 thinks about the 

likelihood of the carbon acids accepting more electrons. While these molecules are Lewis 

acids, meaning they can accept electrons, S12 does not seem to have a good 

understanding of how Lewis acids behave in a chemical reaction. He cannot articulate his 

reasoning beyond the number of lone pair electrons. Furthermore, while resonance is 

considered a factor to affect acid strength, S12 again struggles to explain the principle 

correctly and its role in determining acid strength. In the end, intuitive knowledge 

prevails: the aldehyde hydrogen, which was the only hydrogen explicitly shown in task 4, 

was believed to be the acidic hydrogen and four lone pair electrons meant that 2,4-

pentadione was least likely to accept additional lone pair electrons. 
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 S4 was perhaps the most unique case in our study. He was the third student, along 

with S10 and S18, who revised his mental model after the prediction tasks to consider 

acids as proton donors. Unlike the other two shifters, however, S4 began the task by 

considering acids as electron acceptors. This model was his primary functional model, 

even after the model revision during task 8A. S4 was a student who expressed 

considerable prior knowledge as he thought aloud while making decisions about acid 

strength. His strategy, while logical, was ineffective because he chose to use the number 

of electrons as a basis to predict trends in acid strength; he eventually began focusing on 

lone pair electrons. In the excerpt below, S4 explains his reasoning for task 6 (Figure 5.7) 

as he tries to rank the molecules in the benzoic acid series from least acidic to most 

acidic. 

Um, we got a nitrile, an alcohol, and we got a methyl group on 

[compound] C. We know that oxygen is more electronegative than 

nitrogen. And the methyl group, the methyl group still allows that oxygen 

to have two lone pairs; the same with [compound] B. So, in order just to 

see by lone pairs, A has got two, [compound] B has four [lone pair 

electrons], and [compound] C also has four [lone pair electrons]. So, 

[compound] A is going to be more acidic than the other two. So, it‘s going 

to be on the right. [Compounds] B and C, seeing how the location of the 

electrons is more prominent on [compound] C, seeing as there are more 

atoms attached to the oxygen on the right hand side. Probably not going to 

be not as acidic. So that will probably be in the middle. So, we have 

[compound] B is the most er the least acidic. Yea. That looks right. I might 

have confused myself on that one. (B<C<A) 

 

Like many other participants, S4 first searched for differences among the three 

choices within a given problem, and saw that only the group attached to the phenyl 

ketone was different. S4 correctly named two of the three functional groups, but the 
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―nitrile‖ is really an amine group. The error did not seem to inhibit his reasoning, 

however, because he was considering implicit structural features, i.e., electronegativity 

and lone pair electrons. Rather than pursuing the periodic trend difference in the acidic 

element of the amine (–NH2), the hydroxyl (–OH) and the methyl (–CH3), S4 continued 

to use the number of (lone pair) electrons to help make his decision, as he did on all the 

previous tasks.  

Before deconstructing his explanation for task six, we must understand how S4 

approached the prediction task. The number of electrons was a factor that S4 considered 

with the first question when he chose H2Se, hydrogen selenide, as the most acidic 

compound for question one. As his reason for this decision, S4 offered the following 

explanation: ―…it is a heavier compound which means it‘s probably going to have more 

electrons‖. He seemingly contradicts himself in task 2A (Figure 5.2), where the number 

of chlorines affected the strength of the inductive effect by stating ―obviously two 

chlorines is going to make it more basic than one chlorine‖. Based on his argument in the 

first task, having more chlorine atoms, and thus more electrons, S4 should have predicted 

chloroform (CHCl3) to be the most acidic compound. While S4 did predict the correct 

trend for tasks one and  two, which were CAB and BCA, respectively, we believe it was 

because he may have inadvertently written down his trends in the opposite order from 

what he intended, which would have been BAC and ACB. On task five S4 explicitly 

states the implicit assumption he had been using: ―[E]lectronegativity means it has the 

ability to attract more electrons, which means it‘s going to be more basic. Least acidic is 
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going to be the most electronegative.‖ We believe that the trends BAC, for task one, and 

ACB, for task two, are consistent with the assumption S4 expressed in task five.  

Now, returning to task six from the transcript, S4 predicted a trend in acid 

strength for a series of benzoic acids. Benzamide, compound A, was chosen as the most 

acidic because nitrogen is less electronegative than oxygen. According to S4, this 

periodic trend means that benzamide can ―attract more electrons‖ since it‘s less ―basic‖ 

than the oxygen containing benzoic acid and methyl benzoate. Using his other implicit 

assumption, that the number of lone pair electrons, like electronegativity, affects a 

molecule‘s willingness to accept more electrons, S4 confirms that the benzamide has 

fewer lone pair electrons that the other choices, though he miscounted; benzamide 

actually has three lone pair of electrons. Comparing benzoic acid with methyl benzoate, 

S4 had to develop a new strategy since each molecule contained two oxygen atoms and 

four lone pair of electrons. The strategy he chose was to compare the area filled by a 

hydrogen atom and a methyl group. Electrons that can disperse over a larger area 

somehow decrease acid strength.  

Unlike other students in the study, S4 did not explicitly consider the 

electronegativity of the acidic elements and compare oxygen to carbon, though he 

obviously considered electronegativity an important factor in previous questions. Though 

S4 consistently offered explanations for his decisions, when his primary assumptions 

about the number of electrons failed to help him make decisions, he often defaulted to 
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intuitive reasoning and did not fully evaluate these intuitive decisions that, on the surface, 

sometimes contradicted each other.  

The first instance where S4 explicitly identified an acidic proton was on task 8A. 

In explaining why he believes that cyclohexanol is the most acidic substance in the series, 

S4 argues that having more hydrogen atoms means the alcohol ―can get rid of them easier 

without a problem.‖ The rest of the explanation follows: 

Interviewer: So which proton do you think is acidic in the cyclohexanol? 

 

S4: Which proton? That one farthest away from the OH seeing how the 

oxygen is more electronegative and it has two lone pair on it. And seeing 

how the Lewis definition of a acid is an electron acceptor, which means if 

it‘s an acceptor the OH isn‘t really going to give up its electrons. And this 

[hydrogen atom that is farthest away from the OH] is more likely to seeing 

how it‘s farther away and it has less pull on the atoms. 

 

Consistent with his dual model, S4 asserts that the hydroxyl hydrogen is not the 

most acidic because as an electron acceptor, the oxygen does not want to lose electrons. 

Again, the lack of understanding about how Lewis acids behave and some underlying 

assumptions about the number of lone pair electrons inhibited S4 from realizing that 

protons (H
+
) are not hydrogen atoms (H). Perhaps thinking about the benzyl carbon 

becoming a carbanion (
–
C) would have triggered S4 to reconsider his conception of 

Lewis acidity. In any case, task 8A nicely illustrates how both models of acids were 

functional for S4 in his ability to build an explanation for the observed trend in acid 

strength. He continues to apply both models through the justification task until this point 

during his justification of task 6: 
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Interviewer: So where do you see the acidic site on these two compounds 

[B and C]? When you‘re determining acidity? 

 

S4: Oh, you know what? That should be BAC. I think I just realized what I 

did wrong because obviously acids are prone to giving away protons. Less 

likely to give away protons is [compound] B seeing as it only has one. 

[Compound] A has two, and the [compound] C has three. More protons 

the easier it is to keep them. 

 

But during his justification of task 7, S4 returns to a dual model: 

Interviewer: So for [compound] A, the most oxygens, is that similar to 

when you did the diketone and you were thinking about Lewis acidity? 

 

S4: Yep. And then, I guess I thought of stability and more delocalization of 

electrons on [compound] B. It would be a lot easier than on [compound] 

C. It would make [compound] B a little bit more stable than [compound] 

C. So, I probably thought about the nitrogen again, but I guess more 

evidence to back it up is that it has two oxygens which have three lone 

pairs on each of them. Making that the least acid[ic], or actually. Yes, 

least acidic because it‘s not giving away as many hydrogens which means 

[compounds] C and B would have to be switched back around because 

[compound] B is more able to give up more hydrogens than [compound] 

C. 

 

 It is unclear what caused S4, in justifying his trend for task 6, to realize a 

sentiment he had expressed previously in task 8A: acids are proton donors. For a single 

moment, this model of acids becomes the dominant model and results in a new trend. For 

some reason, S4 returns to his dual model in the final justification task. p-Nitrophenol 

remained the least acid substance in the phenol series because it had more lone pair 

electrons, yet S4 switched his choices for p-methylphenol and phenol based on the 

number of hydrogen atoms.  
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Conclusions 

When first-semester organic chemistry students were asked to rank organic 

compounds based on acid strength, they relied on a limited set of mental models (Table 

5.5). Most participants held a single model of acids; many of them revised their models 

based on interaction with the various tasks included on the research instruments. Two 

students expressed a dual model of acids, in which acids as proton donors and acids as 

electron acceptors were functional in the decision-making process. Mental models of 

acidity were generated by defining an acid, identifying factors that affected acid strength, 

using prior knowledge acquired during formal chemistry education, and making 

assumptions.  Most students in our study relied on assumptions that related 

electronegativity (or polarity) to acid strength, yet several students expressed mental 

models close to an expert model of acids. Some of our participants were able to make a 

number of accurate predictions; however, they generally lacked the conceptual 

understanding necessary to explain their decisions in scientifically acceptable ways.  

Students who used an advanced model (i.e., Model C) to make decisions were 

able to not only demonstrate some conceptual understanding of factors and principles 

related to acid strength, but they were also able to better apply that understanding to 

predict, on average, significantly more correct trends in acid strength than the other 

models. Although students in the other categories of models had lower average success 

rates on the prediction task than students in the advanced   model, each participant in the 
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study was observed using a mental model of acidity that functioned well enough to help 

them make accurate decisions an average of 40% of the time.   

The explanation task provided insight into how students applied their 

understanding of acidity to explain a known trend in pKa. The task either reinforced a 

student‘s mental model of acidity that was generated during the prediction task or it 

challenged some aspect(s) of the mental model. As a result of the explanation task, three 

students began to define an acid in a way that was more consistent with the scientific 

Brønsted-Lowry model. A few students also changed at least one of their trends in acid 

strength when they were asked to explain their predicted trends for questions three, six, 

and seven without time constraints; these changes were attributed to the influence of the 

explanation task on helping students recall information that they had previously not 

considered.    

Implications 

Our research on mental models expressed by organic chemistry students has 

implications for teaching and chemical education research. Recently, chemical education 

researchers have investigated the mental models of acidity that general chemistry 

students (Lin &Chiu, 2007) and organic chemistry graduate students (Bhattacharyya, 

2006) use when asked to explain various phenomena related to acids. General chemistry 

students expressed one of four mental models (including the Arrhenius model), while the 

graduate students expressed one mental model that was consistent with the Brønsted-

Lowry model. The mental models identified with general chemistry students showed that 
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most of the students lacked a deep understanding of the chemical models and principles 

related to acidity in part because they had limited prior knowledge. On the other hand, the 

graduate students were able to express one model that was consistent with a scientific 

model of acids. Though the students, according to the author, lacked the depth of 

understanding one hoped to see at the graduate school level, these students were much 

more aware compared to general chemistry students of the prior knowledge, chemical 

models and chemical principles that are necessary to explain a trend in acid strength than 

general chemistry students. Our students‘ mental models appropriately transition between 

the less experienced general chemistry students and the more experienced graduate 

students. While further investigation of chemistry students‘ mental models of acidity is 

needed, science education researchers can begin to develop learning progressions to 

better assess conceptual understanding of acids and acid strength. Interventions based on 

our model of how students make decisions about relative acid strength can also be used to 

improve student learning in organic chemistry.  

Comparing our mental models to those reported by Lin and Chiu (2007) and 

Bhattacharyya (2006), it is evident that the mental models generated and expressed is 

dependent on more than the length of formal chemistry education; the mental models are 

highly influenced by the nature of the task as well. While the role the research 

instruments had on our participants‘ performance will be discussed in Chapter 7, one 

reason that the averages on the prediction task for the transition models and the novice 

model were similar was because participants developed reasoning strategies that 
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facilitated making accurate predictions. Some of these strategies were the direct result of 

the explicit structural features provided in the chemical representations used on the 

research instruments. Some student relied on prior knowledge associated with the explicit 

features while others used implicit or intuitive assumptions associated with the features to 

make decisions about acid strength.  Our results show that the ability to predict a correct 

trend does not necessarily mean students have a conceptual understanding of the 

underlying concepts related to acidity, which is consistent with other findings in the 

chemical education literature (Nakhleh, 1993; Nakhleh & Mitchell, 1993; Mason, Shell & 

Crawley, 1997). Similarly, students who did demonstrate deeper conceptual 

understanding were largely unsuccessful because they were unable to identify situations 

in which certain strategies were appropriate and other strategies were not.  

To facilitate student learning, it is imperative that organic chemistry students be 

given more opportunities to generate solutions to problems on their own and to explain 

known solutions to problems. By making students aware of their own understanding, 

particularly with acidity, we can help them regulate their knowledge so that they could 

possibly transition into a higher level model by the end of the first-semester. With a solid 

foundation on which to build, organic chemistry students will be better prepared for the 

second semester in which they have to apply their knowledge to design multi-step 

synthetic routes and propose more complex reaction mechanisms.  

One way to engage students while learning organic chemistry is to elicit the prior 

knowledge and assumptions they have about concepts like acidity. If one were to attend a 
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lecture in organic chemistry at a large research institution, then the most likely 

observation would be a professor standing in front of a mini-auditorium-style classroom 

talking to the board while writing strings of chemical reactions. Most students are too 

busy scribbling down the reactions and what explanations they can simultaneously 

process; few questions are asked, by either the instructor or the students, and the 

questions usually amount to a translation of the instructor‘s hurried writing rather than 

conceptual questions that could lead to meaningful learning. When instructors and 

students engage in dialogue about organic chemistry, the cooperative and collaborative 

aspects of being a scientist are modeled. By making the material more accessible, 

concepts, like inductive effect, stability, or pKa, are accepted as ways to explain chemical 

phenomena, including acidity and acid strength, rather than being processed as terms to 

memorize. 

Given the enormous amount of chemical reactions students are required to learn 

in undergraduate organic chemistry, another possible solution to helping students gain 

conceptual understanding of the material is to offer structured discussion sections that are 

student-centered. The smaller class size facilitates small-group learning and more in-

depth conversations about the concepts being taught in the lecture; students can solve 

complex problems and receive immediate feedback on their reasoning strategies and the 

veracity of the arguments used to support the validity of those strategies.  

Organic chemistry has been taught essentially the same way for decades. It is not 

expected that radical changes occur overnight, but we must begin to take steps to find 
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effective ways to help more students learn organic chemistry in effective and meaningful 

ways. The findings of this study on the mental models of acidity and acid strength held 

by first-semester organic chemistry students are important first steps in achieving the goal 

of improving conceptual understanding in organic chemistry learners. 
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CHAPTER 6: HEURISTIC REASONING IN ORGANIC CHEMISTRY: MAKING 

DECISIONS ABOUT ACID STRENGTH 

 The mental models students generate are cognitive resources that provide 

predictive and explanatory power during the completion of tasks. How mental models are 

employed by students depends, in part on another cognitive resource: reasoning 

strategies. The present study was designed to explore the reasoning patterns used by 

undergraduate organic chemistry students to predict trends in acid strength. Specifically, 

we identified the heuristics that students used to solve problems in this area. Heuristics 

are short cut reasoning strategies used by people to make decisions or choices with as 

little cognitive load as possible. In chemistry, heuristics seem to be used by students to 

solve a variety of problems (Talanquer, 2006). Unfortunately, students‘ heuristics can 

lead to severe and systematic biases and errors. The identification of the heuristics used 

by organic chemistry students to make decisions in academic tasks can help us better 

understand how those patterns of reasoning impact performance on assessments (e.g., 

homework problems, quizzes, exams). The present study was thus guided by the 

following research questions: (1) What heuristics do organic chemistry students use when 

ranking compound based on acid strength? and (2) How do the students use the heuristics 

to generate their answers?  

Prior Work 

 Intuitive rules is an area of research (Osman & Stavy, 2006) that is relevant to this 

study. Intuitive rules are implicit and automatic operations that people use in math and 
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science to make decisions. Osman and Stavy (2006) describe these rules as ―self-evident 

and self-consistent‖ which explains their persistence across domains and through life. 

The authors describe how salient features act as stimuli when a person makes a decision. 

These cues (diSessa, 1993; Kim & Cave, 1999; Shah & Oppenheimer, 2008) can either 

direct attention toward the properties of the stimulus (e.g., color, functional group) or 

toward advanced/prior knowledge (e.g., benzene rings are unreactive). In both cases, 

decisions are based on the explicit or implicit features to which an individual pays 

attention during the completion of a task.  

A few research studies have identified heuristics commonly used by general 

chemistry students when making decisions involving chemistry concepts and ideas 

(Talanquer, 2006; Taber, 2009; Maeyer & Talanquer, 2010). However, there is little 

research on the extent to which this type of reasoning is used by more advanced 

chemistry students. Prior research on organic chemistry students‘ application of the 

arrow-pushing formalism is relevant to the current study (Bhattacharyya & Bodner, 2005; 

Ferguson & Bodner, 2008). The arrow-pushing formalism is a practical tool that organic 

chemists employ when proposing reaction mechanisms. The formalism is taught to 

organic chemistry students as a way to represent the flow of electrons during chemical 

reactions.  

Bhattacharyya and Bodner (2005) used the arrow-pushing formalism to explore 

how graduate students proposed reaction mechanisms. The participants in the study did 

not have a conceptual understanding of the arrow-pushing formalism as a method to 
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explain the processes of the reactions. Rather, the graduate students used a strategy 

similar to the connect-the-dot heuristic (O‘Rourke, Booth & Washington, 1987). Instead 

of having a set of dots (i.e., intermediates pre-drawn) as in O‘Rourke et al. (1987), 

graduate students used the structures of the starting materials and the products to draw 

intermediates necessary to help them connect the first dot (i.e., starting material) to the 

last dot (i.e., desired product). The use of such a heuristic contrasts with the higher effort 

of identifying appropriate reaction sites and evaluating the relative stabilities of possible 

intermediates. As a consequence of heuristic reasoning, many of the graduate students 

failed to propose the correct reaction mechanisms for problems used in the study. The 

arrows were simply a means to help get them to the product. Ferguson and Bodner (2008) 

found similar strategies with undergraduate chemistry and chemical engineering majors 

in a second-year organic chemistry course. Many students employed heuristics to initiate 

their reaction mechanisms, and in some cases, students‘ intuitive reasoning led to 

intermediates that did not make sense. In most instances, however, it was shown that 

students generally were analytical in their approaches to proposing the reaction 

mechanisms. The authors argued a compelling case for how ―poorly understood content‖, 

including acids and bases, hindered their participants‘ success.    

Methodology 

Research Questions 

For this study, we were interested in answering the following research questions:  
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 What heuristics do first-semester organic chemistry students use when ranking 

compounds based on acid strength?  

 How are heuristics used by the students to generate their answers?  

Data Analysis 

 Although two similar forms of the instrument were developed, for coding the 

heuristics, we did not analyze separately those who were interviewed using Form 1 (N = 

10) and Form 2 (N = 10). We used Excel® 2007 to determine descriptive statistics (e.g., 

frequencies, percentages and means) from the transcripts. In terms of inter-rater 

reliability, prior to analysis, two researchers mutually agreed on the definitions of the 

heuristics we expected to emerge from the data. These heuristics were based on those 

identified in previous research with general chemistry students (Maeyer & Talanquer, 

2010). We then individually analyzed 25% of the transcripts; our agreement was above 

90%, so all the interviews were coded. With the complete set of data, the authors 

discussed in depth how to map literature definitions of specific heuristics onto data from 

an organic chemistry domain. Our codes were revised to more specifically distinguish 

when students employed one heuristic versus another heuristic; when similar heuristics 

(e.g. lexicographic and more A-more B) could be collapsed into a broader category, this 

was done to simplify our analysis. The transcripts were reanalyzed after our codes were 

modified. We discussed cases in which we did not agree until we reached resolutions. 

Our inter-rater reliability was again greater than 90%. 
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Findings 

 Our analysis allowed us to identify three heuristics that students primarily used 

when ranking compounds based on acid strength: lexicographic, representativeness and 

reduction, listed in decreasing frequency of use by our participants (Table 6.1). Some of 

these heuristics have been observed in other studies involving math (Stavy & Tirosh, 

2000) and chemistry (Talanquer, 2006; Maeyer & Talanquer, 2010) students. The three 

heuristics used most frequently are domain-general; however, interviewees relied on 

salient chemical features such as functional groups and types of atoms to make decisions 

during the tasks.  

Table 6.1. Average frequency of use of the three main types of heuristics used by study 

participants when ranking sets of three compounds based on acid strength. 

 

Heuristic 

 

Definition 

 

Average % Use 

 

Lexicographic Search for cues one at a time to differentiate 

between options, look for the corresponding 

cue values for each alternative, compare the 

options on their values for that cue 

dimension, and stop the search when a cue 

is found that enables a choice between 

options. 

77.1% 

Representativeness 

 

Judge the degree to which the target object 

resembles a prototypical instance of the 

class. Assume commonalities between 

objects from similar classes. 

25.7% 

Reduction When alternatives share similar features, 

eliminate those cues as information to 

process. 

14.3% 

 

Before describing examples of how the students‘ use of heuristics influenced their 

rankings of organic compounds, an analytical approach is provided for contrast. 
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According to Shah and Oppenheimer (2008), when people make decisions using the 

weighted additivity rule, cognitive effort must be spent on five tasks. Therefore, to rank 

para–nitrophenol, para–methylphenol, and phenol (Figure 6.1) a reasonable analytical 

approach for first-semester organic chemistry students might be as follows: 

1. Identify all cues: OH attached to an aromatic ring, p-methyl group, p-nitro group, 

hydrogen/no substituent.  

2. Recall cue values: More available resonance structures better stabilize the 

conjugate base; more stable resonance structures better stabilize the conjugate 

base; hyperconjugation stabilizes positive charges; acidic protons are usually 

attached to electronegative atoms. 

3. Assess cues: NO2 provides additional resonance; CH3 destabilizes negative 

charges 

4. Integrate information: A is likely to be most acidic; B is likely to be least acidic. 

5. Compare all alternatives before selecting the alternative with the highest 

weighted value: ABC and ACB have the molecule with additional resonance as 

least acidic; CBA and CAB have the molecule with a destabilizing substituent 

being more acidic than molecules with either no substituent or a stabilizing 

substituent; BAC has the molecule with no substituent as more acidic than the 

molecule with a stabilizing substituent. BCA is the only trend in which all the 

information is correctly integrated. 
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Figure 6.1. Task seven from the heuristics instrument. First-semester organic chemistry students were 

asked to rank p-nitrophenol (A), p-methylphenol (B), and phenol (C) from least acidic to most acidic.   

 Undoubtedly, reading and processing the above analytical approach required a lot 

of cognitive effort. For students who are learning organic chemistry for the first time and 

who are limited by time on this particular task, using intuitive and quick strategies to rank 

mostly unfamiliar molecules requires less mental exertion than systematically applying a 

weighted additivity rule. Only three of our participants were able to predict the correct 

trend for task seven (Table 6.2). Unfortunately, these students could not provide 

scientifically correct reasons for their correct trends. 

 Three Main Heuristics 

 As described above, we identified three heuristics that participants used to rank 

seven sets of three compounds from least acidic to most acidic. All of the students relied 

on at least one of the three domain-general heuristics for 92% of all the cases. In the 

subsections that follow, we will use transcript excerpts to support our claims about how 

first-semester organic chemistry students in this study predominately used certain 

heuristics to complete the seven prediction tasks. The two most frequent trends in acid 

strength and the correct trend are tabulated below. Since two forms of the instrument 
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were used during the interviews, questions with different sets of molecules are listed 

separately (Table 6.2).  

Table 6.2. The two most frequent rankings inferred by study participants for each of the 

seven tasks on Forms A and B, together with the percentage of interviewees who inferred 

a particular trend. The percentage of the participants that proposed each of the rankings is 

shown in parentheses.  

 T1A T1B T2A T2B T3 T4 T5 T6A T6B T7 

 

 

Most 

Frequent 

Rankings 

 

 

 

CAB 

(60) 

 

BAC 

(20) 

 

BCA 

(80) 

 

ACB 

(20) 

 

BCA 

(60) 

 

ACB 

(20) 

 

ABC 

(60) 

 

CBA 

(30) 

 

ABC 

(50) 

 

ACB 

(35) 

 

CBA 

(60) 

 

BAC 

(25) 

 

BCA 

(68) 

 

BAC 

(21) 

 

CAB 

(60) 

 

BCA 

(20) 

 

CAB 

(50) 

 

CBA 

(20) 

 

CBA 

(40) 

 

BAC 

(20) 

 

Correct  

Ranking 

 

 

CAB 

(60) 

 

BCA 

(80) 

 

BCA 

(60) 

 

ABC 

(60) 

 

BAC 

(5) 

 

BCA 

(15) 

 

BCA 

(68) 

 

CAB 

(60) 
CAB 

(55) 

 

BCA 

(15) 

 

        

Table 6.3. Percentage of students who used each class of heuristics at least once when 

predicting trends in acid strength for each of the seven tasks in Forms A and B. 

 1A/B 2A/B 3 4 5 6A/B 7 

 

Lexicographic 

 

 

80%/50% 

 

100%/80% 

 

55% 

 

90% 

 

95% 

 

60%/80% 

 

75% 

 

Representativeness 

 

 

20%/0% 

 

0%/10% 

 

60% 

 

35% 

 

5% 

 

40%/20% 

 

35% 

 

Reduction 

 

 

20%/0% 

 

20%/0% 

 

5% 

 

5% 

 

25% 

 

20%/0% 

 

35% 

Lexicographic. The most commonly used heuristic in our study was a 

lexicographic heuristic. This cognitive resource belongs to a class of heuristics known as 

―one-reason decision making‖ (ORDM) heuristics (Todd & Gigerenzer, 2000). To 
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employ ORDM heuristics, individuals rely on prior knowledge and beliefs related to the 

cues that can help discriminate between the choices available. The mind keeps only a few 

of these functional cues in working memory, which reduces cognitive effort, and the cue 

with the highest value is generally chosen to make the final decision (Shah & 

Oppenheimer, 2008). In this sense, once a differentiating cue is identified, the decision is 

typically made using a ―more A-more B‖ type of intuitive rule (Stavy & Tirosh, 2000). 

For example, in choosing which compound, NaCl or NaBr, has a higher melting point, a 

student may stop the search for discriminating cues once he or she realizes that Br is 

heavier than Cl, thus using ―weight‖ to make the decision. The choice of weight as a 

differentiating characteristic could be informed by implicit assumptions about the factors 

that determine how difficult it is to melt a solid. This student is then likely to select NaBr 

as the compound with the highest melting point using the ―more weight–higher melting 

point‖ rule.  

Students in undergraduate introductory organic chemistry are often taught that the 

structure of the compound, along with inductive effect and resonance effect, are 

important factors to consider when determining relative acid strength. In some cases, 

solvent effects are also mentioned, but this topic is usually emphasized in more advanced 

organic chemistry courses. Not surprisingly, none of the students asked which solvent 

should be considered for acid strength. In any case, knowing which factor was likely to 

affect acid strength, a student could have simply used that factor to identify cues in the 

structures. One of the cues would then be the one reason on which to rank the 
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compounds. Judging from the fact each student used a lexicographic heuristic at least 

once during the task indicates that most students did in fact select one factor on which to 

base their trends. An average of 77% of all the tasks was approached using a 

lexicographic heuristic (Table 6.2). It should be noted, however, that the factor that was 

chosen may not have been appropriate to use in a particular case or may not have been 

appropriately used in a particular case. 

 

Figure 6.2. Task five as it appeared on both forms of the heuristic instrument. First-semester organic 

chemistry students were asked to rank trifluoroacetic acid (A), acetic acid (B), and trichloroacetic acid (C) 

from the least acidic to the most acidic.  

Take for example the following case where S10 used an appropriate, implicit 

feature as the reason to predict the correct trend for trifluoroacetic acid (A), acetic acid 

(B), and trichloroacetic acid (C) in task 5 (Figure 6.2). The implicit features most used by 

participants to make decisions about the relative acid strength of these acetic acids were 

electronegativity and polarity.  

So they‘re all the same except you have a chlorine, three chlorines, three 

hydrogens and three fluorines. So, I‘m gonna do what I‘ve been doing and 

compare the electronegativity. You know, fluorine and then chlorine. So, I 

don‘t know, hydrogen doesn‘t really have any, uh, electronegativity 

strength. So, I feel that—I want to say that in A the fluorines kinda like, 

it‘s gonna pull, polarize the molecule so the electron density‘s gonna be 

more—just because they‘re all same, I can compare each one like 

this…Yea, so I‘ll go A just because fluorine is the most electronegative, 

it‘s gonna pull more, so it would be more polar, more acidic. And then 
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chlorine is the next up in electronegativity, so it will, C will be 

intermediately pol—acidic. And B will be—‘cause hydrogen really can‘t 

like, it‘s not real polar in electronegativity. (S10, B<C<A) 

 

In the above example, S10 first noticed what was obvious to many of the participants: 

The only difference in the structures was the atom attached to the α-carbon. For the 

previous four problems, S10 used either polarity and/or electronegativity as the one 

reason to make his decisions. Task five was the only case in which heuristic reasoning led 

him to predict the correct trend. This excerpt is also interesting because it shows, in real 

time, how heuristic reasoning and analytical reasoning interplay with one another (Alter, 

Oppenheimer, Epley, & Eyre, 2007). After selecting electronegativity as the implicit 

feature by which to differentiate –F3, –H3, and –Cl3, S10 then used the lexicographic 

heuristic, which says to select the alternative based on the highest cue value (Fishburn 

1974; Shah & Oppenheimer, 2008), to make his decision about relative acid strength. S10 

used analytical reasoning to evaluate the reasonability of his trend.  

 While using electronegativity of the differing atoms as the basis for a decision 

about acid strength is quite appropriate and led many participants (68%) to the correct 

answer, only two students were able to explain precisely how electronegativity affected 

acid strength in task five. 

OK, so this is gonna go B, C, A because fluorine is more electronegative 

so it‘s going to help with the delocalization and pull electrons away from 

this acidic proton. Um, more than the chlorine will and a lot more than the 

hydrogens will. Um, it is a little far away. The effect may not be as drastic, 

but if I had to rank them that would be the order. (S13, B<C<A) 
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…Yea, well fluorine is more electronegative than chlorine because it‘s got 

a smaller radius looking at the periodic table. And it‘s higher up. So, as I 

said, you know, if you‘ve got an electronegative chunk over by the carbon, 

it‘s gonna tend to stabilize things by pulling the electrons from that center 

carbon. And then the extra electrons on the oxygen can be sucked into that 

vacuum a little. (S20, B<C<A) 

As we can see, both participants understood how the inductive effect worked to 

either weaken the OH bond (S13) or to stabilize the negative charge on the conjugate 

bases (S20). However, as was discussed in Chapter 4, some prior knowledge was 

misapplied (e.g., S13 referring incorrectly to fluorine helping with delocalization of 

electrons). Just because only two students explained the inductive effect does not mean 

that those were the only two who understood it. However, as in the following example 

from task 2B, we cannot assume that because a student says ―it‘s the inductive effect‖ 

that he knows what it means. 

Chlorine is also trying to pass off the charge onto the carbon, and that 

would become a carbon anion. That would have, again, I can‘t remember 

the exact reasoning of the inductive effect, but um, because I know there is 

something like that going on but I can‘t remember specifically why. I‘m 

gonna go with C being the most acidic, and um B and then A. (S14, 

A<B<C) 

And in another problem (task five) in which inductive effect was also a factor, the 

following exchange with S14: 

S14: I‘m just trying to see comparatively which one would be most likely 

to lose a hydrogen, [the α–hydrogen or the hydroxyl of acetic acid]. And I 

would say it would be oxygen. And also with prior examples that I‘ve seen 

before, [OH] tends to lose a hydrogen and not a methyl…And I guess the 

question is, let‘s see, um, I‘ll go with C being the most acidic. And this is 

just where I‘m thinking that — about the most substituted carbon here, 

and that [Compound C] would have a higher priority because of a larger 

mass. And so, and because of inductive — possible inductive effects of 
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having the three chlorines here, and if there‘s ever a carbon anion here it 

would be most stabilized. And then the same reasoning, but because it‘s 

fluorine, it‘s smaller, A. And B would be the least acidic. 

 

Interviewer: So, how does the inductive effect help stabilize any resulting 

anion? 

 

 S14: Um, actually, I‘m not sure really. 

 

 Interviewer: That‘s OK. (S14, B<A<C) 

 

For task 2B, students had to rank 1-chloropropanol (A), 2-chloropropanol (B), and 

3-chloropropanol (C) from least acidic to most acidic. S14 used the lexicographic 

heuristic to predict the correct trend in spite of not being able to articulate the inductive 

effect on task 2B. However, not fully understanding how the inductive effect affects 

acidity, coupled with heuristic reasoning, did bias him toward an incorrect trend for task 

five. On task five, S14 used two different one-reason decision making heuristics, 

representativeness and more A-more B, which is an instantiation of a lexicographic 

heuristic, to make his decision about the relative acid strengths of three acetic acids. 

Despite being reasonably analytical in processing the information provided on the task, 

assuming that the atomic weight of chlorine causes an increased inductive effect relative 

to atoms with lower atomic weights resulted in an incorrect trend. This reasoning was 

representative of others who chose BAC, which was the second most frequent trend for 

task five (Table 6.2). When we ask our students questions that might reinforce heuristic 

thinking, we must also ask them to explain their reasoning so that they can apply their 

knowledge in ways to expose and challenge their misconceptions.  
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 Other examples of misconceptions that were displayed by first-semester organic 

chemistry students using ORDM heuristics were that the number of atoms (e.g., 

hydrogen, carbon, or oxygen) or lone pair electrons affected acid strength or that the 

more resonance structures a compound had then the more acidic the compound. Let us 

first look at how participants used the number of atoms or lone pair electrons to rank 

compounds based on acid strength. 

[Compound A] doesn‘t have any extra hydrogens attached to the opposite 

side of the benzene so I‘m gonna vote that one least acidic. (S17, A<C<B, 

task 7) 

 

So the only difference is the amount of chlorines attached to the acidic 

proton. I think it‘s the inductive effect, when there are more chlorine[s] 

there is more electrons drawn to the chlorine. (S5, B<C<A, task 2A) 

 

So, I‘m thinking that the more electrons—the more lone pair of electrons 

present [in the molecule], then the harder it would be to get more electron 

groups. (S12, A<B<C, task 4) 

 

Task 2A and Task 1B were the only instances where looking at the number of 

atoms or the multiplicity bonds was appropriate. Yet, we saw about thirty different times 

when ten different students inappropriately considered these explicit features as a basis 

for predicting trends in acid strength, half  doing so for two or more of their predictions. 

The ten students were from all three levels of introductory organic chemistry courses we 

teach in the department, though six were from either the majors lecture or the honors 

lecture (Table 6.4). In fact participants from the majors lecture had three of the highest 

percentages of the total number of factors related to the quantity of atoms within a 

molecule.  
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Table 6.4. Participants who considered structural factors inappropriately when 

ranking sets of compounds based on acid strength. 
Student Lecture No. of 

hydrogen 

atoms 

No. of 

oxygen 

atoms 

No. of 

carbon 

atoms 

Total Percentage 

of total 

S2 majors 2 0 1 3 13.6 

S4 regular 0 0 2 2 9.1 

S7 majors 2 1 0 3 13.6 

S8 regular 3 0 0 3 13.6 

S9 regular 0 1 0 1 4.5 

S10 regular 0 0 1 1 4.5 

S13 honors 1 0 0 1 4.5 

S16 majors 0 1 0 1 4.5 

S17 majors 4 0 2 6 27.3 

S18 honors 0 1 0 1 4.5 
 Total  12 4 6 22  

Our data provides some evidence for why students believe that the number of 

atoms or lone pair electrons affects acid strength. However, we believe that students do 

not form a strong foundation of acidity in general chemistry, and so the three models of 

acidity (Arrhenius, Brønsted-Lowry, and Lewis) have little conceptual meaning to the 

students beyond proton-donor and electron-acceptor. To claim that the more hydrogen 

atoms in a molecule then the more acidic that molecule will be suggests that students 

using ORDM heuristics believe that hydrogen atoms (H) are protons (H
+
). Even if we 

grant this small, but non-trivial oversight, acidity is fundamentally an equilibrium 

process. Taking sulfuric acid (H2SO4) as an example, the Ka value for the second proton 

dissociation is significantly smaller than Ka for the first proton dissociation, which means 

that bisulfate, the conjugate base of sulfuric acid, (HSO4
–
) is essentially a base for most 

purposes. Therefore, students who understand this fundamental concept about acidity 
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would realize that the number of hydrogen atoms cannot be the highest value cue on 

which to make a decision. Interestingly, only one student in this current study implicitly 

referred to acidity as an equilibrium process.  

Using an analogy to the number of protons may help explain why students relied 

on the number of lone pair electrons to base their decisions about acid strength. To them, 

a Lewis acid (electron acceptor) will not want to accept the additional lone pair of 

electrons that are left when the acidic hydrogen dissociates or is deprotonated in an acid-

base reaction. Therefore, the more lone pair electrons present near the acidic site, or in 

the molecule, then the more basic/less acidic that molecule is predicted to be relative to 

another molecule. 

Unique to organic chemistry, the resonance effect heuristic is a domain-specific 

instantiation of a ORDM heuristic. We teach this rule-of-thumb to undergraduate 

students.  More importantly, we generally assess them on their ability to indiscriminately 

apply it by providing choices where the heuristic always leads to the correct answer. Task 

three on the instruments used for this research study was designed so that students would 

use resonance as a factor on which to base their trend in acid strength. While it was not 

our intention to elicit resonance effect, we did make a deliberate decision to choose three 

molecules whose relative acid strengths did not allow students to simply count the 

number of resonance structures to predict the correct trend. To aid in the recognition of 

resonance, the phenol (compound B) was selected as an ideal molecule because of the 

benzene functional group. Students learn about resonance in general chemistry during the 
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lessons on Lewis structures and again as refresher material at the beginning of first-

semester organic chemistry when acidity is reintroduced. It is in organic chemistry that 

the ubiquitous benzene structure is emphasized.   

And I‘m guessing because this one is aromatic, um, probably has more 

resonance structures, probably more stable, probably more easily lose an 

H and remain stable thereby making B more acidic than C. (S19, A<C<B) 

 

 Resonance was also a factor in tasks four, six and seven. For task six, students 

used the electronegativity of the atom attached to the acidic proton as the one reason to 

base their decisions rather than resonance. This was an appropriate strategy, but it also 

illustrates how students stop searching for other cues to make predictions once they are 

satisfied with their decision (Simon, 1990). Examples of participants using the resonance 

effect heuristic as a strategy to make decisions about acid strength for tasks four and 

seven follow as illustrations.  

I think A might be more acidic than all of them because there is more 

room to disperse the negative charge and that it can be resonance for the 

conjugate base. (S5, B<C<A, task 4) 

 

 And between C and [B], I‘m trying to remember more about resonance 

structures here. But um, I think having a group here [in the para-position] 

in one way or another affects how the resonance structures work. My 

instinct would be to say that would make it harder to have a resonance 

structure. More resonance structures than—my sense is that [B] would 

have fewer resonance structures than C. Yea, I‘m gonna have to say C is 

intermediate, and [B] is the least acidic. (S19, B<C<A, task 7)  

 

So [compound A] automatically jumps out at me as gonna provide a lot of 

resonance, so I think [compound A] is gonna be most acidic. (S13, 

C<B<A, task 7) 
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Resonance effect is quite useful as a rule-of-thumb in organic chemistry. However, as we 

can see in some of the above examples, participants either did not understand how to 

draw/visualize resonance forms of the conjugate base or they did not consider the 

stability of the resonance forms relative to each other. The resonance effect heuristic was 

overgeneralized; other relevant factors, such as inductive effect, may have been 

overlooked or not considered as extensively when this heuristic was applied to make 

decisions under time constraints.  

Each of our participants was observed using a one-reason decision making 

heuristic at least once during the task. Seventy-four percent of ORDM heuristics were 

used appropriately. This means, the students properly recognized an explicit structural 

feature that could be associated with acid-based properties. Of the 109 appropriate uses, 

about half of the heuristics applications (50.5%) led to the correct answer. Clearly, 

intuitive thinking by many students biased their predictions of relative acid strength. 

Based on the fact that five students were able to explain only nine of the correct trends in 

a scientifically correct manner, students‘ biases appeared to come from lack of prior 

knowledge, misapplication of prior knowledge, the subsequent use of another heuristic, 

or some combination of the three.  

Representativeness. When individuals must make decisions in which only 

unfamiliar objects or choices are available, to reduce cognitive effort and simplify the 

task, they often rely on information that is easily accessible to or computed by the mind 

(Kahneman & Frederick, 2002; Shah & Oppenheimer, 2008). A common way to make a 
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decision is to classify unfamiliar objects according to previously encountered prototypical 

examples and to assume commonalities of properties between the similar objects 

(Gilovich, Griffin & Kahneman, 2002). One cognitive resource our participants used to 

rank chemical substances in increasing acid strength was by employing a 

representativeness heuristic. Students identified functional groups and then used those 

cues to automatically and intuitively make inferences about relative acid strength.  The 

process is best illustrated with acetic acid, CH3COOH, in task three (Figure 6.3); when 

asked to rank 2,4-pentadione (compound A), phenol (compound B), and acetic acid 

(compound C) from least acidic to most acidic, the carboxylic acid was chosen as most 

acidic by many of the participants because of its name. 

 

Figure 6.3. Task three from the heuristic instruments. First-semester organic chemistry students were asked 

to rank 2,4-pentadione (A), phenol (B), and acetic acid (C) from the least acidic to the most acidic. 

So, I think C is the most acidic just because I know that it‘s a carboxylic 

acid. (S18, B<A<C). 

 

Well, two of them have OHs which are definitely more acidic than A, 

which has CH2. My guess would be, I‘m not entirely certain, but I‘m 

gonna guess that the carboxylic acid would probably be the stronger, has 

acid in the name. (S7, A<B<C) 

 

…now it‘s between B and C. And I don‘t really know how benzene affects 

acidity. I never really learned that. But, CH3-carboxylic acid. I know 

carboxylic acid is somewhat a strong acid or it‘s fairly acidic. (S6, 

A<B<C) 
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In the case of S7, the acidic protons are first identified. Recognizing that one of the 

hydroxyls is part of a larger carboxylic acid functional group helped him differentiate 

between the two oxyacids, phenol and acetic acid. Using a similar strategy, S6 also was 

able to recognize the –COOH group as an acid. Interestingly, the resonance stabilization 

of benzene was not salient to this student even though several of his classmates were 

familiar with resonance being one factor that affects acidity. As an electronic factor that 

affects acid strength, resonance stabilization was important to consider in the decision-

making process for this task. 

In almost all cases, the representativeness heuristic was used when an OH group 

was present in one of the molecules and its presence could be used to differentiate at least 

one of the molecules from the others in that particular question. Not surprisingly, we saw 

that tasks three (60%), six (30%) and seven (35%) — each with OH functionality — had 

three of the highest incidences of representativeness based on the number of participants 

who used the heuristic to make a decision (Table 6.3). In fact, for 90% of all the predicted 

trends on task three, one of the oxyacids was placed as most acidic. The 

overgeneralization of a representativeness heuristics resulted in only 5% of the 

participants predicting a correct trend for task three, and even this student did not have a 

scientifically correct explanation for her answer. 

For task three, students also used the representativeness heuristic to either place 

2,4-pentadione (A) as least acidic or most acidic. When the diketone was placed as least 

acidic — which was the case 85% of the time — it was often because there was no OH. 
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These students implicitly assumed that oxyacids were more acidic than carbon acids 

because of a difference in electronegativity for the acidic atom. Take as an example: 

 S2: For this one, I think it has something to do with the OH groups. 

 

 Interviewer: What about the OH groups? 

 

S2: It wants to donate a proton easier because they‘re polar and can give 

it off better. And so I think A would be the least acidic. 

 

Likewise, students that believed OH represented a base (likely from a misapplication of 

the Arrhenius definition of a base), tended to place the diketone as most acidic.  

S3: Um, well OH is typically what you learn is basic in gen. chem., but 

I‘m going to go with A as the most acidic.  

 

 Interviewer: What about A is making you choose it as most acidic? 

 

 S3: Because it doesn‘t have an OH. 

 

Not surprisingly, S3 and S9 also chose the phenol as least acidic in task seven. However, 

because S3 recognized the OH as part of the carboxylic acid, she was able to correctly 

place the benzoic acid as most acidic for task six. This was not the case for S9, who also 

believed OH indicated a basic molecule. She placed the OH-containing benzoic acid as 

least acidic for task six because the carboxylic acid moiety was not salient to her. 

Eighty-five percent of our participants used the representativeness heuristic at 

least once during the interview. Sixty-one percent of the time it was used appropriately. 

This means, the students properly recognized an explicit structural feature that could be 

associated with acid-based properties. However, of the 22 appropriate uses, less than one-

third of the time (31.8%) the heuristic led to the correct answer. The representativeness 
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heuristic was often used by our interviewees as the first step in generating their rankings 

and it was typically applied to place substances at the top, and occasionally at the bottom, 

of the rankings, which created an anchor for subsequent decisions. 

 Reduction. When individuals have a lot of cues to choose between during 

decision-making, often they will successively reduce the number of cues to which they 

are attentive (Todd & Gigerenzer, 2000; Talanquer, 2006; Shah & Oppenheimer, 2008). 

The reduction heuristic allows people to process information more efficiently, especially 

when the alternatives increase in complexity. Tasks five and seven in our study were 

ideal for participants to use reduction heuristic. Twenty-five and thirty-five percent of the 

students explicitly used this heuristic when making predictions about acid strength for 

task 5 and task 7, respectively. By quickly eliminating cues that were common among all 

three compounds, participants could reduce the effort required to make a decision about 

acid strength. In fact, we saw several students do just this as seen below.  

OK, so first thing I notice is that the OH and the double bond O, they‘re 

the same in all of ‗em. So, I‘m not really gonna look at that. (S9, task 5) 

 

 Everything is the same here except for the left group. (S19, task 5) 

 

They all have the benzene attached to the hydroxyl, so that doesn‘t really 

count for anything. (S17, task 7) 

 

It should be noted that we coded heuristics in which students explicitly stated that they 

were not paying attention to common features. Because heuristics are often used 

unconsciously, as researchers evaluating transcript data, we cannot always make accurate 
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inferences about whether participants used reduction or simply did not pay attention to 

certain features of the molecules. 

 While the reduction heuristic simplified the task for participants, in some cases, 

the task became oversimplified to the point that conceptual meaning was no longer 

apparent. Take these excerpts from task 7 during the interview with two students who 

both predicted incorrect trends in acid strength. 

I think [compound A] is the most acidic. Again, it‘s the most 

electronegative, er, the only difference between the three [compounds] is 

that [compound B] has a methyl group and then [compound A] has the 

NO2 and [compound]C just has hydrogen. So, I think that [compound A] 

would be the most acidic because that‘s the most electronegative out of the 

three differences. And then it would be [compound B]‘cause that‘s just a 

little more electronegative than the hydrogen in [compound] C. (S18, 

C<B<A) 

 

Just kinda comparing what‘s different. Well, they all have OHs on the top. 

I‘m gonna say [compound] C is the most acidic because you kinda have a 

— you look at the electronegativity difference of nitrogen and oxygen in 

[compound] A. They‘re kinda, then there‘s the NO2 but, I don‘t — um, I 

wanted to say they would cancel out, like kinda even out each other…I 

want to say like one of these oxygens [of the NO2] will cancel out one of 

those. So it would leave you with N and O. (S10, B<A<C).  

 

Combining more A-more B with reduction, S18 only compared the relative 

electronegativities of the substituents to each other rather than paying attention to how 

the substituents influence  the stability of the conjugate bases. Perhaps then she would 

have noticed that the methyl (–CH3) carbon would act to destabilize the conjugate base 

by donating electron density into the ring. Even though these students were not explicitly 

taught the concepts of electron-donating groups and electron-withdrawing groups until 
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second semester, they did know about hyperconjugation with respect to carbocation 

stability. Hyperconjugation occurs when electrons in an sp
3
-hybridized C–H or C–C σ–

bond are stabilized by an adjacent (partially) empty π-orbital (Figure 6.4). The two 

molecular orbitals mix and result in the molecule becoming lower in energy; the 

molecule becomes stabilized and less reactive. Thus, if hyperconjugation can explain 

why a methyl group stabilizes a carbocation, then it can also explain why a methyl group 

destabilizes a carbanion that results during delocalization of the lone pair electrons 

through the benzene rings in the phenol series. 

 

Figure 6.4. Image of a simplified representation of hyperconjugation adapted from Ansley and Dougherty, 

2006. The carbon center on the left is the carbocation, CH2
+
 in this case, and the carbon center on the right 

is a methyl, CH3, group.  

Many students who selected CBA as their trend in acid strength had sophisticated 

enough reasoning that had they taken the time to draw resonance structures, they may 

have been able to predict the correct trend and have a scientifically correct way to explain 

it. In all, each instance in which we observed the reduction heuristic was an appropriate 

use for eliminating the amount of information that required attention in order to make a 

decision.  
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The Role of Saliency in Heuristic Reasoning 

Reasoning is considered a high-order cognitive task because many processes are 

occurring simultaneously that must be prioritized by an individual. The most relevant 

(Evans & Over, 1996) or cognitively arousing (Osman & Stavy, 2006) information is 

processed first, either because the features are different from surrounding cues or because 

they have been encountered before in other situations. These relevant features are said to 

be ―salient‖ during information processing (Kim and Cave 1999, Osman and Stavy 

2006); salient features are said to exert either ―top-down‖ or ―bottom-up‖ attentional 

control as described by Lamy, Leber and Egeth (2004): 

Visual selective attention can be allocated to objects in the visual field in 

either a goal-directed or a stimulus-driven manner. Attention is said to be 

goal directed, or controlled by top-down factors, when observers are able 

to direct their attention according to their goals and intentions. Attention 

is said to be stimulus driven, or controlled by bottom-up factors, when it is 

summoned by display attributes independently of the observers‘ goals and 

intentions (p. 1019) 

Osman and Stavy (2006) argue that saliency influences heuristic reasoning in one 

of two ways. Top-down saliency is guided by relevant prior knowledge and experiences 

from repeated exposure to stimuli; therefore, heuristics are invoked automatically and 

without individuals‘ control. Because prior knowledge and experiences are used, 

individuals are, however, aware of the heuristics and the outcome of applying them. 

Bottom-up saliency, on the other hand, is directed by the stimulus. So, while heuristics 

are still invoked without individuals‘ control, individuals are not aware of them or the 

outcomes of their application.  
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In the present study, saliency also influenced our participants‘ heuristic reasoning. 

Based on our analysis, certain questions were more likely to invoke heuristics by top-

down control (i.e., students use their prior knowledge to direct attention) versus bottom-

up control (i.e., students use perceptual differences among the choices to direct attention), 

and vice-versa. Prior knowledge, such as nomenclature, periodic trends, and chemical 

models and principles, guided heuristic reasoning on most of the tasks, namely tasks one, 

two, five, six and seven. For these five tasks, relevant properties related to explicit atomic 

composition differences were most salient to many participants; the properties were used 

mainly to build associations between periodic trends (e.g., electronegativity and atomic 

weight) or chemical principles (e.g., polarity and stability) and acid strength as seen in 

excerpts below. 

So they‘re all the same except you have a chlorine, three chlorines, three 

hydrogens and three fluorines. So, I‘m gonna do what I‘ve been doing and 

compare the electronegativity…Yea, so I‘ll go with [compound] A just 

because the fluorine is the most electronegative; it‘s gonna pull more, so it 

would be more polar; more acidic. And then chlorine is the next up in 

electronegativity, so it will, [compound] C will be intermediately pol —

acidic. And [compound] B will be — ‘cause hydrogen really can‘t like, it‘s 

not real polar in electronegativity. (S10, task 5, B<C<A, lexicographic) 

 

Since oxygen is more electronegative than nitrogen, it would rather have a 

negative charge once the acidic proton leaves. And then carbon would be 

most unstable as a conjugate base. (S5, task 6A, B<C<A, lexicographic) 

 

I think [p-nitrophenol] is the most acidic because I‘ve seen trinitrotoluene. 

It sorta looks like, it only has one [nitro group] this time. (S11, task 7, 

C<A<B, representativeness) 
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In contrast, for tasks three and four, attentional control was driven by the stimulus rather 

than by the intentions of the participants. Since at least one of the items in each task was 

perceptually different from its neighbors, students were able to use bottom-up control to 

guide heuristic reasoning as in the following examples: 

Well, two of them have OHs which are definitely more acidic than 

[compound] A, which has CH2. My guess would be, I‘m not entirely 

certain, but I‘m gonna guess that the carboxylic acid would probably be 

the stronger, has acid in the name. (S7, task 3, A<B<C, 

representativeness) 

 

I want to say that because [compound A] has two double bonded Os it is 

more acidic, and possibly since it‘s an H and not just a carbon on the end 

that [compound C] might be more acidic. And I‘m feeling like [compound] 

C is the most acidic and then [compound A], [compound] B. But again, 

I‘m not really sure why. (S3, task 4, B<A<C, representativeness and 

lexicographic) 

 

Despite having the prior knowledge and experiences necessary to use top-down 

saliency, most students were still unable to predict correct trends in acid strength for 

many prediction tasks in our study. One possible reason for our observation is that formal 

education in chemistry reinforces the importance of periodic properties of atoms, such as 

electronegativity and atomic radii, while exposure to arguments based on electronic 

properties of molecules is more limited. As a result of traditional college chemistry 

curricula, many of our students have developed automatic, heuristic responses that were 

guided by top-down attentional control.  
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Conclusions  

 We have shown that first-semester organic chemistry students use a limited set of 

heuristics when ranking chemical compounds based on acid strength. Intuitive reasoning 

simplified the task by reducing the cognitive effort required to make decisions about 

relative acid strengths. Consistent with our previous work with general chemistry 

students (Maeyer &Talanquer, 2010), the most commonly used type of heuristic was one-

reason decision making heuristics.  In the present study, we identified lexicographic and 

more A-more B as the one-reason decision making heuristics organic chemistry students 

used to make decisions. A previously unreported, but well-known organic chemistry rule-

of-thumb, resonance effect (which is chemistry-specific instantiation of a lexicographic 

heuristic) was used with little regard to the stability of resonance forms. If a molecule had 

more resonance structures than another molecule, then it generally was selected as the 

most acidic molecule for that set because it was perceived to be ―more stable‖ than a 

molecule with fewer resonance structures. Future work will explore how organic 

chemistry students understand stability in the context of acidity.  

 Analysis of our findings also illustrated how heuristics were triggered differently 

depending on the saliency of the prediction tasks. For five tasks, students‘ prior 

knowledge and experience directed attentional control toward making decisions about 

acid strength. Prior knowledge was usually related to electronegativity and polarity, 

though other periodic properties of atoms were employed as well. The other two tasks 

required understanding of electronic properties of molecules, such as resonance and 
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inductive effect, to predict the correct trend. However, these electronic, molecular 

properties were not salient to our participants; instead, their attention was directed toward 

stimulating, explicit cues like the number of oxygen atoms.  

The use of heuristics did not always produce the correct trend in acid strength; 

however, they allowed students to reduce cognitive effort and simplify the task of making 

predictions about the relative acid strength of many unfamiliar molecules. Participants 

used appropriate heuristics for the given problem about 77% of the time. While less than 

eight percent of the trends were chosen for a scientifically correct reason, all twenty 

students were able to predict at least one correct trend using heuristic reasoning 

strategies. In fact, an average of 2.8 correct trends was chosen per person using heuristic 

reasoning strategies. Because there were more than two items per prediction task, 

students frequently relied on more than one heuristic to make their decisions about acid 

strength. So, while a high percentage of heuristics were used appropriately, the use of 

multiple heuristics within a single prediction task caused students to predict fewer correct 

trends.  

 Heuristics help students learn concepts in science and math (Stavy & Tirosh, 

2000; Leron & Hazz, 2006; Gillard et al. 2009b; Taber & Bricheno, 2009), and they were 

used by participants in this study to make decisions about the relative acid strength of 

molecules. Advocating for promoting only analytical reasoning in college chemistry 

courses is not our goal; experts use heuristics to make decisions as well (Marewski, 

Gaissmaier & Gigerenzer, 2010). With respect to this research, we should have at least 
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two goals as chemistry educators: (1) to facilitate students‘ learning of content so that 

when heuristics are applied, students are more attentive to them (i.e., in a goal-directed 

manner) and are more likely to make accurate decisions for the right reasons and (2) to 

assess students in ways that do not allow heuristic reasoning to lead to the correct answer 

every time.  

Implications  

 Every student in our interviews believed that acidity and pKa were important 

concepts in organic chemistry, yet most of them demonstrated deficiencies in conceptual 

understanding when completing the ranking task. One implication of this research is that 

acidity should be more explicitly tied to subsequent content in first-semester organic 

chemistry. Electrophilic aromatic substitution reactions and carbonyl chemistry reactions 

typically taught in second-semester make better use of the concept of acidity; however, 

students have not been given sufficient opportunities to master the very important 

concept during the first semester.  

Experts know that organic chemistry is not about memorizing a series of reactions 

and mechanisms. By simply being able to identify correct acid-base pairs, experts can 

make reasonable and valid predictions about reaction mechanisms for novel chemical 

reactions performed in the lab. Students can learn how to approach synthesis and 

mechanism problems more holistically, and expert-like, rather than placing a premium on 

biased heuristic reasoning. This research has illustrated that first-semester organic 
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chemistry students have a difficult time correctly judging relative acid strength, in part 

because of heuristic reasoning strategies and saliency.  

 Understanding the heuristics first-semester organic chemistry students employ to 

make decisions about acid strength means that chemistry faculty members have an 

instructional strategy to elicit the heuristics and assist students in evaluating the veracity 

of their decisions. Expert chemists use heuristics (Marewski et al., 2010), so the findings 

of this study should not be construed as advocating the elimination of heuristic reasoning 

in the chemistry classroom, which is not possible according to dual-process theories 

(Evans, 2008). Rather, instruction must facilitate students‘ learning of chemistry by 

making students aware that lexicographic, representativeness, and reduction are common 

ways to predict trends in acid strength; by providing specific examples of the biases 

involved in using heuristics; and by modeling how to use analytical reasoning to evaluate 

if a trend is reasonable and/or correct.   

Another implication of the present study is that findings may also help explain 

why organic chemistry students in other research studies perform poorly on synthesis 

problems and mechanism problems (Bhattacharyya & Bodner, 2005; Ferguson & Bodner, 

2008).  

In order for [organic chemistry] students to be able to draw a correct 

arrow-pushing mechanism, they must simultaneously keep in mind an 

array of chemical principles, many complex and abstract theories, and 

numerous facts. They must be able to look at the problem from different 

perspectives, selectively apply specific chemical and physical concepts, 

and correctly draw the starting material, all intermediates, and the final 
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product of the reaction while maintaining the strict conventions of the 

arrow-pushing formalism.‖ (Ferguson and Bodner 2008, p. 103). 

To draw a valid reaction mechanism, a student has to know that a chemical species will 

operate as an acid, to know as what type of acid (in most cases, Brønsted-Lowry or 

Lewis) the species will react, and to be able to show the process by which deprotonation 

occurs or electrons are accepted. If students do not understand factors that affect acid 

strength and how or why those factors affect acid strength, then it is not surprising that 

many have difficulty with using the arrow-pushing formalism to draw reaction 

mechanisms (Ferguson & Bodner, 2008). 

 Students in our study had 41.5% average success rate in terms of predicting the 

correct trend. One future strand of research could examine whether students who are able 

to identify acids and the correct acidic site do indeed perform better on mechanisms than 

students who cannot identify acids and/or judge relative acid strength of hydrogen atoms 

within a molecule. Acidity is one of many foundational concepts in organic chemistry. 

The implications for future research are clear: Not only should more qualitative research 

be completed that focuses on individual concepts, but also, research should begin on how 

best to integrate relevant findings into practice. Evaluation of intervention techniques will 

foster best-practices, and the ideal result will be an improvement in deeper learning for 

organic chemistry students.  
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CHAPTER 7: THE ROLE OF PROBLEM REPRESENTATION IN MAKING 

DECISIONS ABOUT ACID STRENGTH 

We have seen previously in this dissertation that first-semester organic chemistry 

students used the prediction task to help generate and deploy a limited number of mental 

models. As part of the reasoning process, these participants mainly used three heuristics 

to make decisions about the relative acid strength of chemical substances. For students, 

saliency was an important factor in how students used heuristics to make decisions about 

acid strength. The central goal of this study was to understand how the prediction tasks 

on our instruments may have facilitated students‘ framing of the task and how this 

framing influenced the expressed mental models and use of heuristics. 

We are interested in exploring how the representation of the chemical structures 

of our seven prediction tasks affected participants‘ thinking and reasoning about acids 

and acid strength because we saw unexpected results in analyzing our data. Students were 

much more likely to predict the correct trend for four of the tasks than they were for the 

other three tasks. Analyzing the representations of chemical substances appearing on the 

research instruments — many of which are typical questions asked in organic chemistry 

textbooks and on organic chemistry exams — will help not only chemical education 

researchers, but also chemistry practitioners, evaluate the questions asked of students and 

make judgments about the reasonable validity of such questions.  For the analysis of our 

data set presented in this chapter, we were interested in answering the following research 

question: When first-semester organic chemistry students are asked to rank sets of three 
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compounds based on acid strength, how does the representation of the chemical 

structures on our research instruments influence their decisions?  

Prior Work 

Framing is an important concept in education research. Framing is an often 

subconscious cognitive process in which a person contextualizes then interprets incoming 

information. In framing a situation—or a task in our case—individuals reduce the amount 

of information to which they are attentive. In this way, certain features of a situation, or 

task, are essentially ignored (Bing & Redish, 2008). Bing and Redish argue (2008) that 

framing should be seen ―as the cuing of fuzzy, adaptable networks of cognitive 

resources‖ rather than as ―the recall and activation or organized, rigid data structures‖.  

Within the framing framework, we are interested in the nature of the questions for 

which participants were asked to make predictions. In this chapter, we argue that the 

nature of the questions used on the research instruments triggered prior knowledge, 

assumptions, mental models and heuristics to serve as cognitive resources in the 

prediction task. Research on classification of science problems is particularly relevant to 

this analysis (Chi et al., 1981; Stains & Talanquer, 2007; Davila & Talanquer, 2010). 

While we did not ask participants to classify the problems on our research instruments, 

we were able to classify the problems into two types based on the cues that were 

consciously used to make decisions about acid strength. The problem representation (Chi 

et al. 1981; Johnstone, 1993; Stains & Talanquer, 2007) — that is, how an individual uses 

explicit or implicit cues to frame the problem and uses this framing to begin generating a 
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solution — is important for characterizing a more complete picture of how first-semester 

organic chemistry students understand acids and acid strength. Specifically, we were 

interested in the cues and how the cues influenced the reasoning process for predicting 

trends in acid strength. With this understanding, chemical education researchers and 

practitioners can better promote more scientifically correct student learning about not 

only acids and acid strength but also any concepts upon which acids and acid strength 

depend (e.g., nucleophiles and electrophiles; chemical reactions; reaction mechanisms). 

 Previous studies of learning in the physical sciences show the importance of 

problem representation on learners‘ abilities to provide solutions to a given task (Chi et 

al., 1981; Stains & Talanquer, 2007; Stains & Talanquer, 2008). Several researchers have 

attempted to classify problems (Sherin, 2001; Dávila & Talanquer, 2010) or to have 

participants classify problems (Chi et al., 1981; Stains & Talanquer, 2007; Stains & 

Talanquer, 2008). Published, widely available textbooks usually are the sources for such 

classification problems, which make the findings of these empirical studies even more 

important. Science education practitioners often rely on these textbooks as a resource 

from which to assign homework and/or practice problems for their students (Dávila & 

Talanquer, 2010). It is this reliance that motivates our analysis of the problem 

representation for tasks on our research instruments. 
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Methodology  

Research Question 

For this study, we were interested in answering the following research question: 

 When first-semester organic chemistry students are asked to rank sets of three 

compounds based on acid strength, how does the representation of the 

chemical structures on our research instruments influence their decisions? 

Data Analysis  

 When describing mental models our participants generated, we classified features 

within each item as explicit (e.g., the number of hydrogen atoms) or implicit (e.g., 

stability of the conjugate base). In our current study, it is not customary to classify 

chemistry problems themselves as explicit or implicit. For this reason, we prefer the 

terminology surface structure and deep structure (Chi et al., 1981) to refer to our 

problems.  

By ―surface structures‖ we mean (a) the objects referred to in the problem 

(e.g., a spring, an inclined plane); (b) the literal physics terms mentioned 

in the problem (e.g., friction, center of mass); or (c) the physical 

configuration described in the problem (i.e., relations among physical 

objects such as a block on an inclined plane)....―deep structure‖ is defined 

as the underlying physics law applicable to the problem.‖ (p. 125)    

Though the definitions of the terms, which relate to physics textbook problems, do not 

directly map onto our organic chemistry problems, the idea that the terms refer to the 

problems themselves rather than the features of the problems is congruent with how we 

will frame our findings. 
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To characterize the role of the prediction tasks in our participants‘ abilities to 

predict the correct trends in acid strength, we prepared a matrix with all the students and 

the seven prediction tasks. Each question constituted a case; each case included the 

predicted trend in acid strength and a code for whether or not the student considered a 

proton loss/donation. The data was analyzed in Excel® using descriptive statistics (i.e., 

means and percentages). For the analysis, we had 137 valid cases, meaning that both a 

predicted trend and a code were identified.  

The predicted trend of each valid case was then color coded based on the 

correctness of the trend. Rather than using a binary code of correct or incorrect, we 

wanted to analyze the range of responses. Therefore, for trends that would have otherwise 

been considered incorrect, we evaluated them based on whether they were consistent with 

one of the following criterion: (1) the trend was the reverse of the correct trend, (2) the 

trend was the reverse of a common incorrect trend, or (3) at least one of the items in the 

question (i.e., A, B, or C) was placed correctly. Any case that did not meet the criteria 

was coded as incorrect.  

Limitations 

The original purpose of the research instruments analyzed in this study was to 

determine if the sets of compounds we chose would be able to elicit heuristic reasoning. 

We were not focused on problem representation and how that would influence the 

prediction of trends in acid strength. However, during analysis of the data, we observed 

the unexpected result of our participants not defining an acid as a proton donor. The need 
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to analyze problem representation emerged from the data, so we classified the tasks. It is 

possible that participants may have used different criteria than we did if instructed to 

classify the problems themselves. Another consideration is that we used each task to code 

how students defined an acid. Several students were not consistent in their definitions 

(i.e., they referred to protons leaving in some instances but not in others), so we do not 

know if they considered deprotonation but did not express this idea verbally. We should 

also cite as a limitation of the study that the representations of the chemical substances on 

the instruments were not ―in context‖. The instructions requested that participants rank 

the compounds in order from least acidic to most acidic. The environment in which 

acidity must be considered was not provided to the students, though had any asked we 

would have informed them that the acidities of the molecules were normalized to water. 

Despite a lack of context, many students did frame the problems in terms of acid-base 

reactions or prior experience (e.g., in lecture, in lab or in everyday experience).  

Findings 

The statistical analyses of the data matrix showed that students predicted the 

correct trend only 41.5% of the time. For about one-third of the cases (N = 49), first-

semester organic chemistry students considered that an acid was a proton donor. The 

majority of the trends in acid strength (N = 88) were coded as structural since students 

explicitly considered extrinsic or intrinsic properties (e.g., the number or hydrogen atoms 

or polarity) of the compounds shown on the instrument. In fact, the loss of a proton was 

not considered in a majority of the cases for five of the seven questions. Students at this 
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level of chemistry not consistently defining acids as proton donors was an unexpected 

result; our data matrix showed that most of the structural cases were clustered in four 

tasks: one, two, five and six (Figure 7.1). We will refer to these four tasks as surface 

structure problems.  

 

Figure 7.1. Surface structure problems from both forms of the research instrument. The questions above 

appeared individually on the laptop screen during the think aloud interviews conducted with first-semester 

organic chemistry students. Participants were asked to use the corresponding letters to rank these chemical 

substances from least acidic to most acidic.  

While the instruments were designed for students to pay attention to one, two or 

three factors (i.e., structure, inductive effect and resonance), it was possible for students 

to consider only structural features to predict the correct trends in acid strength for 

surface structure problems. Seventeen of the twenty participants predicted correct trends 

or the reverse of the correct trends for at least three of the four surface structure 
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problems. In contrast, only one of the twenty participants, S18, was able to predict the 

correct trend for two of the three deep structure problems.  

Composition features (e.g., –OH, benzene, C=O) of chemical molecules, which 

are explicit, were very important to decision-making, particularly for participants who 

had claimed to have no prior knowledge or an unreliable memory. Surface structure 

problems contributed to the prediction of the correct trend or the reverse of the correct 

trend because there was one distinguishable and explicit feature (e.g., the proximity of the 

chlorine in task 2B). Students did not have to know factor that affected acid strength to 

make an accurate prediction; if students identified the factor, then a meaningful 

understanding of how the factor affected acid strength was not necessary, as illustrated in 

the transcript excerpts discussed in this chapter. Identification of a single distinguishable 

and explicit feature triggered participants‘ use of heuristics, which allowed students to 

reduce the effort necessary to generate and deploy their mental model of acids. 

Consequently, at least 60% (and up to 100%) of the participants were able to correctly 

rank the sets of compounds for the surface structure problems from least acidic to most 

acidic (Table 7.1).  

 OK, so all of them have equal number of hydrogens, so it‘s probably has 

something to do with the other ones—sulfur, I don‘t remember what Se is, 

and the oxygen. So, it‘s either going up the period or down the period. I‘m 

pretty sure I‘ll get the middle one right.  (S2, C<A<B, task 1A). 

I‘m drawing a blank. These come from like the middle of the semester. 

And I know we had a test on this. So, I think the acidity has to do with the 

OH combined…with the chlorine. Like, how close it is to the chlorine.  

(S16, A<B<C, task 2B).  
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Um, I‘m thinking that [compound] C is the least acidic because it has the 

CH3 on there. And [compound] B is the most [acidic] because of the 

carboxylic acid.  (S3, C<A<B, task 6A).  

The above cases illustrate how students with unreliable memories and/or gaps in 

their prior knowledge rely upon composition features to make predictions. S2 correctly 

inferred that the periodicity of the central atoms in the binary acids in some way caused a 

difference in the relative strengths of the acids. Likewise, in an effort to reduce cognitive 

effort, S3 simply recognized a functional group known to be acidic (i.e., carboxylic acid) 

and decided it was the most acidic of the three compounds.  

Table 7.1. The percentage of interviewees that proposed the correct trend in acid strength or 

the reverse of the correct trend.  

 T1A T1B T2A T2B T3 T4 T5 T6A T6B T7 

Correct trend 60% 80% 60% 60% 5% 16% 68% 60% 50% 11% 

Reverse of the 

Correct trend 
20% 20% 20% 30% 0% 0% 5% 0% 10% 11% 

Total 80% 100% 80% 90% 5% 16% 71% 60% 60% 22% 

The use of composition features in surface structure problems sometimes led 

participants to predict the reverse of the correct trend as in the following cases: 

 Oxygen is more electronegative than sulfur, and selenium is less 

electronegative than both of those. So water, H2S, and H2Se. (S1, B<A<C, 

task 1A).  

 The proximity of the hydroxide group to the chlorine is the only thing 

that‘s different really. It‘s the same length chain. In terms of acidity, I 

would vote [compound A] most acidic because the hydrogen is farthest 

away from the chlorine. It has the most freedom to bond with whatever it 

chooses. The chlorine is not obstructing its space.  (S17, C<B<A, task 2B)  
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 In all, thirteen cases (9.6%) were the reverse of the correct trend; eleven of these 

cases were for surface structure problems. Most of the eleven cases where participants 

predicted the reverse of the correct trend could be attributed to unreliable memories about 

the roles of periodicity, hybridization and the inductive effect on acid strength. A few 

cases, however, were due to incorrect or misapplied prior knowledge. 

OK we got a fluorine on [compound] A, hydrogen on [compound] B, and 

chlorine on [compound] C. We know that fluorine is more electronegative 

than the other two. Chlorine is obviously more electronegative than H3. 

Electronegativity means it has the ability to attract more electrons, which 

means it‘s going to be more basic. Least acidic is going to be the most 

electronegative.  (S4, A<C<B, task 5). 

 

They threw a fluorine in there again. But like I said, I don‘t know how 

much electronegativity has to do with acidity. [Compound] B just has the 

straight hydroxyl group on it, but [compound] C has the methyl attached 

to it which means it has more hydrogens. So, I‘m going to vote 

[compound] C as the most acidic. And then since [compound] A‘s got 

more hydrogens and has the fluorine, I‘m gonna vote it for the middle 

acidic. And [compound] B for the least [acidic].  (S17, B<A<C, task 6B).  

I‘m trying to think that maybe if something‘s, if the compound is a little 

more polar, it might hold on. I don‘t remember. I‘m trying to see how it 

would lose the H. Which one would be easier to lose the H on. Because if 

it‘s nonpolar then, well mostly nonpolar, I think it would have an easier 

time losing the H but I‘m not sure. I‘m just gonna go with that.  (S2, 

A<C<B, task 7).   

 Students who participated in the study commonly expressed associations between 

acid strength and the number of hydrogen atoms or electronegativity or polarity, though 

electronegativity and polarity were by far the most common associations employed to 

make decisions. In general, when any causal inferences about acid strength were 
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expressed, they were a basis to make predictions and frequently used to build 

explanations about the decisions. 

Despite being able to successfully use composition features to predict the correct 

trends in acid strength, many students‘ decisions were based on knowledge of at least one 

of the factors used: 

So, I am drawing the structure to see what the acidic proton is or where 

the acidic proton is leaving from. In the first one, it‘s attached to a 

carbon. In the second one, it‘s carbon again. Okay and it‘s still a carbon 

[for the third one]. So the only difference is the amount of chlorines 

attached to the acidic proton. I think it‘s the inductive effect, when there 

are more chlorine [atoms] there is more electrons drawn to the chlorine. 

So that means that when [the acidic proton] leaves, the negative charge 

[is] more stabilized, so that the original atom is more acidic. (S5, B<C<A, 

task 2A). 

 

OK, so I think this is going to go [from least acidic to most acidic] B, C, A 

because fluorine is more electronegative, so it‘s going to help with the 

delocalization and pull of electrons away from this acidic proton. Um, 

more than the chlorine will and a lot more than the hydrogen will. Um, it‘s 

a little far away. The effect may not be as drastic, but if I had to rank them 

that would be the order. (S13, B<C<A, task 5). 

 

Sometimes different pieces of prior knowledge were in conflict, and participants 

who exhibited more analytical reasoning were more likely to recognize this discrepancy.  

In the following case, S8 predicted the reverse of the correct trend for hydrogen sulfide 

(compound A), hydrogen selenide (compound B), and water (compound C): 

S8:  Water is not really acidic ever…and Se is bigger.  

Interviewer:  What do you mean ‗bigger‘?  

S8:  It‘s lower down on the periodic table. It‘s bigger in size.  
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Interviewer:  Do you mean atomic radius? Do you mean atomic weight?  

S8:  I mean radius. The actual molecule is bigger. The atomic weight is 

bigger, too….OK, so selenium is bigger and so it will hold onto the 

hydrogens more. So, it would probably give away hydrogens less. So, I 

think that [interrupted] 

Interviewer:  OK, so what about the size of the selenium makes you think 

that it will hold on to the hydrogens more than sulfur or oxygen?  

S8:  Honestly, I‘m either remembering completely right or completely 

wrong. It‘s really big—actually, I could be totally wrong. But it‘s really 

big, and so it has more molecular like weight—but it also has more 

electron shells. So maybe it‘s the other way around because the more 

shells there are the least it holds on. The less it holds on to things the 

further out it goes (B<A<C, task 1A) 

As in other cases in this study, S8 expressed a lot of correct prior knowledge. Her 

assumption about a larger central atom holding onto a hydrogen atom more than a smaller 

central atom is in contradiction with the prior knowledge she possess about larger 

electron shells. Despite recognizing this conflict, S8 chooses to trust her initial thought. 

S14, however, preferred to rely upon his prior knowledge of pKa values, rather than the 

hybridization of the acidic element, when asked to rank 1-propyne (compound A), n-

propane (compound B), and 1-propene (compound C) from least acidic to most acidic 

(task 1B).  

I‘m going to write out the hydrogens. So, most acidic means it‘d be most 

stable after losing the hydrogen bond. So, I would go with the triple bond 

just because—hold on, wait. Would I? Actually, I‘m not sure to be honest. 

Um, so I‘m thinking. I‘m trying to remember some of the pKa values we 

had to memorize in class. I remember that methyl had [a] pKa of around 

60, so which meant it was not acidic. I remember we had to learn 

ethylene, and it had—was much more acidic. Still comparatively to acids 

we use in lab, not that acidic, but much more so [than methyl]. And I‘m 

trying to remember the reasons why. But, for now I‘ll just go with the 
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triple bond, and then double bond, and then single bond based on what I 

remember.  (B<C<A) 

Participants, specifically those enrolled in the majors organic chemistry lecture or 

the honors organic chemistry lecture, often attempted to recall pKa values and use those 

to make their decisions. Using pKa values is how practicing organic chemists frequently 

determine acid strength, so it was encouraging to see first-semester organic chemistry 

students make this effort. However, because these students relied on memorizing pKa 

values in lecture, they were generally unable to reason through predicting trends in acid 

strength, especially for molecules on the instruments that were not on the pKa tables 

provided in lecture.  

Earlier, we saw how one participant, S8, wrestled with different fragments of 

prior knowledge about the electron configuration of the acidic element. In that case, she 

predicted the reverse of the correct trend. However, when more specific prior knowledge 

and analytical reasoning were required for deep structure problems (i.e., tasks three, four 

and seven; Figure 7.2), a similar conflict between fragments of prior knowledge resulted 

in several students predicting incorrect trends and the reverse of those commonly 

incorrect trends.  

Task four was intended to target students‘ recognition of both resonance and 

inductive effect as factors that affect acid strength. For 2,4-pentadione (compound A), 

acetone (compound B), and acetaldehyde (compound C) resonance was important to 

consider because it provided information as to which hydrogen in the molecules was 
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most acidic. First-semester students do not learn about enolate chemistry, so they do not 

have the prior knowledge necessary to recognize this important feature of the three 

molecules. However, the concepts of resonance and how to draw correct resonance 

structures were taught to these students in both semesters of general chemistry as well as 

weeks prior to participation in the study.  

 

Figure 7.2. Deep structure problems from both forms of the research instrument. The tasks above appeared 

individually on the laptop screen during the think aloud interviews conducted with first-semester organic 

chemistry students. Participants were asked to use the corresponding letters to rank these chemical 

substances from least acidic to most acidic.  

On task four, there were twenty valid cases. Nine of those cases (45%), including 

the only three cases with the correct trend in acid strength, predicted that the diketone 

was most acidic. The only other possible arrangement of the choices for which compound 
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A (i.e., 2,4-pentadione) could be the most acidic was the most frequent trend for task 

four, CBA. The diketone was predicted to be the most acidic compound for one or more 

of the following explicit or implicit reasons: resonance, inductive effect, or composition 

features. Below are two examples of students relying on composition features to make 

their predictions about acid strength. 

This one, [compound B] is a ketone, and then [compound] C, it‘s an 

aldehyde. Um, I think that [compound A] is gonna be the most acidic just 

because, again, there are two oxygens on there… (S18, B<C<A) 

I was going to say that [compounds] B and C were the same. But there‘s 

an H on [compound] C, and then I‘m thinking that [compound] B and 

[compound] C—oh, and I guess [compound] A, are all functional groups. 

I don‘t know really know the association of the acidity with the functional 

groups. I don‘t know how that‘s gonna help. I think [compound] C is an 

aldehyde. Okay, I‘m gonna say [compound] C is the least acidic because 

it‘s different than [compounds] A and B. [Compound] A is basically 

doubled, so maybe [compound] A is the most acidic? (S9, C<B<A) 

S18 chose 2,4-pentadione as most acidic because ―there are two oxygens on there‖ while 

S9 asserted that the molecule was ―basically doubled‖ compared to acetone. S20, on the 

other hand, is a case that illustrates the use of resonance, inductive effect and composition 

features as she predicts the trend in acid strength for task 4:  

Interviewer: So what are you looking at? 

S20: I‘m looking at the different structures. And I‘m seeing—I think that 

[compound] C is probably gonna be the most acidic because having a 

hydrogen there I think would make it more acidic. I know that with this, 

you don‘t have a hydrogen—yea you do have hydrogens. Hold on. Okay, 

now I see. When that notation is, it‘s like there‘s [compound] C but 

there‘s actually like a carbon here and a carbon here and the oxygen. So, 

it‘s actually just a central bond. Okay, um, I‘m guessing here, but I‘m 

guessing that [compound A] would probably be the most acidic for the 

reason that it seems like because of all that like complexity you might be 
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able to get the same sort of stabilization but I‘m not, I haven‘t really 

worked out the resonance forms for that yet. If there are any. I‘m not 

really sure that there are, but it seems like having a more complicated 

molecule might do something. 

Interviewer: So, you can draw it out if you need to. 

S20: Yea, well I‘m just gonna look at this ‘cause to me it doesn‘t—first off 

the fact that they all got oxygen attached to ‘em. I was looking at that in 

terms of the electronegativity and the electron pull. But they‘ve all got 

oxygen one carbon away. So, that‘s not even different. 

Interviewer: [as she begins to draw something.] So, you‘re gonna draw 

out [interrupted] 

S20: Yea. So, if I say take a hydrogen off here [talks to herself as she 

draws]. 

Interviewer: So, sort of describe what you‘re doing. So, you‘re taking a 

hydrogen off carbon one on [compound A]. 

S20: Yep. So, that‘s gonna bond somehow to the hydrogen. The bond‘s 

gonna pop over here because you‘ve got two little electrons. Okay so now 

that I‘ve got those two free electrons. Yea, that certainly has extra 

resonance forms. So, yea that‘s gonna be—‘cause I can put that up there 

on the oxygen. With that where you take the hydrogen, yea, I just don‘t see 

that doing anything ‘cause yea, [compound] C, I don‘t think is gonna be 

very acidic. My guess is still that [compound A] still gonna be more acidic 

because (a) it has more complex, and (b) it also seems to be like more 

places you can pull hydrogens off of. But that doesn‘t always do anything 

though ‘cause if after the first hydrogen goes, a lot of the times there‘s 

really no chance of any other hydrogens because it‘s become so basic. 

Because [compounds] A and B both seem to have, you know, sort of 

similar what do you call it? If you took ‘em off here—Yea, so [compound 

A] gonna be the most acidic because if you take one off of it, you‘ve got 

even more oxygens. You‘ve got like two different oxygens depending which 

oxygen you stick stuff on. You know you can change the resonance over to 

the oxygen on the left or the oxygen on the right. (C<B<A) 

In task four, S20 initially considered the aldehyde hydrogen as the acidic proton 

and the complexity of the diketone. Explicit cues in the representations (i.e., the 
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additional carbons of the diketone and the aldehyde hydrogen) were salient to her. S20 

noted that ―they‘ve all got oxygen one carbon away‖ while she failed to consider the 

effect of an additional carbonyl on ―the electronegativity and electron pull‖; the 

underlying chemical principles of electronegativity and polarity were not further 

explored. Eventually, S20 considered resonance stabilization as a possible way to predict 

a trend that was acceptable to her. While she used inductive effect and resonance to make 

decisions for previous prediction tasks, S20 and other students who successfully factored 

in inductive effect and resonance in other prediction tasks were unable to do so for deep 

surface problems.   

Unlike S20, nine cases (45%) did rank the aldehyde as the most acidic compound 

in question four. In all but one case, where the participant considered only that the 

number of carbon atoms affected acid strength, the aldehyde hydrogen was incorrectly 

recognized as the acidic proton and used to predict that acetaldehyde was the most acidic 

compound. Of the remaining eight cases, one participant tried to use hybridization to 

make his decision. 

I think the CH [of acetaldehyde] would probably be more acidic than on 

any of the CH3s of CH2s because it‘s got a bigger, wait. That wouldn‘t 

make sense. The CH would be more acidic than the CH3s or the CH2s on 

[compound] A because it‘s go a, wait no. It‘s got sp
2
 hybridized which 

means it has more s-character than the other ones except for [compound] 

A. Wait, no. [Compound] A is also sp
3
.OK, so [compound] C is more 

acidic because it‘s got the sp
2
 hybridized carbon attached to the hydrogen. 

(S7, A<B<C).  
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Six of the participants either used polarity or resonance to explain their decision to rank 

acetaldehyde as the most acidic as in the following cases: 

So I want to say like, I don‘t know, because the electronegativity…of 

hydrogen really doesn‘t have much. So, it‘s gonna be pretty 

polarized….the electrons between the carbon and the hydrogen are gonna 

go more towards the carbon, and then the oxygen‘s gonna, you know. It 

just seems it‘s gonna get pulled [up]. And then, uh, [compound] C would 

be most acidic… (S10, B<A<C) 

We‘ve got an aldehyde, a ketone, um. So, I‘m thinking [compound] C is 

going to be the most acidic because they hydrogen is closest to the 

carbonyl group. And that‘ll provide some sort of resonance stability. (S13, 

B<A<C).  

In general, to make decisions about how to rank the three carbonyl compounds in 

task four, several participants did consider inductive effect and resonance effect. 

However, students did not have a deep understanding of these underlying chemical 

principles; a deep understanding likely would have led to correct decisions. As the 

number of factors of acid strength that students perceived as being necessary to pay 

attention to increased, the outcome usually resulted in exposing misconceptions first-

semester organic chemistry students held about acidity. Because the study of 

misconceptions about acidity and acid strength was not our focus, we cannot say whether 

students came to the study with these misconceptions or if somehow the misconceptions 

were created by participation in the study.   

Despite the misconceptions expressed during the ranking of 2,4-pentadione, 

acetone, and acetaldehyde in task four, this particular question had the most cases (N = 

12) where one of the items was placed correctly, excluding three correct trends. In 
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addition to the six cases where 2,4-pentadione was predicted to be the most acidic, five 

participants placed the ketone correctly and one student placed the aldehyde correctly. It 

is important to note, however, that none of these additional cases offered a scientifically 

correct reason for their correct placements. As with most of the other cases in task four 

where at least one item was correctly placed, implicit prior knowledge (i.e., assumptions) 

was more likely to be used to make predictions than explicit prior knowledge. Similar 

predispositions to assumptions were seen in the other deep structure problems as well.  

Conclusions 

When we ask students to answer chemistry questions, they use the specific 

question and its context to frame an approach. In our case, first-semester organic 

chemistry students relied upon cues from the questions on our research instruments to 

elicit and/or generate assumptions, prior knowledge and mental models. Four tasks 

provided a better opportunity for the participants to use composition features because the 

questions could be framed to focus attention on one feature (e.g., number of chlorines) in 

order to make a prediction. It was not surprising, then, that every single student was able 

to predict the correct trend or the reverse of the correct trend for at least one of these 

surface structure problems (i.e., questions one, two, five and six). Most students (85%) 

were able to predict correct trends or the reverse of the correct trends for three or four of 

the surface structure problems. In contrast, the remaining three tasks required students to 

have correct prior knowledge and know how to apply the information to predict the 

correct trend for a scientifically acceptable reason. Consequently, only five students 
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predicted the correct trend for problems with deep structure. The dichotomy of question 

types was unintentional in the design of the research instruments; nevertheless, the 

findings have improved our understanding of how critical problem representation is in 

assessing students‘ conceptual understanding.  

Implications 

Understanding how the structures of the chemical substances on our instrument 

helped first-semester organic chemistry students frame the task has important 

implications for both educational research as well as organic chemistry curricula. 

Findings from this study show that items on the research instruments could be classified 

into two categories: surface structure problems and deep structure problems. As a result, 

some ranking tasks that are commonly found in undergraduate organic chemistry 

textbooks may have limited validity if asked on an assessment without an opportunity to 

explain the reasoning leading to the decisions. For example, task five was designed to 

elicit students‘ understanding about the role of both resonance and inductive effect on 

acid strength. However, only a handful of students considered that resonance would help 

stabilize the conjugate base even though inductive effect was probably the dominant 

factor in that question. Students simply used prior knowledge about electronegativities or 

atomic radii of fluorine, chlorine and hydrogen, which were the only differences in the 

representations of the three carboxylic acids in task five.  

A logical means to modify the problems is to increase the complexity somehow. 

Unfortunately, we cannot simply do this. As the number of features students perceived 
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that they had to pay attention to increased, they simply used assumptions and heuristics to 

reduce the complexity of the task.  For these deep structure problems, we did observe 

high accuracy (53–63%) for correct placement of one item. The ability to predict the 

correct trend was greatly reduced, however. More importantly, the ability to identify how 

the underlying concept (i.e., resonance or inductive effect) affected acid strength was 

diminished. One way to increase complexity and improve recognition of factors that 

affect acid strength is to provide students with more occasions for assessment and 

feedback of their own understanding. 

Organic courses are traditionally lecture-based with very little — if any —

opportunities for students to make sense of all the reactions and mechanisms they are 

learning. Questions posed in class often are rhetorical. We need to provide ways for 

students to engage with the material in class because many of them are not doing a good 

job on their own. According to Doyle (1983), by teaching organic chemistry as a series 

loosely connected reactions and mechanisms, students interpret this as how organic 

chemistry is ―done‖. Therefore, in order to improve conceptual understanding, students 

need to master organic chemistry in a similar way to experts in the field.  
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CHAPTER 8: CONCLUSIONS, IMPLICATIONS, AND FUTURE WORK 

Summary of Results 

We have described our theoretical framework which is grounded in theory and 

shown how it can be used to describe students thinking and reasoning about acids and 

acid strength. We found that organic chemistry students enrolled in the first semester of 

the course relied on four models of acids to make predictions and build explanation when 

ranking sets of compounds. A number of students shifted from one model to another or 

transitioned between models depending on whether they were predicting, explaining or 

justifying trends in acid strength. Two students also expressed dual models of acids 

where they thought of acids as both proton donors and electron acceptors.  

We identified three types of heuristics that students predominately employed 

during decision-making. The heuristics were domain-general, though the resonance effect 

heuristic was domain-specific. Saliency triggered the heuristics in different ways 

depending on the cues to which individuals were attentive. Five prediction tasks elicited 

heuristics in a top-down manner because students‘ prior knowledge directed their 

attention toward atoms or functional groups most salient to them. On the other hand, two 

prediction tasks triggered shortcut reasoning by a bottom-up mechanism; there was one 

substance that was perceptually different from the other substances in each of these tasks.   

As a result of an emergent finding, we categorized the prediction tasks as either 

surface structure or deep structure. Surface structure problem representation facilitated 

participants‘ intuitive reasoning strategies and led to the prediction of correct trends in 
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acid strength or the reverse of those correct trends. The nature of these four tasks did not 

require deep or meaningful conceptual understanding of the underlying principles for 

students to make accurate predictions. In contrast, the correct trends for deep structure 

problems were not easily predicted using heuristic reasoning. Without understanding the 

mechanisms of inductive effect and resonance on acid strength, few students were able to 

make accurate predictions for deep structure tasks. Heuristics biased students‘ abilities to 

identify or apply the factors of acid strength necessary to make accurate decisions.  

Cognitive Resources: Guiding Students‘ Reasoning 

One goal of this dissertation research was to identify or characterize cognitive 

resources, those units of knowledge necessary to learn, that first-semester organic 

chemistry students used to make decisions about acid strength. Prior knowledge, 

assumptions, mental models and heuristics were routinely employed by participants as 

they predicted, explained and justified trends in acid strength. Students‘ prior knowledge 

was mostly derived from formal education in chemistry rather than intuitive knowledge; 

in general, this prior knowledge was correct and facilitated thinking and reasoning during 

the task. Gaps in prior knowledge, insufficient prior knowledge and assumptions about 

how their knowledge was related to acid strength frequently constrained students as they 

made decisions. The inability to apply their knowledge consistently, or in ways consistent 

with a scientific model of acid strength, coupled with heuristic reasoning biased students 

and also constrained their decision making. The result was that students predicted correct 
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trends about 40% of the time; in only a few instances, students were able to explain their 

correct answers in scientifically acceptable ways.  

While students held a number of common assumptions, including that carbon 

acids were not acidic, perhaps the most prevalent assumption was to associate polarity 

with acid strength. Eighteen students considered polarity a factor that affects acid 

strength, and sixteen of them actually used it to make predictions. Such assumptions were 

often the basis for the heuristics we observed being employed during our prediction tasks. 

For example, consider two cases for task 7 where we illustrate the relationship between 

students‘ mental models of acids and acid strength and their use of heuristics to rank 

acids from least acidic to most acids.  

S5 and S18 both predicted the following trend in acid strength for task 7 (Figure 

3.1): phenol (C) < p-methylphenol (B) < p-nitrophenol (A). Both students also used a 

reduction heuristic and a lexicographic heuristic. Recall that students employ a reduction 

heuristic to eliminate the same features as information to process. In task 7, the phenol —

a benzene with a hydroxyl group (–OH) — is essentially ignored. A lexicographic 

heuristic allows students to make a decision about the ranking order: by selecting what 

they perceive is the most important feature of the molecules, students predict a trend in 

acid strength. 

S5, who expressed Mental Model C, considers acids as proton donors. 

Accordingly, she identifies the acidic proton for each compound in the phenol series: 
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For this one, the acidic proton is attached to an oxygen in all the cases. 

The only difference is the substituent on the ring. 

 

Because all three compounds have the same acidic element, an oxygen atom, S5 

employs a reduction heuristic to simplify the task of making a decision. Now she uses the 

differences to rank the phenols. The assumption from her mental model — that strong 

acids have stable conjugate bases — guides her reasoning, and she employs a 

lexicographic heuristic as illustrated below: 

And since there is an oxygen on the substituent on A, it would prefer to 

have the negative charge because it‘s more electronegative, so it would be 

more stable as a conjugate base. So, that would be the most acidic. And 

then for B, the carbon doesn‘t want to have a negative charge. It is more 

area to disperse the negative charge [than the H on C], so it‘s more stable 

as a conjugate base. So B would be the middle one. And C is just attached 

to a benzene ring, so it‘s the least acidic. 

 

To rank p-nitrophenol (A) as most acidic, S5 identifies the electronegativity of an 

oxygen atom in the nitro group (–NO2) as making the conjugate base more stable than the 

conjugate bases of the other two compounds. While she does not mention resonance in 

this case, presumably, the negative charge can be on the substituent because the lone pair 

electrons can delocalize through the conjugated benzene and nitro group.  

When choosing between two less electronegative substituents, the methyl group 

(–CH3) on B and the hydrogen atom on C, the feature that becomes important is the 

relative size of each substituent. For S5, having more area to disperse the negative charge 

increases the stability of the conjugate base. Claiming that a resonance structure exists 

where the lone pair electrons are found on the carbon is a good example of students not 
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fully understanding how to draw/visualize resonance structures for molecules in solution. 

Regardless, Mental Model C was functional for S5 in completing task 7. She used her 

prior knowledge, including assumptions, to employ a lexicographic heuristic, in this case 

a more A-more B instantiation of the lexicographic heuristic.  

Like S5, S18 also predicted that phenol (C) was least acidic and p-nitrophenol (A) 

was most acidic using a reduction heuristic and a lexicographic heuristic. However, 

because S18 constructed a different mental model during the prediction task than S5, her 

understanding of acid strength was different. Expressing Mental Model A, S18 acids as 

proton donors or electron acceptors was not functional for her. She did not identify any 

acidic protons, but she did employ a reduction heuristic in a similar way to S5: 

I think B is the most acidic. Again, it‘s the most electronegative, er, the 

only difference between the three is that [B] has a methyl group (–CH3) 

and then A has the NO2 and C just has hydrogen. So, I think that [A] 

would be the most acidic because that‘ the most electronegative out of the 

three differences. 

By eliminating the phenol group as information to process, S18 quickly made a 

decision about her trend in acid strength for task 7. She also employs the lexicographic 

heuristic by choosing electronegativity of the atom in the substituent that is connected to 

the benzene ring, i.e., the nitrogen, carbon and hydrogen atoms. Prior knowledge in her 

mental model about the periodic trend of electronegativity quickly provided accessible 

information for S18 to rank the compounds.  

During the prediction task, S18 demonstrated a lack of understanding for the 

mechanism of acid behavior. While she used electronegativity or polarity as the basis for 
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all seven of her predictions, she did not explain why the implicit chemical features should 

be used to determine relative acid strength. In the explanation task, S18 shifted from 

Mental Model A to Mental Model B as described in Chapter 4 when she expressed that as 

a proton donor, polarity made it ―easier for the hydrogen to leave.‖ 

Many examples from our data offer evidence that students‘ mental models were 

the source of information that allowed students to employ heuristics to make decisions. 

So, despite S5 and S18 making the same prediction and using the same heuristics, albeit 

slightly differently, by considering the mental models for each student, we have a better 

understanding of how students understand acids and acid strength. The relationship 

between what students think (mental models) and how students reason (heuristics) was 

complex, mostly due to saliency of features present in the individual predictions tasks as 

well as the problem representation of those tasks. Similar complex interactions between 

cognitive resources were observed for each student who participated in the research 

project. 

Implications  

Findings from this dissertation research have a number of implications for 

chemistry education. The framework we developed to model students‘ thinking and 

reasoning is a useful methodological tool. It offers predictive and explanatory power to 

account for many of the observations and findings from the literature, including research 

from our group. Qualitative research methods allowed us to investigate the processes by 

which our population of interest generated new knowledge about chemistry when asked 
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to perform qualitative tasks, such as classification and explanations. In the present study, 

we found that students had a diverse set of prior knowledge and assumptions about acids 

and acid strength. The ranking task provided students with an opportunity to use implicit 

and explicit cognitive resources to predict, to explain and to justify trends in acid 

strength. The constant feedback-feedforward interactions of the cognitive resources that 

were observed, at least to the extent possible within the parameters of our study, provides 

insight into the challenges that chemistry education stakeholders face in effectively 

teaching/learning concepts in ways that elicit cognitive resources to facilitate thinking 

and reasoning rather than to constrain them.  

Stakeholders 

Chemical Education Researchers 

As this research project has shown, we need more qualitative research studies of 

college chemistry students‘ conceptual understanding, their thinking, and their reasoning. 

Considering that a significant number of non-chemistry majors enroll in organic 

chemistry in the United States as part of their degree programs, efforts must begin to 

investigate this population if we are to decrease attrition and improve instruction and 

learning in organic chemistry.  

Our research provides evidence that the origins of alternative conceptions in 

chemistry result from complex interactions of cognitive resources. For the organic 

chemistry students who participated in this research, prior knowledge was generally 
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correct; however, the assumptions, which are analogous to presuppositions and 

phenomenological primatives (p-prims), seemed to be where our participants‘ thinking 

and reasoning became constrained. The assumptions fed into heuristic reasoning, that 

when not mediated and processed analytically, resulted in systematic biases entering the 

feedback-feedforward loop and propagating. In some cases, saliency of cues caused a 

change in the core assumptions that were used to make predictions about acid strength; 

the result was students shifting from one mental model to another. With a better 

understanding of the origins of alternative conceptions, chemical education researchers 

can now design experiments to better elucidate the complex interactions observed in this 

research project.    

Another implication of this project is that we believe we may have identified key 

components of a learning progression for students‘ understanding of acids and acid 

strength (Duncan, Rogat & Yarden, 2009; Talanquer, 2009b). Learning progressions 

occur within and across grade levels, and they represent pathways learners take to deepen 

their understanding of concepts and ideas (Smith, Wiser, Anderson & Krajcik, 2006). 

Mental Model A is very similar to what Lin and Chiu (2007) refer to as the character-

symbol model of acids. Students were observed using atoms or functional groups to 

assign acid-base characteristics to substances; the categorization guided decision making. 

Similarly, transitional students‘ expressed mental models had some commonalities with 

the mental model of acids expressed by graduate organic chemistry students 

(Bhattacharyya, 2006). Students predominately relied on the polarization of the acidic H–
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A bond, but sometimes also used inductive effect and resonance effect to make decisions 

about the stabilities of the conjugate base. Like the graduate students, our undergraduate 

participants had difficulty explaining the mechanism of these chemical principles.  

Mental models C and D extend beyond what has been reported in the literature. 

Model C reveals that students understand acids to be proton donors and that acid strength 

is determined by mostly electronic intrinsic properties of the acid and the conjugate base. 

Model D illustrates that students can functionally reason using two scientific models of 

acids, although not yet appropriately. More research needs to be completed to refine 

levels of understanding for mental models between Model A and Model C, as well as to 

determine if there are first-semester organic chemistry students who can correctly apply 

the Lewis model of acids. Unlike Models A, C and Transitional, students‘ performances 

within the other expressed mental models had much larger variability (SD = 10 vs. SD = 

21), which was the result of the different ways in which students‘ cognitive resources 

interacted during the prediction tasks; this variance means that we cannot claim to have 

developed a learning progression for acids and acid strength, only key components. 

Chemistry Practitioners  

Students enter organic chemistry classrooms with both intuitive knowledge and 

formal knowledge about acids and acid strength. Because students need to have a deep 

conceptual understanding of acid strength to understand other concepts like the 

relationship between nucleophilicity and basicity, it is imperative for instructors to know 

what their students know and how the students rely on that knowledge to learn new 
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material and apply it appropriately. With knowledge of how students think and reason 

about key concepts, instructors have some necessary tools to teach more effectively. 

According to findings reported in this dissertation, first-semester organic 

chemistry students have developed a limited set of mental models that they use to make 

decisions about acid strength. It is these mental models that are likely employed to decide 

which sites are most reactive when they think about reaction mechanisms. While the 

easiest approach may be to hammer into their heads Mental Model C, it is important for 

students to be guided towards this model (Micari & Light, 2009). Mental models that are 

generated from correct prior knowledge and assumptions are expected to improve 

understanding of acids and acid strength. However, it is also necessary to foster students‘ 

ability to monitor their own reasoning so that heuristics triggered are evaluated 

analytically to mitigate any biases from automatic and intuitive reasoning processes.  

Another implication of this research is that assessment tasks be intentionally 

designed and the results evaluated to ensure that students‘ understanding of concepts is 

assessed rather than their ability to reason heuristically. For example, surface feature 

tasks like task five enabled students to identify differences such as the electronegativity 

of the substituent to make inferences about relative acid strength. While such a strategy 

was appropriate, task five was designed to probe students‘ understanding of inductive 

effect and resonance. In general, for surface structure problems, we learned very little 

about students‘ understanding of the inductive effect and resonance, two factors that 

affect acid strength that were integrated into the design of the research instruments. The 
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majority of students did not use these factors to make decisions, and many of those who 

did use them had difficulty articulating deep understanding of their effect on acid 

strength.  

To address the constraints that cognitive resources pose on organic chemistry 

students‘ decision making about acid strength, there are a number of suggestions. First, 

acids and acid strength can be taught in more depth in general chemistry. In addition to 

teaching acid-base equilibria, students must be better prepared to understand the 

limitations the Arrhenius model poses for organic chemistry, where aqueous solvents are 

rarely used in chemical reactions. Second, acidity must be explicitly laid out for students 

in the first semester of organic chemistry. Students in our study had the requisite 

knowledge to be successful during the tasks; however, a great obstacle for most of them 

seemed to be applying the knowledge in meaningful ways. Through the remainder of the 

curriculum, we must model how to integrate acidity with other key concepts. Third, in 

addition to modeling how experts integrate acidity with other key concepts, it is 

imperative that we provide students with more opportunities to engage with the organic 

chemistry, both in the lecture hall and outside of it. Discussion sections can become more 

student-centered where they work in small groups on problems that require multiple 

inferences and decisions be made. Alternatively, supplemental instruction courses or 

peer-lead team learning workshops may be integrated into the curriculum to facilitate 

more meaningful approaches to learning.  

Students 
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While we did not test our participants‘ formal reasoning abilities using a 

standardized instrument such as the Group Assessment of Logical Thinking (GALT), it is 

evident from the transcripts that many students were deficient in their abilities to self-

generate explanations for decision they made. Recognizing that thinking aloud can pose 

challenges to students‘ reasoning abilities, it is likely that in learning chemistry, students 

who take the time to make meaning of the material will also tend to perform better as 

measured by formal assessments. As mentioned earlier, students need reasonably 

structured opportunities to engage with organic chemistry. Given limited teaching and 

funding resources in many departments, students need to create or find opportunities for 

themselves to improve their understanding of organic chemistry. Study groups, 

educational software, and the internet are all excellent resources that provide alternative 

explanations to what is provided by instructors. Of course, these resources can also pose 

barriers to learning, but most students‘ current learning strategies are ineffective.  

Besides creating or finding opportunities to improve their content knowledge, 

students must also practice becoming aware of and regulating their own knowledge. We 

have seen from this study and others (Taber, 2009; Meyers & Talanquer, 2010) that tasks 

direct attention toward salient cues and trigger a very limited set of heuristics. Working 

on more problems that integrate many concepts is necessary to regulate what cognitive 

resources are engaged and employed. But students need structured guidance in this area 

because many only practice easier problems then proclaim that they ―get it‖ (Micari & 

Light, 2009).  
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Education Policy 

Characterizing first-semester organic chemistry students‘ cognitive resources 

pertaining to acids and acid strength is only a small piece of a larger and much more 

complex puzzle. Chemical education researchers, instructors and students all have a 

responsibility in improving the experience of learning organic chemistry. While the 

subject will remain rigorous, we can improve the effectiveness of teaching and learning 

all the concepts that enrich it. Few undergraduates take organic chemistry for fun; the 

course is necessary for degree programs and future career endeavors. Key chemistry 

concepts necessary for organic chemistry must be identified; they should be addressed as 

early as possible in secondary education curriculum and reinforced through instruction 

and application to better prepare students to think about more complex chemistry 

problems encountered in organic chemistry. 

Faculty and staff who specialize in chemical education should be consulted to 

offer suggestions and to design curriculum that leverages the expertise of practitioners 

and the body of literature that documents empirical evidence of how students learn 

chemistry. Supplemental instruction courses and collaborative group learning have been 

shown to improve learning outcomes; departments should invest in such resources and 

seek institutional, state and federal funding to do so. Considering the number of students 

who enroll in organic chemistry, developing an effective, student-centered program may 

improve a number of education goals: retaining students from first semester to second 

semester; reducing the number of DEWs (drops, fails, withdrawls) in the second 
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semester; recruiting chemistry majors; and increasing the number of students gaining 

admission to competitive graduate and professional programs, which in turn can increase 

enrollment at the University.  

Future Work 

Findings from this dissertation work can serve as the basis for numerous future 

studies. One study of interest is to investigate how prevalent the observed mental models 

are among a larger population of organic chemistry students. The time-intensity required 

to interview participants, transcribe interviews and analyze the data makes an extended 

qualitative study challenging. Since we are interested in how many students employ 

models of acids and acid strength we characterized, an alternative is to use results from 

the current project and develop diagnostic instruments. These instruments must be 

validated to gather quantitative information, however. While such a study will also take 

time, data collection and processing can be streamlined once instruments are validated. 

Furthermore, the instruments can be integrated into teaching and learning by providing 

practitioners and students with validated assessment questions. In this way, both groups 

can monitor students‘ learning progress about acids and acid strength. 

Research suggests that improving students‘ conceptual understanding of acid 

strength may improve their abilities to propose reasonable reaction mechanisms (Pribyl & 

Bodner, 1987; Bowen & Bodner, 1991; Bhattacharyya & Bodner, 2005; Anderson & 

Bodner, 2008; Ferguson & Bodner, 2008; Anderson, 2009). Taking what we have learned 

by characterizing cognitive resources students employed to make decisions about acid 
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strength, future work will investigate the extent to which targeted intervention of a lesson 

on factors that affect acid strength influences students‘ performance on proposing 

reaction mechanisms involving Brønsted-Lowry acids and bases.  

Lastly, it has also been reported that students‘ conceptions of bases and base 

strength are much more limited than those of acids and acid strength (Ross & Munby, 

1991; Cros, Maurin, Amouroux, Chastrette, Leber & Fayol, 1986; Cros, Chastrette & 

Fayol, 1988). Since many organic chemistry reactions involve Lewis acids and Lewis 

bases, which behave as nucleophiles and electrophiles, investigating how students rank 

Lewis bases would certainly be a relevant and informative study to complement the 

current study of Brønsted-Lowry acids.  
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APPENDIX A:  INSTITUTIONAL REVIEW BOARD APPROVAL MATERIALS 

A.1 APPROVAL LETTER  
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A.2: CONTINUING REVIEW FORMS 
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 A.3: PROGRAM PARTICIPANT CONSENT FORM 
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APPENDIX B: INTERVIEW PROTOCOL 

Organic Chemistry Students‘ Understanding and Explanations of pKa: a study of 

heuristics 

 

Interview Protocol 

 

1. Go over consent form and have participant sign it. 

 

2. Complete the rank-order task. The task begins with an explanation of the sequence of 

events and instructions to complete the task. Have the students talk out loud as they 

complete the prediction tasks and probe (without leading) as necessary to gain better 

clarity of their explanations and reasoning.  

 

3. Begin the semi-structured interview. 

 

The interview has three parts: (1) explain the given trend in acid strength for task eight, 

(2) justify the trends predicted for tasks three, six and seven, and (3) discussion about 

their perception of the importance of pKa and acidity in organic chemistry. 

  

1) The following question will be asked for the explanation tasks: 

 

a) Please explain the given trend in acid strength 

 

2) The following question will be asked for the justification tasks: 

 

a) Why did you say [insert participant‘s answer] had the lowest acidity? 

 

3) How important do you feel pKa and acidity are in organic chemistry? Why do you 

say this? (If not mentioned by the student, probe about teacher‘s role in their 

importance of pKa.) 
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APPENDIX C: INTERVIEW ANSWER SHEET 

Organic Chemistry Students‘ Understanding and Explanations of pKa: a study of 

heuristics  

 

Answer Sheet 

 

 

ID: ____________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 
Least Acidic 

 
Intermediately Acidic Most Acidic 

 
1. 
 

  

 
2. 
 

  

 
3. 
 

  

 
4. 
 

  

 
5. 
 

  

 
6. 
 

  

 
7. 
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APPENDIX D: EXAMPLE INTERVIEW TRANSCRIPTS OF MENTAL MODELS A 

AND C 

D.1 TRANSCRIPT OF MENTAL MODEL A, S11 

Transcript for S11—Form 2 
 
Course:  Honors 
Research Experience:  None 
Career goals:  Medical school 
 
[1] The most acidic is probably A because the pKa value is the least. It‟s like 44. 
That one is 16, and that one is like 25. No that‟s 25 and that‟s 44. So, that‟s the 
most acidic. 
 
Me: Where are remember these pKas from? 
 
Class. 
 
Me: Organic class? 
 
Uh huh.  
 
[2] They almost look the same. No, they‟re not the same. Oh, I‟m trying to think 
which would have the most resonance structures. Because that would give you 
the most acidic. I think C would be t he least acidic. I think; I‟m not quite sure. 
So, I put C. And the most acidic would be A. 
 
Me: So what are you looking at? 
 
How far the Cl is. It could be the opposite way. I don‟t know. 
 
Me: So you think distance matters, but you‟re not sure in which way? 
 
Yes. 
 
[3] That‟s a carboxylic acid. And that‟s a phenol. I know phenol is more acidic. 
 
Me: More acidic than a carboxylic acid? 
 
I‟m not quite sure. I know that‟s 4 [points to C], and that‟s [points to B] probably 
like 10 in pKa. I don‟t know what that [points to A] is. I‟ll just put that as the least.  
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[4] I‟m thinking of the pull or whatever. 
 
Me: The pull of what? 
 
The dipole moment or something. Those seem evenly balanced. They‟re all going 
up. So, I think that might be more than that. I still think it‟s more stable.  
 
Me: So even though something has more than one dipole, stability matters to 
you? 
 
Muh huh. 
 
Me: Stability of what? 
 
The compound. 
 
Me: Of the compound itself? 
 
Yea.  
 
[5] Cl is greater than H. 
 
Me: Greater in what way? 
 
Size. 
 
Me: Atomic radii? 
 
Yea. And F is greater than H again. So, it increases polarity. So, I would think that 
C would be the most.  
 
[6] I don‟t know much about these. 
 
Me: When you say you don‟t know much, do you mean you don‟t remember 
seeing these on your pKa table? 
 
Yes. I don‟t know. I‟ll just guess. I guessed A is the least. I don‟t know why.  
 
[7] I think B is the most acidic because I‟ve seen trinitrotoluene. It sorta looks 
like, it only has one this time. And it‟s greater in pKa than that. So, I think BAC.  
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[8] So this is probably going to decrease in pKa because S has a greater pull, er 
because it‟s bigger, and it creates a bigger dipole moment towards it. 
 
Me: When you mean bigger, are you talking about mass? 
 
Mass. Weight. Not weight, radius. 
 
Me: So sulfur has a bigger radius and has a larger dipole pulling towards it, so it 
has a smaller pKa? 
 
Yes. And then once you increase the amount of carbons and you add double 
bonds and the carbonyl, then you increase the amount of resonance structures, 
you can move the bonds around. 
Me: OK, so why does resonance matter for acidity? 
 
Um. 
 
Me: Does more resonance mean lower pKa? 
 
Yea. 
 
Me: So it means something is more acidic or less acidic? 
 
More acidic. 
 
Me: So the more acidic, the more resonance structures it has? 
 
Yea. 
 
Me: OK, so what about this last one [referring to the carboxylic acid]. 
 
Maybe it just has to do with the oxygens are closer to each other so they‟re more 
repelling. 
 
Me: Repelling. What do you mean by repelling? 
 
The dipole moment of this one is going straight up [referring to carbonyl] and 
this one is pulling down, so this is a stronger dipole rather than [mumbles]. 
 
Me: So a stronger dipole matters more than the number of resonance structures? 
 
I don‟t know. Probably. 
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Me: Do you say probably because of the results here? 
 
Yea. 
 
Me: Would that be what you would have predicted based on your understanding 
of pKa and acidity? [shakes head no]. Would you have thought that [the 
carboxylic acid] was more or less acidic than, uh, the compound with the double 
bond. 
 
Probably this would be more. 
 
Me: Because it has more resonance structures. 
 
They would both have more resonance structures, but I just don‟t know. 
 
Me: This one [pointing to the carboxylic acid] could have more resonance 
structures? 
 
Maybe.  
 
Me: For number three, you chose A as being the least acidic, followed by B, and C 
is the most acidic. So, I remember you guess on A, but going back and looking on 
this, can you explain your trend? 
 
Well, I thought that B was about 10 in pKa. And that carboxylic acid, I thought 
that was like pKa of 4 [mumbles] 5. So, that‟s why I picked this as the most, this 
in the middle, guessed on that one.  
 
Me: So you looked at the structures only as much as to put them on the pKa table. 
 
Muh huh. And then this one with the dipole [mumbles].  
 
Me: So you didn‟t know if it would be more or less acidic than C, so you put it as 
least acidic? 
 
Muh huh. 
 
Me: For number six, you chose A followed by C and B. And you said you guess on 
this one. OK, looking at it now, can you explain maybe why you chose A, C, and 
B? 
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Not really.  
 
Me: OK, so why did you pick B as the most acidic? 
 
Sorry. 
 
Me: For number seven, you chose C, followed by A, and then B. So explain to me 
again why you think C is the least acidic and B is the most acidic? 
 
That‟s the least acidic because I thought that was like the pKa of 10 that was 
about. I don‟t know, if it was trinitrotoluene, which I‟ve seen before, which is like 
point something. Something small. Smaller than that.  
 
Me: So because the nitro group is there, you thought it would be more acidic than 
C? 
 
Muh huh.  
 
Me: So how did you pick A as being in the middle? 
 
I thought it was more than this. I didn‟t know why. 
 
Me: You didn‟t know why, you just knew it was more than C but less than B?  
That‟s what I thought. 
 
Me: So like process of elimination type of thing? 
 
Yes.  
 
Me: How important do you feel pKa and acidity are in organic chemistry, and 
why? 
 
I guess it‟s important. 
 
Me: You guess they‟re important? Why do you guess they‟re important? 
 
Cuz the teacher says and he‟ll put „em on every single test. 
 
Me: So, showing up on a test matters to you? 
 
Muh huh. And I guess well resonance is a huge thing in ochem. 
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Me: Huge because it‟s covered a lot or huge because [interrupted] 
 
Yes. 
 
Me: …it matters? 
 
It matters.  
 
Me: Why does it matter? 
 
It affects reactions you would get, I guess 
 
Me: How does it affect reactions and what you get? [shrugs] You don‟t know?  
 
No. 
 
Me: So you put a lot of faith in your teacher? 
 
Uh huh. 
 
Me: OK, that they‟re gonna steer you in the right direction. So how much have 
you been tested on pKa since your first exam? 
 
It‟s like five questions for each. 
 
Me: And what are those questions? Are you given a compound and have to say 
the pKa is [interrupted]  
 
Uh huh. 
 
Me: …or you‟re given the pKa and you have to say what the compound is? 
 
Sometimes, they give you numbers like 60, 44, and they say draw the compound 
for those.  
 
Me: Have you ever been given a compound that you were unfamiliar with and 
asked to give the pKa for it, or is it always something on the list you‟ve been 
given? 
 
Yes, something on the list. 
 
Me: It‟s always something on the list. OK. 
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D.3 TRANSCRIPT OF MENTAL MODEL C, S20 

Transcript for S20—Form 2 
 
Course: Regular (241A) 
Research Experience: none 
Career goals: U.S. Geological Survey, U.S. Forest Service, or a school teacher 
(Environmental Science major) 
 
[1] I can already see what it is. But um, basically if you‟ve got—it only works if it‟s 
on the end. But if you have a triple bond or a double bond, it‟s more acidic than 
the single bond. 
 
Me: OK, and why is that? 
 
And that‟s basically cuz um if you‟ve got a double or a triple bond it‟s even more 
this way. 
 
Me: So shorter? 
 
Well, shorter, but also it makes the carbon hold the electrons like more closely to 
it in that triple bond than say a single bond would. 
 
Me: And why would it do that if it‟s not the bond length? 
 
Well, it is sort of the bond length. But it‟s because the different orbitals, the way 
the work is, basically the sp versus the sp3, they‟re really shorter, stubbier 
orbitals so all the electrons are more close to the central carbon. And therefore, 
they tend to be more acidic because they‟ll lose that proton more readily and 
they‟ll hold on to those electrons and the proton can be pulled off more readily 
even though they‟re not horribly acidic. Just sort of acidic. So, A would be the 
most acidic. And C would be the second, and B would be the first. Like the least 
acidic.  
 
[2] OK, this one‟s a little bit different. Basically the first thing I can see is that the 
the chlorine is in a different place. And that‟ll make a big difference. Um, but, 
with the chlorine, the C would be the most acidic because the chlorine is really 
close to that carbon right there next to the oxygen. So, that‟s basically making the 
carbon less rich in electrons. So, the fact that it‟s wanting electrons really, cuz the 
chlorines sucking them all off, is gonna make the oxygens more willing to hold on 
to the electrons. So, that will be pretty acidic. Um, B actually is kinda weird cuz I 
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think that‟s the least acidic because you know, the same thing, it‟s getting pulled 
here. 
 
Me: On that carbon that‟s attached to the chlorine. 
 
So, therefore it‟s, you know. I‟m trying to remember exactly how it works, but 
somehow that interferes with this one. 
 
Me: OK, so the carbon of the carbon-oxygen bond? 
 
Yea. I‟m trying to remember. I‟m not exactly sure but—those two, but C is 
definitely the most acidic. So, I‟m thinking C, the next acidic is A, and the last one 
is B. It might not be, but. So, C is [writes her answer silently]. 
 
Me: So with A, with the chlorine being further away, that doesn‟t? 
 
It doesn‟t really affect it at all at that distance, I don‟t think. Maybe slightly but 
it‟s not a big deal. 
 
Me: But B, it being in the middle, kinda has an effect  
 
Yea. 
 
Me: More of an effect? 
 
On it. 
 
Me: You good with that one? 
 
Yea, I‟m good with that one. 
 
Me: OK 
 
It‟s one of the things that was on the second test that was a little bit more difficult 
to understand. 
 
[3] This is a different thing altogether, but I‟m pretty sure B is gonna be the most 
acidic. Well, for one reason, it‟s really, really stable. It has all these multiple 
resonance forms. 
 
Me: OK, and where does it have the resonance? 
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So, if you see, you‟ve got this benzene ring which basically is these two resonance 
forms that when you put them together are ridiculously stable. So, on that one, 
the stability makes it more likely to be acidic. Because it means that once the 
hydrogen comes off, what‟s remaining is also really stable. So, it‟s not gonna want 
to get the hydrogen back as much just to make it stabler. Because it‟s good on its 
own. So, that one will be very, very stable. Um, to me that [points to C] also looks 
like it might be 
 
Me: Compound C 
 
More acidic as well because as I said, there‟s some stability of this one because 
the extra electron, it can turn that into the double bond and stick the extra over 
there. 
 
Me: OK, so you have some resonance between those two oxygens? 
 
Yea. And this doesn‟t even look very acidic to me at all because—yea it looks more 
like—obviously there‟s not extra electrons floating around and it‟s almost like a 
conjugate base so I don‟t even know how acidic that would be. But it, both the 
other ones, because they have that resonance form, would be more acidic than 
[A]. So is B is [writes answer]. 
 
Me: So, is B most because it has more resonance structures than C? 
 
Well, it doesn‟t really, I don‟t think, have more because there are two that you can 
draw with the both of them. But benzene rings are very, very, very stable. So, and 
C is also pretty stable because those two resonance forms but I think that the 
benzene would be even stabler. It‟s just really hard to break one up. 
 
[4] Me: So what are you looking at? 
 
I‟m looking at the different structures. And I‟m seeing—I think that C is probably 
gonna be the most acidic because having a hydrogen there I think would make it 
more acidic. I know that with this, you don‟t have a hydrogen—yea you do have 
hydrogens. Hold on. Okay, now I see. When that notation is, it‟s like there‟s C but 
there‟s actually like a carbon here and a carbon here and the oxygen. So, it‟s 
actually just a central bond. Okay, um, I‟m guessing here, but I‟m guessing that B 
would probably be the most acidic for the reason that it seems like because of all 
that like complexity you might be able to get the same sort of stabilization but I‟m 
not, I haven‟t really worked out the resonance forms for that yet. If there are any. 
I‟m not really sure that there are, but it seems like having a more complicated 
molecule might do something.  
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Me: So, you can draw it out if you need to. 
 
Yea, well I‟m just gonna look at this cuz to me it doesn‟t—first off the fact that 
they all got oxygen attached to „em. I was looking at that in terms of the 
electronegativity and the electron pull. But they‟ve all got oxygen one carbon 
away. So that‟s not even different.  
 
Me: So you‟re gonna draw out— 
 
Yea. So, if I say take a hydrogen off here [talks to self as she draws]. 
 
Me: So, sort of describe what you‟re doing. So, you‟re taking a hydrogen off 
carbon one on B. 
 
Yep. So, that‟s gonna bond somehow to the hydrogen. The bond‟s gonna pop over 
here because you‟ve got two little electrons. Okay so now that I‟ve got those two 
free electrons. Yea, that certainly has extra resonance forms. So, yea that‟s gonna 
be—cuz I can put that up there on the oxygen. With that where you take the 
hydrogen, yea, I just don‟t see that doing anything cuz yea, C, I don‟t think is 
gonna be very acidic. My guess is still that B is still gonna be more acidic because 
a it has more complex, and b it also seems to be like more places you can pull 
hydrogens off of. But that doesn‟t always do anything though cuz if after the first 
hydrogen goes, a lot of the times there‟s really no chance of any other hydrogens 
because it‟s become so basic. Because A and B both seem to have, you know, sort 
of similar what do you call it? If you took „em off here—Yea, so B is gonna be the 
most acidic because if you take one off  of it, you‟ve got even more oxygens. 
You‟ve got like two different oxygens depending which oxygen you stick stuff on. 
You know you can change the resonance over to the oxygen on the left or the 
oxygen on the right. 
 
Me: So, do you think the hydrogen on carbon one or carbon three is more acidic? 
 
I think it‟s probably gonna be the hydrogen on carbon three is more likely to do 
acid-base stuff. So B is the most acidic. C is least acidic. And A is somewhere in 
the middle.  
 
Me: OK, so you‟re considering this hydrogen the acidic hydrogen on C? The one 
that‟s drawn? 
 
It could be the one on the carbon here, that you‟re not showing. But, I mean it 
could be that but I think it‟s probably more like to be the one on this carbon over 
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here. But I still don‟t think there‟s as many different ways you can do the 
resonance structures [with C] to make it work. So, it just doesn‟t seem quite as 
acidic. I could be wrong, but. 
 
[5] Ah, okay. So, basically this looks like it‟s gonna be a question of 
electronegativity. Um, let‟s see this is, this is the hydrogen that‟s gonna be. 
 
Me: OK, so on the OH. 
 
On the OH. So, let‟s see which. Yea, well fluorine is more EN than chlorine 
because it‟s got a smaller radius looking at the periodic table. And it‟s higher up. 
So, as I said, you know, if you‟ve got an EN chunk over by the carbon, it‟s gonna 
tend to stabilize things by pulling the electrons from that center carbon. And 
then, the extra electrons on the oxygen can be sucked into that vacuum a little. 
So, I‟d say that the fluorine would be the most acidic followed by the chlorine. 
And this one, there‟s like a big difference in acidity, I think because quite frankly 
hydrogen is not actually EN. I mean, you could say maybe it‟s electropositive, 
maybe it‟s EN. But it‟s not like one of the other halogens. So, that, A [writes 
answer] and C is next and B not so much. 
 
[6] To me that fluorine almost seems like a distraction because it‟s too far from 
everything else. So, I‟m not sure it‟s gonna do anything at that distance. You 
know, either to help or hinder. To me it looks like their just looking at this—is it 
an N, is it an O, or is it a CH? Um, so, if it‟s attached to an O, cuz O is farther to 
the right of the periodic table. It‟s more EN. It‟s gonna be more acidic followed by 
the N. And over here, it‟s but I think the CH is actually gonna be least acidic 
because all the methane and ethane aren‟t really that acidic. So, B is the most. 
Yea, a lot of acids have OH. NH2, yea pretty—so that‟s gonna be the intermediate. 
And the C, which is the CH3 is gonna become the least.  
 
[7] Okay, so here you‟ve got, they‟ve all got the OHs. So, and I mean even though 
there‟s other Hs on this whole molecule, they‟re not gonna be the ones that are 
pulled off, probably, cuz you‟ve got an OH versus all this other stuff versus all the 
carbons. And it‟s on a benzene ring, so nevermind. Not gonna happen [laughs]. 
Okay, so you‟ve got OH—yea, here I mean, the CH3 might make it a little more 
stable, maybe it pulls some charge. But it‟s not even EN. And I‟m not sure how 
much it‟s actually gonna add to stability because it doesn‟t even participate in any 
of these resonance structures at all. But sometimes bigger is just better with these 
things. 
 
Me: Why do you say bigger is better? 
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I don‟t even know if that‟s like true, but see if you don‟t have any difference in 
resonance forms, you don‟t have any difference in electronegativity, um, I‟m not 
sure how much there is to work with. But, NO2, I‟m tryna think that would tend 
to [draws]. The nitrogen on the NO2 would tend to suck electrons, on the other 
hand. I‟m not sure how much it would matter because it‟s so far away. But, my 
guess is that‟s probably gonna be the most acidic but it‟s, I mean, it‟s really close 
since it‟s really far away. Um, A, probably the next one. But like I said, I‟m not 
really sure about this one. I‟ll say that up front. And I‟m not sure where I get this 
thing where you‟ve got a bigger molecule might be more stable. So, I‟ll say out 
front that I don‟t exactly know who pointed that out or who said it. So, it might 
also be not true. But for this one, I‟m saying that B is probably the most acidic 
followed by A, followed by C. But, I gotta be careful about this but I‟d this if this 
was actually on the study sheet, I would, you know, look up and check. If it was 
on the actual test, that‟s too bad. So, B [writes answer]. 
 
Me: So what kind of study sheet do you have, like pKa tables or? 
 
Um, if I saw this on a like on a practice [exam] or like one of the problem sets that 
we get for homework, I‟d be like “okay let me actually go look up the chapter on 
acid chemistry”.  
 
[8] So. Yea, I can see why these are  
 
Me: So A and B. 
 
Why A and B are over with the pKas being larger aka they‟re less acidic. And I can 
see why that is because those are actually two with no resonance stabilization 
whatsoever. And over here we‟ve got ones that have resonance stabilization. And 
it‟s all good. So, these two, um, so over here we‟ve got sulfur. In B, we‟ve got 
sulfur, and we‟ve got oxygen. And they‟re actually in the same period of the 
periodic table. They‟ve both got like uh six electrons. So that‟s not actually—but 
the sulfur is actually a little larger. 
 
Me: What do you mean larger? 
 
I mean it‟s got more electrons. The electron cloud is actually larger. So, it seems 
to be saying that, pKa, this is actually more acidic. 
 
Me: So, why might that be? So, if sulfur has a larger radius, would you say? 
 
Yes. 
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Me: So, if sulfur has a larger radius than oxygen? 
 
Yea, quite frankly I think it‟s because the hydrogen wouldn‟t be actually as close 
into the sulfur so it could be removed more easily. So, that‟s a little bit less—it‟s a 
little bit more acidic actually, but not by much.  
 
Me: So C and D? 
 
And then there‟s C and D. You know, that actually isn‟t much of a gap. It‟s like 
they‟re evenly spaced. Because over here we‟ve got C and D which are both more 
acidic, but D is the most acidic of all. And I‟d say that‟s because it‟s got that EN 
oxygen right there on that carbon which is going to a take some of the carbon‟s 
electrons a little bit and make that negative place. That‟ll make the oxygen over 
here that‟s losing its hydrogen have more of a space to give up its electrons a little 
bit to the carbon and not have that so much. And I also notice that it‟s got the 
possibility of having two resonance forms right there where it can switch off 
between them. On the other hand, this does also have the same two resonance 
forms you can switch off, but, yea it‟s this oxygen. It‟s way more electronegative. 
 
Me: So, you think the oxygen on D, the double bonded oxygen on D is more EN? 
 
Yea, than all the carbons you have over here. So, yea it will help stabilize it by 
making that, you know, positive charge—I mean negative charge on the oxygen 
and the positive charge over the carbon. And that makes things more stable. So, 
that‟s why that one‟s actually got the lowest pKa. It‟s the most acidic.  
 
Me: So number three, you chose A as being the least acidic followed by C and 
then B. And so, if you would like to change your answers for these three questions 
that would be fine. But can you explain why you chose that trend. Or, if you 
would choose a different trend, why you would choose a different trend.  
So, I said that um, let‟s see [mumbles to herself]. This is three? Okay, it almost 
seems like I‟ve got it backwards which is entirely possible. So, let me check. Ah, 
it‟s not quite that [mumbles]. I‟m just gonna go by what I see. And it might or 
might not be the same as here because it looks like it‟s, it‟s mixed up on the paper. 
So, um, over here we have the two resonance forms.  
 
Me: OK, so on C. 
 
On C you‟ve got two resonance forms which make things stable. You‟ve also got 
that nice EN oxygen sitting right there. And over here, you could have, if you took 
these hydrogens you could have that extra lone pair go either over and hop on 
this oxygen or this oxygen. So, this has more—Cs are actually, maybe I didn‟t 
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quite recognize that before cuz it means that actually makes that stabler than I 
thought at first. But, this to me actually looks to be pretty unstable and therefore 
pretty acidic. 
 
Me: So, C you think‟s really acidic? 
 
C is pretty acidic. Let‟s look at B. B you could also do that. Although sometimes 
getting into benzene ring territory. We haven‟t really covered that. I know there 
are some things you can do and can‟t do. I know that they‟re really stable just all 
by themselves. So, I would say that this is probably because if you knew that 
[interrupted] 
 
Me: OK, the two oxygens.  
 
The two oxygens seeing who has the lone pair and who has the double bond. They 
share that a little bit. 
 
Me: So, you‟d say that C is the most acidic now? 
 
Yea, C is the most acidic, followed by B. For the simple reason that A is very 
stable and B actually has the hydrogen coming straight off the oxygen. Over here, 
you got a hydrogen coming straight off the carbon. And there‟s no hydrogen 
coming off either of these oxygens. So, it‟s not really a good acid. In fact, I said 
that I think before that it looked almost more like a conjugate base of something. 
Since you‟ve got all these hydrogens coming off carbons. Not gonna happen very 
easily, so, I think it‟s C is the most and B sort of in the middle, and A the least. So, 
let‟s see. Yea, if I had the chance I would switch B and C. 
 
Me: You can write your new answer right here in the margin. So, from least to 
most, still. Alright, so number six you chose C as the least acidic followed by A 
and B. And you were talking about the electronegativity of the oxygen, nitrogen 

 
Carbon. Yea. 
 
Me: OK, so you mentioned the fluorine [for number six]. So, what you said was it 
was kind of far away so it might not matter. 
 
Yea. To me, it seemed like almost more of a distraction. I don‟t think it‟s gonna 
matt—I think the fluorine is gonna matter. What is—does make it a big difference 
is here you have an H attached to an O which the O is very, very, EN. And it will 
be pretty, um, Os can—there‟s a lot of Os that are hanging around with three lone 
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pairs, and it‟s usually not that big of a deal. So, and actually, a lot of acids are, the 
H is attached to O. So, yea, this is pretty acidic.  
 
Me: OK 
 
N is less, is generally less acidic than O. Because once again, it does have more 
lone pairs on it. It‟s more EN than carbon, say. But it‟s not as much as oxygen. So, 
that‟s the second. And then over here, C, with the carbon with three hydrogens. 
That really isn‟t very acidic at all. Maybe the fact that there‟s this oxygen next to 
it, I thought it can do the whole lotta EN pull thing, making this carbon a little bit 
positive in charge. And that might make it a little more acidic, but it‟s still a 
carbon as compared to the nitrogen and the oxygen which have a very strong 
strong, obvious order of acidity to „em.  
 
Me: And that order‟s based on EN? 
 
It‟s based on the EN of an oxygen atom versus a nitrogen atom versus a carbon 
atom. And that‟s strong trend in this case. So, B is the most, A is the second most, 
and C is the least.  
 
Me: And so the last one is number seven. You chose, again, C is the least, A is 
intermediate, and B is the most. And so you noticed right away that they all pretty 
much have the same acidic hydrogen. 
 
The same acidic hydrogen. The same benzene ring in the middle, which really 
means I‟m not so sure because quite frankly that means that before you get 
anything different is a looong way from that hydrogen. And I‟m not sure how 
much of a difference stuff down there will make. And I [], so—Um, I was just 
guessing at this point that B would probably be the most acidic because of that, 
the pull from the NO2. 
 
Me: So why does [interrupted] 
 
Which is any awful lot of really, really EN atoms down there. Which can be taking 
electrons off of [the carbons in the benzene ring]. 
 
Me: So, off of some of the carbons? 
 
Off of some of the carbons in the benzene ring. So that it‟ll be more comfortable 
for B to have a O have that extra electron on it. Yea, the CH3 and the one where 
it‟s just the benzene right with no CH3 but their exactly identical otherwise. I 
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wasn‟t too sure how much a difference that would make. And like I said, I wasn‟t 
too sure what the differences would all mean. But, as I recall. 
 
Me: Where are you recalling from? 
 
See, that‟s the thing. I‟m not sure exactly where. Like, this is back. This is from 
way back in the day. [laughs] But the fact that this is a little bit larger a little more 
stable, and that would make anything that‟s more stable in it‟s form where it, the 
proton‟s gone away, is more acid because it can—it‟s really—the hydrogen, the 
proton is still out there. And if it‟s really unstable, the proton will attach right 
back on and make it more stable again. So, if this is in fact more stable without 
the proton, then that would be more acidic. Or, you know, vice versa. But 
[interrupted] 
 
Me: So comparing A and C to each other? 
 
Yea, comparing A and C to each other. But if, if that—if they‟re really—or if it‟s 
opposite that smaller is more stable, then C would be more acidic. But, if it didn‟t 
really make any difference at all, they‟d be exactly the same. So, I‟m saying that 
because A is the most acidic, er no, I mean B is. But between A and C. So, it goes 
B, A, and then C is the least acidic.  
 
Me: How important do you think pKa and acidity are in organic chemistry? 
 
I think it‟s—I think there‟s a lot of things that it‟s pretty important for. I mean, in 
a lot of things it‟s important because if you have two chemicals and you think that 
there might be an acid-base reaction between them, it‟s useful to know which side 
it‟s gonna tend towards. And sometimes knowing whether something‟s a really 
good acid or a really good base can help you figure out how the two chemicals are 
gonna interact. And there‟s some parts of organic chemistry where it doesn‟t 
really feel like we‟re using the concepts of acids and bases at all. And it seems like 
the more you go on like into things we‟re talking more about nucleophiles and 
electrophiles, which are sort of similar, but aren‟t exactly the same. Or at least 
they aren‟t presented the same as acids and based. So, I think it‟s important. 
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